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Chapter 1
Introduction
Abstract
Wntmg systems can be categorized into phonographic and
morphographic scripts Scripts using symbols which represent parts
of the sound value of a word such as alphabets or syllabaries are
referred to as phonographic, whereas scripts which represent units
of meaning (e g , word stems), such as Chinese characters or
Egyptian hieroglyphs, are referred to as morphographic The two
script types are described in more detail, followed by an outline of
the morphographic and phonographic properties of the Japanese
orthography. Processing differences are discussed with regard to two
main questions First, whether the processing differences between
the two scripts can be explained in the framework of the dual route
model of reading Second, whether morphographic characters are
processed similar to pictures given the pictographic origin of some
characters. In the following, the aim of this thesis and the history of
the project is described In this part, a more detailed description is
given of those experiments that did not enter into the present thesis.
Finally, an overview of the studies making up the main part of this
thesis is given.

Though the development of writing systems is fairly recent compared
to other aspects of h u m a n evolution, the formation of m o d e m h u m a n society
is hardly imaginable without it. Written records outlast and expand the
capacity of h u m a n memory. Used for communication and control it is a
prerequisite for the coherence of complex societies. The investigation of the
cognitive components required for the processing of written language is,
therefore, of some practical interest. Writing systems with very different
properties have been developed and it is possible that the processing of
writing depends to some degree on the properties of these systems. The
thesis presented here originated from the aim to investigate similarities and
differences in the processing of writing systems with different properties.

Two types of writing s y s t e m s
There are two basic possibilities to write spoken language. First,
symbols such a s letters or syllables can be used to denote phonological
elements of a word. Its sound value can be approximated if the symbol string
is converted by a set of letter-to-sound or grapheme-to-phoneme rules. The
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individual symbols themselves bear no relation to the meaning of the word.
An example are alphabets and syllabaries, which are often referred to a s
phonographic writing systems. The second possibility is to use symbols that
denote primarily the meaning of a word or word stem. They were derived
from pictographs or were created arbitrarily. They represent the meaning
and pronunciation of a word or word stem a s a whole. Examples for this
category are the Chinese script or the Egyptian hieroglyphs, which are
referred to a s morphographic writing systems.
It should be noted, however, that the scripts of the world cannot be
categorized nicely into being either phonographic or morphographic. Some
characters in morphographic writing systems, such a s Chinese, are used
independently of their original meaning to represent the sound value of, for
example, foreign loan words. Phonographic writing systems, on the other
hand, often make orthographic concessions to semantic or morphological
relatedness. Related words often continue to share their orthography though
they are pronounced differently (e.g., child - children).
The Japanese writing system
The J a p a n e s e writing system incorporates elements of both categories,
morphographic a s well as phonographic. It is morphographic because
Chinese characters (Kanji) are used for the writing of whole words and word
stems, and phonographic because of its use of two syllabaries (Kana) for the
writing of foreign words and grammatical elements, such a s verb endings,
case particles, auxiliaries, and more. The u s e of Chinese characters stems
from the assimilation of Chinese knowledge and culture in the 4 t h and 5 t h
century AD (Kess & Miyamoto, 1999). Unlike Chinese characters used in
Chinese, which usually have a unique reading, J a p a n e s e Kanji can have
severed very different readings. These readings stem from phonological
borrowings from traditional Chinese in different periods, and from the habit
of associating the sound value of native J a p a n e s e words with a Kanji
character on the basis of its meaning. The reading of a single Kanji character
usually becomes unambiguous only when the character appears as a part of
a compound word or within a sentence context. Kanji are, therefore, more
inconsistent than Chinese characters with regard to phonological
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information. Unlike isolating Chinese, Japanese as an agglutinating
language has a rich morphology. The Kana syllabaries have evolved from the
repeated use of a set of selected Chinese characters that were used for their
phonological value alone. Both syllabaries are phonologically equivalent and
are used to represent the sound value of Japanese words in a nearly
perfectly consistent way. In modem Japanese, all three scripts, the Chinese
characters (Kanji), and the two Kana syllabaries Hiragana and Katakana, are
used in the form of a mixed text without spaces indicating word boundaries.
The two Kana syllabaries perform different roles; Katakana are used for the
writing of foreign loan words, whereas Hiragana are used for the writing of
grammatical elements and native Japanese words, which are not written
with Kanji characters. Japanese, therefore, provides the rare opportunity to
study the processing of morphographic and phonographic script within a
single language.
Processing differences between writing systems
It has been hypothesized that the two very different types of written
representation, morphographic and phonographic script, are processed
differently by the reader. It has, for example, been suggested, that
phonographic and morphographic scripts can be compared to regularly and
irregularly spelled words in phonographic languages, such as, for example
English. According to the dual-route model of reading (Coltheart, Curtis,
Atkins & Haller, 1993), it is assumed that non-words are read aloud using
the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion route, whereas irregularly spelled
words, for example pint, have to be read using a different route, namely, by
finding an orthographic match in the mental lexicon. Regularly spelled words
such as, for example tent, on the other hand, can be read using either route,
though the direct visual route is assumed to outperform the grapheme-tophoneme conversion route in the case of frequently encountered words. In
the framework of this model, a morphographic writing system is read using
the direct route, whereas a regular phonographic writing system is assumed
to be read using the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion route. In the case of
Japanese it has similarly been assumed, that the morphographic Kanji are
read using direct access, whereas words written in the regular Kana
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orthography are read predominantly via grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.
This assumption might by and large be correct, however, it becomes
incorrect, if it is taken to its extremes. It cannot be assumed, for example,
that Kanji are only read using the direct route, and that phonological
information about parts of a Kanji compound does not have any influence.
Fushimi, Ijuin, Patterson and Tatsumi (1999) observed a small effect of
orthographic-phonological consistency for Kanji compounds and a
significant frequency-by-consistency interaction. This indicates that some
phonological information of Kanji is processed using a procedure comparable
to grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Similarly, it cannot be assumed that
Kana words are only read using the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion route.
Besner and Hildebrandt (1987) observed that visually familiar words (e.g.,
foreign loan words written in Katakana script) are read and judged faster,
t h a n the same words presented in a visually unfamiliar form, namely, in the
other syllabary (see also Chapter 3 of this thesis). This indicates that visually
familiar Kana words can also be read using the direct route.
Processing differences have also been assumed from another quite
different viewpoint. Since some Chinese characters can be traced back to
pictograms, it h a s been assumed that Chinese characters are processed
more similar to pictures t h a n to words. It h a s been observed, for example,
that words are named faster t h a n pictures, whereas pictures are categorized
faster t h a n words (see, for a review, Glaser, 1992). This h a s been interpreted
a s evidence for a greater affinity for pictures to semantic knowledge and a
greater affinity for words to articulation. Some of the evidence supports this
supposition. The phonographic Kana are read aloud faster than the
morphographic Kanji, even when visually unfamiliar Kana transcriptions of
highly frequent Kanji words are used (Yamada, 1992, 1998; Feldman &
Turvey, 1980), whereas Kanji words are translated faster into English than
their Kana transcriptions (Yamada, 1998). It h a s been argued, however, that
the longer naming times for Kanji could be due to the lower frequency of the
Kanji characters, as compared to Kana. Yamada (1992) found that Kanji
numerals, which are highly frequent, are named faster than their Kana
transcriptions. The differences between Kana and Kanji are also rather small
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compared to the time differences observed for naming and categorizing
words and pictures (Flaherty, 1994).
The assumed greater affinity to semantic information for
morphographic script also led to the hypothesis that interference effects as
observed in a Stroop task will be greater for Kanji than for the phonographic
Kana. It is assumed that conceptual information will compete more strongly
with written information if it is presented in a script that has a better access
to conceptual information. In a Stroop task a color word is presented in
different ink colors (Stroop, 1935). It has been observed that naming the ink
color of a color word takes considerably more time when the meaning of the
color word differs from the ink color than when it is the same (Stroop-effect).
However, naming the meaning of a color word is far less affected by a
different ink color (reverse Stroop-effect). It has been observed that the
Stroop-effect and the reverse Stroop-effect are greater for color words written
with Kanji than for their Kana transcriptions (Morikawa, 1981; Bäumler &
Takuma, 1988; Shimamura, 1987; Hatta, 1981; Moriguchi δε Morikawa,
1998). Some studies also report greater Stroop effects for skilled readers of
Chinese and Japanese Kanji than for readers of a phonographic language
such as English (Biederman & Tsao, 1979), while others fail to report a
difference (Smith & Kirsner, 1982; Lee, Wee, Tzeng & Hung, 1992). It seems
to be difficult to interpret these results conclusively with regard to
processing differences between morphographic and phonographic script.
Smith and Kirsner (1982) pointed out that the differences observed could be
due to the greater familiarity of Kanji color words, as compared to the
visually unfamiliar Kana transcriptions. Though these transcriptions are
usually read aloud faster than Kanji words, meaning might be accessed
faster in the case of visually familiar stimuli, independent of their
orthography.
Though other processing differences have been proposed, for example
with regard to hemispheric lateralization or the question of cross-linguistic
differences regarding dyslexia and aphasia, the possible processing
differences investigated and discussed in this thesis are limited to those
outlined above.
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The history of the project

This thesis attempts to shed some light on the differences between
morphographic and phonographic script. However, the focus of interest
shifted a bit in the course of the project. During the first phase of the project,
it was attempted to find conclusive evidence for some of the differences
assumed between both writing systems. However, this task was more
difficult than anticipated. The early experiments did not yield any evidence of
a processing difference between both scripts. One approach was discarded
because both script types were processed similarly rather than differently,
with regard to meaning (see also Chapter 2 of this thesis), the other because
of unexpected difficulties with the experimental materials. Because these
attempts will probably not be published elsewhere, it might be informative to
give a short summary of the discarded experimental ideas and results at
least in this chapter.
The starting point of the present thesis was a finding by Paivio (1975).
Paivio presented two pictures of animals or two words denoting animals in
two sizes (big and small) on the screen. Participants were asked to compare
the animals with regard to their size in reality while ignoring the size
difference of their representations on the screen. Reaction times to pictures
were faster when the size difference of the animals in reality corresponded to
the physical size difference of the pictures on the screen (e.g. a small picture
of an ant and a large picture of a cat). They were longer when the size
difference in reality did not correspond to the physical size difference (e.g., a
small picture of a cat and a large picture of an ant). Paivio did, however, not
observe a similar difference for words (e.g., ANT - CAT vs. CAT - ANT). The
different pattern for words and pictures was interpreted by Paivio as being
due to pictures having a better access to conceptual knowledge than words.
This advantage then gave rise to the congruity effect observed for pictures.
Given that digits can sometimes can be traced back to pictograms (e.g.,
the Arabic digits 1, 2 and 3), it is suggesting to a s s u m e that digits also share
some of the processing characteristics of pictures. An asymmetric congruity
effect for digits and number words similar to the results of Paivio (1975) was
indeed reported by Besner & Coltheart (1979). They presented two digits in
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two different font sizes in a number comparison task and observed that
reaction times were longer in trials when numerical difference and font size
difference were incongruent (e.g., 3-5) than congruent (e.g., 3-5). However,
no congruity effect was observed when numerals were presented as number
words. This finding was interpreted as digits having a greater affinity to the
concept size (numerical or physical) than number words. Other researchers
applied this paradigm in the following to investigate processing differences
between number representations in different orthographies (Takahashi 8s
Green, 1983; Vaid, 1985; Vaid 8s Corina, 1989). The results, however, were
rather inconclusive. Additional doubt on this difference was shed by a study
of Foltz, Poltrock 8s Potts (1984) who failed to replicate the representation
dependency observed by Paivio (1975) and Besner 8s Coltheart (1979).
It was the goal of the first experiment conducted for this project to
investigate the basic results by Besner & Coltheart more thoroughly. Single
number words and digits (2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8) in six different font sizes were
presented in a numerical comparison task (comparison to the standard 5).
The same stimuli were used in a physical size comparison task (comparison
to a standard size). Both tasks were presented randomly and a cue indicated
the task (numerical size /physical size judgment) to the participant (form and
color of the fixation point). In contrast to Besner and 8s Coltheart (1979), a
significant congruity effect was observed for number words and digits in
both tasks. A distance effect was observed for the dimension relevant to the
task (e.g., reaction times in a numerical judgment task decreased as the
numerical distance between item and standard increased). A distance effect
was also observed for the dimension irrelevant to the task (e.g., reaction
times in incongruent trials of a physical judgment task increased as the
numerical distance between item and standard increased). These distance
effects modulated the size of the congruency effects in a systematic way in
accordance with the relative speed of processing account of interference.
Interference effects are smaller the faster the dimension relevant to the task
(e.g., physical size in a physical size comparison task) is processed, and
greater the faster the dimension irrelevant to the task (e.g., numerical size in
a physical size comparison task) is processed.
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However, no conclusive evidence was found of a processing difference
between n u m b e r words and digits. Though it was indeed observed that the
number-size congruity effect for words was somewhat smaller than for digits,
this difference is most likely due to the different string length of number
words and digits. Number words consist of several letters, whereas digits are
single symbols. A font size difference between digits might be more salient
t h a n the same font size difference in the case of n u m b e r words. It is,
therefore, possible that no difference will be observed between the congruity
effects for words and digits when the (subjective) font size differences are
comparable. These data, though informative, provided little evidence of a
processing difference between digits and number words in this paradigm.
Therefore, the approach to use the semantic size/physical size congruity
effect for the investigation of processing differences between phonographic
Kana and morphographic Kanji was abandoned.
Another approach was given u p because of unanticipated difficulties
with the experimental materials. The starting point for the next series of
experiments was the general hypothesis that phonographic script might
allow a faster or more automatic access to phonological information, whereas
morphographic script allows a faster or more automatic access to semantic
or conceptual information. A picture-word interference task with visual
distractors was chosen, because its results were observed to depend on the
semantic a s well a s the phonological relation between target picture and
distractor word. In the picture-word interference task, a picture h a s to be
named while a simultaneously presented distractor word h a s to be ignored.
It h a s been observed that picture naming times are longer when a distractor
word is presented that is semantically related to the target picture name, a s
compared to a n unrelated word (e.g., Rosinski, 1977). On the other hand,
picture naming times are shorter when a distractor word is presented that is
phonologically related to the target picture name, a s compared to an
unrelated word (e.g., Posnansky 8s Rayner, 1977). It is possible, that the
orthography of the distractor word might modulate the semantic interference
effect and the phonological facilitation effect in a systematic way, a s
predicted by the relative speed of processing account of interference.
According to this account, a greater interference effect is expected the faster
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conflicting distracting information is processed. Therefore, it was expected
that the semantic interference effect would be greater for morphographic
Kanji distractors if Kanji provide a faster or more automatic access to
semantic information. On the other h a n d , the phonological facilitation effect
might be greater for the phonographic Kana distractors because Kana make
phonological information faster available. Two experiments comparing the
relative sizes of the semantic interference effect and the phonological
facilitation effect for Kanji and Kana (tested at four different SOAs: -150ms, 50 ms, +50 ms, +150 ms) were conducted. The results, however, were
unexpected and difficult to interpret. Though a semantic interference and a
phonological facilitation effect was observed for Kanji, neither effect was
observed for Kana words. Though a greater semantic interference effect for
Kanji was in line with our hypothesis, it was unexpected and at odds with
the literature that no semantic interference effect was observed for Kana
words (Ishio, 1990). It was difficult to identify the cause of these results a n d
three additional experiments using new materials were conducted. However,
the results did not improve.
From these additional experiments it became clear that the
phonological facilitation effect in a picture-word interference experiment
using visually presented J a p a n e s e Kana distractors is easily destroyed by
the presence of phonologically unrelated information. It reappeared in new
experiments, in which the n u m b e r of syllables and the amount of
phonologically unrelated information of the distractor words was strictly
controlled (see Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis). However, following u p on the
original hypothesis on the basis of this insight was difficult because of the
limited number of pictures and distractor words, which allowed sufficient
control of these factors. Experimenting with the relative amount and position
of phonologically related and unrelated information, however, yielded some
quite unexpected and informative results of general interest.
Running into these experimental dead-ends coincided with the
realization that it was of more interest to the scientific community to use the
specific properties of Japanese a s a tool to shed some light on more general
questions in psycholinguistics - a n important point when it comes to
publication. This change in emphasis led to the present form of this thesis. A
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successful finding of a processing difference between symbols and words is
presented in the second chapter. The studies described in the third and
fourth chapter are examples of the use of J a p a n e s e orthography a s a tool to
address questions of more general interest in psycholinguistics. In Chapter 3
the possible locus of a visual word form lexicon in the brain is investigated.
Chapter 4 presents evidence that might lead to a revision of the widely
accepted assumption of serial word form encoding in word production.
Chapter 5 combines the search for processing differences between
morphographic and phonographic script with the question in how far
orthography influences the outcome of a picture-word interference task.
An overview about this t h e s i s
The second chapter reports the results of a study investigating
differences between morphographic symbols and phonographically written
words in European languages, namely, between digits and number words.
The visual appearance of Arabic digits does not contain any clues about their
pronunciation, which is why they are used across many languages. Number
words, on the other hand, consist of letters that contain some information
about the phonological value of the word as a whole. Therefore, it was
hypothesized, that processing differences between the two types of
representation might become apparent when a task is used that depends on
the availability of phonological information such a s naming. Differences
between the naming of words and the naming of pictures or properties have
been reported in flanker or interference tasks. In these tasks conflicting
information is presented that can influence the response. For this reason, a
flanker task [Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974] was used to investigate the mutual
influence of number words and digits used a s targets and distractors. It was
hypothesized, that digits activate the representation of their meaning
(analogue magnitude code) differently from number words. Furthermore, the
phonological information of number words might be processed much faster
or more automatically than in the case of digits, which should lead to a
greater interference effect in this task.
In the third chapter a quite different study employing a brain imaging
method, namely, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is reported.
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The two Japanese Kana syllabaries, Katakana and Hiragana, are
phonologjcally equivalent. However, the use of either syllabary for writing is
not arbitrary. Foreign loan words, for example, are written with Katakana,
whereas other words, such as botanical names or native Japanese words for
food, are written with Hiragana. Foreign loan words written in Katakana are
judged to be visually highly familiar by Japanese native speakers, and as
visually highly unfamiliar, when they are rewritten using Hiragana.
According to the dual route model of reading (Coltheart et al., 1993),
irregular words (i.e., words with an irregular spelling) can only be read after
they have been recognized in a visual word form lexicon. Pseudowords and
regular words, however, can be read using grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
rules. Japanese orthography allows to separate the two routes of this model
for one and the same word. Whereas a foreign loan word written in its
familiar script (Katakana) can be recognized in the visual word form lexicon,
the same word rendered visually unfamiliar (i.e., written in Hiragana) has to
be read over the assembly route. This property of Kana stimuli makes it
particularly interesting to use them in a brain imaging experiment, which
attempts to locate brain regions that might play a role in visual word form
recognition. In the two brain imaging experiments reported in Chapter 3
visually familiar and unfamiliar Japanese words and pseudowords in
Katakana and Hiragana, yielding six conditions in total, are presented
during an fMRI measurement using an event-related design. The first
experiment used a task of silent articulation, whereas a phonological lexical
decision task was used in the second experiment.
The fourth chapter addresses the question, whether word form
encoding in language production really proceeds in a serial manner, that is,
from the beginning of a word to its end. Serial effects, that is, differences
between word-onset and word-offset, have been observed in many
experiments using Germanic language materials (English, Dutch, German).
It is possible, however, that the observed serial effects in these experiments
are due to the properties of the stimulus materials (mono-syllabicity, stress
accent) rather than to the seriality of word form encoding. Since Japanese
has different properties (multi-syllabicity, pitch accent) it might be very
useful to re-investigate serial effects using Japanese stimulus materials.
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Serial effects have been observed in picture-word interference experiments.
This paradigm allows the variation of the onset of target and distractor, so
that the influence of the distractor can be observed at different stages of the
picture naming process. In the experiments reported in Chapter 4 pictures
with three-syllabic names in Japanese were presented together with
Katakana distractors that were related to the first, second, or third syllable
of the target picture name, or unrelated to it. In the first two experiments a
single syllabic Kana character is presented as a distractor. The onset
between target and distractor was varied in the second experiment to
investigate the influence of the distractor on the process of naming the target
picture. 10 different SOAs were used, ranging from -400 ms to +400 ms. In
the next three experiments two-syllabic distractors (two Kana characters)
were used that could be related or unrelated to different parts of the target
picture name. These experiments were conducted to investigate the influence
of the amount and the position of phonologically related and unrelated
distractor information.
The fifth chapter presents two experiments that directly compare the
influence of morphographic Kanji and phonographic Kana used as
distractors in a picture-word interference task. This study addresses the
question whether the phonological facilitation effect in the case of visual
distractors is caused by word-level or subword-level phonological
information. It is assumed that highly frequent Kanji words make word-level
phonological information available because they are accessed using the
direct route to the mental lexicon. Visually unfamiliar Kana words (generated
by transcribing the visually familiar Kanji words with Kana characters), on
the other hand, make subword-level phonological information available since
they cannot be recognized in the visual word form lexicon and their sound
value has to be assembled. As in the experiments described in the fourth
chapter, pictures with three-syllabic names in Japanese are used and the
relative amount of phonologically related and unrelated information is varied.
In the sixth chapter a summary is given of the main results of the
experiments conducted for the present thesis. The results are discussed with
regard to the relevance they bear with respect to processing differences
between morphographic and phonographic script.
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Chapter 2
Differences Between Digit Naming and Number Word Reading in a
Flanker Task
(Memory & Cognition, 2003, 31(4), 529-537)
Anja Κ. Ische beck
Abstract
Numbers can be represented as number words or as digits, but are
the two notations processed differently? Two expemnents in which a
flanker paradigm with a naming task was used were conducted, with
digits and number words as targets and flankers. Reaction times
were shortest when the flanker denoted the same numerical value as
the target. The numerical distance between the target and a
numerically different flanker modulated reaction times in all
conditions, except for number word targets with digit flankers. The
direction of this effect — targets were named faster when the flanker
was numerically close than when it was far — indicates that the
numerical magnitude representations of numbers are associatively
connected. When target and flanker were presented in the same
format, no difference was observed in the distance effects for the two
formats. This indicates that number words activate the abstract
representation of their numerical value very similarly to digits.
Introduction
Numbers are typically written in two distinct formats: either as Arabic
digits or in the form of number words. Although these representations
denote the same numeric value, they differ with respect to the m a n n e r in
which they represent the pronunciation of a n u m b e r . Number words consist
of individual letters which represent the phonological elements of the word's
pronunciation. The pronunciation of Arabic digits, on the other h a n d , is less
determined by elements of their visual appearance. This m a k e s it possible to
represent phonologically different b u t semantically related numerals with the
same symbol, for example, cardinal (e.g., 1 one) or ordinal n u m b e r s (e.g., 1st
first). The same digits are therefore used across many different languages.
It is a n intriguing question whether these two representations are
processed differently by the reader, so notation-specific effects have therefore
repeatedly been scrutinized in numerical cognition research. Digits are
responded to faster t h a n words in many numerical tasks, s u c h as, for
example, numerical comparison (Koechlin, Naccache, Block, & Dehaene,
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1999), parity judgment (Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993), n u m b e r / n o n n u m b e r classification (Peereman & Holender, 1985), or addition and
multiplication (Blankenberger & Vorberg, 1997). However, an interaction of
notation with n u m b e r processing h a s usually not been observed (see Noël,
1991; and Holender & Peereman, 1987, for reviews). No influence of notation
h a s been observed, for example, on the size of the numerical distance effect
(the time to compare two n u m b e r s decreases when their numerical distance
increases, Moyer & Landauer, 1967), the magnitude effect (number pairs are
compared faster if they are comprised of small n u m b e r s , Dehaene, 1989), or
the semantic congruity effect (pairs comprised of small n u m b e r s are
compared faster if the instruction states to indicate the smaller number
rather than the larger number, whereas the reverse is true for pairs
comprised of large n u m b e r s ; Banks, Fujii, & Kayra-Stuart, 1976). This
pattern suggests that differences between digits and n u m b e r words are
limited to the encoding stage, whereas all subsequent processing steps are
based on a common abstract representation of the numerical value of the
number.
It is often assumed that this abstract representation of the numerical
value of a number is an analog magnitude code and is stored in an orderly
fashion in long-term memory like a number line (Dehaene, 1992; Dehaene,
Dupoux, & Mehler, 1990; McCloskey, 1992). This assumption is based on
the observation of a graded priming effect: Reaction times (RTs) to digit and
n u m b e r word targets decrease with their numerical distance from the prime.
This h a s been observed across different tasks, such a s numerical
comparison (Dehaene, 1996; Koechlin et al., 1999; Schwarz & Ischebeck,
2000), parity judgment (Reynvoet & Brysbaert, 1999), and naming (Marcel &
Forrin, 1974; Reynvoet & Brysbaert, 1999). The analog magnitude code is
assumed to be automatically activated whenever a n u m b e r is encountered,
because priming effects have also been observed in t a s k s that do not
explicitly require the processing of the numerical value of a number, such as
naming (Marcel & Forrin, 1974; Reynvoet & Brysbaert, 1999), and
letter/digit classification or lexical decision (den Heyer δε Briand, 1986).
However, a more complicated pattern of results obtains when conflicting
information is presented. For example, when two n u m b e r s that have to be
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numerically compared also differ in physical size of presentation on the
monitor, reaction times are found to increase if a comparison on the basis of
physical size would lead to a different response: To illustrate, it t a k e s longer
to give a correct answer to the pair 3 - 5 t h a n to the pair 3 - 5 . This is known
a s the number-size congruity effect (e.g., Duncan δε McFarland, 1980; Henik
8s Tzelgov, 1982). This interference effect h a s been reported by some
investigators to be smaller or even absent for n u m b e r words (Besner &
Coltheart, 1979). Another task for which a notational difference h a s been
reported is the flanker task (Eriksen δε Eriksen, 1974). Whereas n u m b e r
word flankers were found to significantly influence reaction times to digit
targets, digit flankers h a d nearly no influence on n u m b e r word targets (Fias,
Reynvoet, & Biysbaert, 2001). These results suggest t h a t n u m b e r words are
indeed processed differently from digits in a naming task.
It is possible t h a t some of these findings can be explained in another
way. It h a s been observed t h a t the a m o u n t of interference obtained depends
on the processing characteristics of the conflicting information, a s in the
Stroop task (see, for a review, MacLeod, 1991). In the case of the numbersize congruity effect, the a m o u n t of interference in a numerical comparison
task was found to increase with the discriminability of the physical size
difference (Algom, Dekel, δε Pansky; 1996; Schwarz δε Ischebeck, 2003).
Because the discriminability of a fixed physical font size difference might be
greater for digits t h a n for n u m b e r words consisting of several letters,
interference effects might t u r n out to be smaller in the case of words (Foltz,
Poltrock, δε Potts, 1984). Similarly, the difference observed in the n u m b e r
word - digit flanker task might be due to a higher encoding speed for n u m b e r
words. It h a s also been observed t h a t the a m o u n t of interference increases to
the extent t h a t irrelevant information is processed faster (Palef δε Olson,
1975).
Theoretical accounts about the processing architecture for n u m b e r s
differ with regard to their a s s u m p t i o n s about possible processing differences
between digits a n d n u m b e r words. Notational differences could be limited to
the encoding stage or could extend to notation-specific n u m b e r processing
routines. According to the single format hypothesis, n u m b e r words a n d
digits are processed alike and independent of the task, once they have been
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translated into a common abstract representation of the numerical value
(McCloskey, 1992). In this model, notational differences are assumed to be
limited to a task-independent encodmg stage. Notational differences might,
therefore, be observed, b u t they should not depend on the task.
Other models (e.g., the triple code model by Dehaene, 1992) assume
task-specific processing routines that work best on a specific number format.
For example, using addition and multiplication tables in long-term memory
is assumed to work best with a verbal representation of numbers, whereas
digits are assumed to be the preferred format of, for example, a parity
judgment task. If a n u m b e r is presented in a format inappropriate for the
required task, it h a s to be translated. Notational differences are limited to a
task-dependent encoding stage. This class of models, referred to here as the
preferred format hypothesis,

can explain differences in RTs for the two

formats in different tasks: Whereas in most numerical tasks, digits are
responded to faster them words, no reaction time difference between the two
formats h a s been observed in a naming task (Campbell, 1994; Ferrand,
1999).
A third class of models a s s u m e s that notational differences extend to
the processing components themselves. For example, in the encoding
complex model proposed by Campbell and Clark (1992), an integrated
network of form- and modality-specific number skills is assumed. Similarly,
Koechlin et al. (1999) found a notational difference with regard to priming
effects in a numerical comparison task and concluded that the
representation of numerical magnitude at a very early stage might be
notation-specific. I will refer to this class of models a s the
processing

format-specific

hypothesis.

In the following, these three models will be contrasted. The triple code
model by Dehaene (1992) is an example of the preferred format hypothesis.
Number words are assumed to be the preferred format for a naming task,
and digits have to be translated. It is also assumed that a number activates
its analog magnitude code automatically in a naming task, to accommodate
the observed influence of numerical distance in priming experiments with a
naming task (Marcel & Forrin, 1974).
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As an example of the format-specific processing hypothesis, a modular
two-pathway model based on the dual route model of reading (see for a
review, Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, at Haller, 1993), as shown in Figure 1, is
proposed. After an early visual processing stage, the digit or number word
can be accessed in the visual mental lexicon. A naming task requires access
to the phonological representation of the digit or number word. This
information can be retrieved after recognition in the lexicon, or, additionally
in the case of number words, by assembling the pronunciation of the word
from its constituent letters through a set of letter-to-sound conversion rules
(dotted arrow). It is also assumed that a number automatically activates its
analog magnitude code after it has been recognized (double-lined arrow).
This activation can interact with activation generated by a simultaneously
encountered number and influence the naming response (double-lined arrow
pointing to the right).
Notational processing differences arise in this model from the additional
route to pronunciation for number words. First, it is possible that the
privileged access to phonological information via the word's graphemes
makes the word less susceptible to interference from a flanker digit than vice
versa in a naming task. It has been assumed that number words make
phonological information available earlier as compared to other stimuli,
especially in a naming task (e.g., Smith & Magee, 1980). Second, it is also
possible that the analog magnitude code will be activated less strongly in the
case of a number word, because the phonological route bypasses the lexicon
and the analog magnitude code representation. As targets, number words
will be less influenced by the numerical identity of the flanker than digits; as
flankers, their numerical identity will influence the processing of a target
less strongly than digits.
In the present study, a flanker task was conducted using numbers
presented as digits or as number words. A target number was presented
randomly above or below a flanker number. The participant was instructed
to name the target and to ignore the flanker, which denoted the same or a
different number than the target. The numerical distance between flanker
and target was varied: 0 (identical), 1 (close), and 5(far). In Experiment 1, a
digit and a number word were shown and the format of the target was fixed
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for participants who were randomly divided into two groups: Either the digit
or the number word had to be named. The goal of this experiment was to
investigate whether the two different formats are processed differently in a
naming task.

Naming
response

Analog
magnitude
representation

Ï
Phonological
representation

Visual mental
lexicon for
Arabic digits &
number words

Early visual processing

Digits

I

Number words

Figure 1. The two-pathway model of number naming as an example of the formatspecific hypothesis. The arrow from the mental lexicon to the phonological
representation Indicates the direct pathway, possible for both number words and
digits. The additional route, which bypasses the lexicon and Is only possible for
number words. Is indicated by the dashed arrow. It Is assumed In the model that the
analog magnitude representation of the number Is automatically activated once a
digit or number word has been accessed in the mental lexicon, and that this
activation influences the phonological representation of the target (double-lined
arrows).
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The following predictions can be derived. According to the single format
hypothesis, both formats should influence each other similarly in a flanker
task. According to the triple-code model, a larger interference effect would be
expected for the more slowly encoded digit targets. The two-pathway model
also predicts a larger interference effect for digit targets, because the
phonological information is made available faster by the number word
flanker.
With regard to the influence of numerical distance, the triple code
model assumes a stronger effect of the flanker in the case of digit targets:
The analog magnitude code is activated earlier by the faster encoded number
word and has more time to influence the naming of the digit than vice versa.
The two-pathway model, however, does not necessarily predict a difference
with regard to the effect of numerical distance, if the processing speed is
similar for both formats. The numerical distance effect might be small for
word targets, because they are less susceptible than digits to any influence
of the numerical identity of the flanker. It might also be small for digit
targets, because the analog magnitude code is assumed to be activated less
strongly by number word flankers than by digit flankers.
Experiment 1:
Fixed Target and Flanker Format
Method
Participants. 20 students of the University of Nijmegen, 16 female and 4
male, between 17 and 27 years of age, participated in the experiment. They
were divided randomly into two groups. They were paid for their cooperation
or received a course credit. All were native speakers of Dutch.
Materials. Each trial consisted of the simultaneous presentation of a digit
and a number word, which was written in Dutch. A completely crossed
design of all nine single numerals as targets and flankers was not used
because numerical target-flanker distances would then be very unequally
distributed and confounded with target. For example, distance 8 will only be
realized with the target-flanker pairs 9-1 and 1-9, whereas there would be 16
target-flanker pairs for distance 1. This is undesirable in a naming task,
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where a strong main effect of target, due to differences in the articulatoiy
response, can be expected. Thus, a more restricted design was chosen: All
numerical distances used in the experiment (0 = identical, 1 = close, and 5 =
far) were realized equally often and with all targets. Care was taken that the
target and flanker provided a s little information a s possible about each other
and their numeric distance: The 24 target-flanker pairs that met these
conditions best were: 1-1, 1-2, 1-6, 2-2, 2-3, 2-7, 3-3, 3-4, 3-8, 4-4, 4-5, 4-9,
6-6, 6-5, 6-1, 7-7, 7-6, 7-2, 8-8, 8-7, 8-3, 9-9, 9-8, 9-4. The target digit 8, for
example, appeared with flanker number words ACHT (= eight), distance 0,
ZEVEN (= seven), distance 1 and DRIE (= three), distance 5.
To ensure that both stimuli were read equally well and equally likely by
the participant, the target was spatially separated from the flanker and
appeared randomly either above or below the fixation cross (cf. Paquet &
Lortie, 1990). A single replication of the experiment consisted of 48 trials:
Each target-flanker pair was presented twice, once with the target displayed
above and once below the fixation point. In total, twelve replications were
presented to the participants during one experimental session. The order of
trials was randomized separately for each replication and each participant.
For the first group of participants, the format of the target flanker pairs was
digit (target) - word (flanker); it was number word (target) - digit (flanker) for
the second group of participants.
Apparatus. Stimuli were presented on a PC-Monitor with 85 Hz vertical
refresh rate. Stimulus presentation was synchronized with the vertical
refresh video signal. The onset of the naming response was detected by a
voice-key, which stopped reaction time measurement (± 1 ms). Target-flanker
pairs were presented in black on a light gray background. They were
displayed in Arial font in the center of the screen, with a height of 12 mm for
both digits and number words and a width of 10 mm in the case of digits
and 60 mm (maximum width) in the case of number words. This
corresponds to a vertical viewing angle of 1°9' and maximum horizontal
viewing angles of 57' and 5 0 45' for digits and number words, respectively.
Target and flanker were vertically spaced 20 mm (center to center) apart
from each other. Participants were seated in a dimly lit room approximately
60 cm from the computer screen.
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Procedure. The first group of participants was instructed to name the digit
and to ignore the n u m b e r word; the second group of participants was
instructed to n a m e the number word and to ignore the digit. Each trial
started with a small fixation cross in the middle of the screen. After a
variable foreperiod with a mean of 400 m s and a range of 300-500 m s , the
fixation cross disappeared and the target-flanker pair was displayed on the
screen. A variable foreperiod was chosen so that participants could not base
their response on an estimate of the time from the warning signal to the
reaction signal (cf. Luce, 1986). The stimulus pair remained visible until time
measurement was stopped by the onset of the participant's vocal response.
After 1500 ms, the next trial was presented. Within this interval, the
experimenter either typed in the response of the participant or entered an
error code. Errors were categorized into those made by the participant, s u c h
a s wrong answers or articulatory errors, and technical errors, such a s
premature or delayed voice-key triggering. Immediate feedback was given in
the case of an error, and a practice trial was inserted before the presentation
of the next experimental tried. The experiment was divided into six blocks.
Breaks between blocks lasted at least 20 seconds. Participants received ten
practice trials at the beginning of the experiment and five at the start of each
new block.
Results
The first block of the experiment (two replications) was considered practice
and discarded from analysis, which left a maximum of 480 trials per
participant for analysis. Errors and invalid trials due to technical reasons
were also discarded. Wrong answers (e.g., naming the flanker) and
articulatory errors were combined to yield the overall error rate of the
participants, in this experiment 0.89 % (85 trials). Another 32 trials (0.33 %)
had to be discarded due to untimely voice-key triggering. An additional three
otherwise correct trials (0.03 %) were excluded because the RT was faster
than 100 m s or exceeded 1000 ms. Mean RTs, standard deviations of the
participant means, and error rates for the three distances are given in Table
1.
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Table 1
Experiment 1: Mean Reaction Times (in Milliseconds, With Standard
Deviations) and Error Rates (%E) as a Function of Condition
Distance
Group
0
1
5
M
SD
%E M
SD
%E M
SD
%E
Digit-Word
448 38.5 0.06 466 37.9 2.00 477 41.8 2.50
Word-Digit
409 33.4 0.06 415 36.1 0.56 416 34.9 0.31
Note—Digit-word, digit target and word flanker; word-digit, word target and
digit flanker.
The m e a n s of the RTs for each participant in both groups were entered
into a repeated measures ANOVA with the within-participants factor
Distance (three) and the between-participants factor Group (two). The longer
RTs observed in the group t h a t named digits (digit naming: 464 ms; word
naming: 413 ms) are reflected in a significant main effect for Group ( F ( l , 18)
= 9.29, MS e = 4095, ρ < .01). RTs were shortest for distance 0 and longest for
distance 5 (428 ms, 441 ms, a n d 447 ms, for the distances 0, 1, and 5,
respectively), which yielded a significant main effect of Distance (F (2, 36) =
61.33, MSe = 28, ρ < .001). The interaction of Group and Distance was
significant (F β, 36) = 23.28, MS e = 28, ρ < .001). This was due to the greater
influence of the factor Distance on the group t h a t did digit naming t h a n on
the group t h a t did n u m b e r word naming.
For the sake of greater clarity, it is helpful to distinguish the two
components t h a t constitute the overall effect of numerical distance. The RT
difference between congruent trials (distance 0: target and flanker lead to the
same naming response) and incongruent trials (distance 1 and distance 5:
target and flanker lead to different naming responses) will be called the
congruency effect. The RT-difference between incongruent trials with a small
numerical difference between target and flanker (distance 1) and
incongruent trials with a large numerical difference between target and
flanker (distance 5) will be called the distance effect. Note t h a t these two
components sire not independent of each other: The difference between
distance 0 and the mean of the distances 1 and 5, the difference of which is
defined a s the distance effect, constitutes the congruency effect. See also
Table 3 for the sizes of these effects in Experiments 1 a n d 2.
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Congruency and distance effects. A significant congruency effect (F (1, 18)
= 120.97, MSe = 32, ρ < .001) was observed for the group instructed to n a m e
the digit a n d to ignore the n u m b e r word. There was a smaller significant
congruency effect (F (1, 18) = 8.04, MSe = 32, ρ < .01) for the group
instructed to n a m e the n u m b e r word and to ignore the digit. This was tested
using contrasts (contrasts: -2, 1, 1 for the distances 0, 1, and 5, respectively).
A significant distance effect (Ffl, 18) = 25.27, MSe = 24, ρ < 0.001) was
observed for the group naming digits, b u t not for the group naming words (1
ms, ns). Target digits were named significantly faster when the flanker word
was numerically close to the target (distance 1) t h a n when it was
numerically far (distance 5). This was tested using contrasts (contrast: 0, - 1 ,
1 for the distances 0, 1, and 5, respectively). The difference between the two
groups was significant with regard to the size of the congruency effect (F fl,
18) = 32.81, MSe = 32, ρ < 0.001), a s well a s with regard to the size of the
distance effect (Ffl, 18) = 10.68, MSe = 24, ρ < 0.01). Number word targets
were named 39 m s faster t h a n digit targets in congruent trials (distance 0): F
(1, 18) = 5.70, MSe = 1301, ρ < 0.05. The RT differences found for the factor
Distance cannot be attributed to a speed-accuracy trade-off because the
longer RTs for the greater distances were also accompanied by higher error
rates: In the digit naming group 0, 3 1 , a n d 39 errors were made in total at
the distances 0, 1, and 5, respectively. In the group n u m b e r naming groups
participants made 8, 5, a n d 1 errors, respectively.

Discussion
The presence of a congruency effect for both groups clearly shows t h a t
the numerical identity of the digit or n u m b e r word flanker influenced the
response of the participant. RTs were significantly faster when target a n d
flanker denoted the same n u m b e r and led to the same naming response
(distance 0). The congruency effect was significantly greater for digit targets
with word flankers t h a n for word targets with digit

flankers.

A significant distance effect was observed, b u t only in the case of digit
targets, which were named faster in the presence of numerically close
(distance 1) flankers t h a n numerically far (distance 5) flankers. The
difference between the two groups with regard to the size of this effect was
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also significant. The presence of a distance effect for digit targets indicates
that n u m b e r word flankers activated the abstract representation of their
numerical value. This activation spread to neighboring nodes including the
target, which facilitated the digit naming response. The direction of the
distance effect (faster RTs for numerically close flankers) is the same as
observed in priming experiments (Marcel & Forrin, 1974).
The greater congruency and distance effects for digit targets are
compatible with the preferred format hypothesis, a s long a s they can be
attributed to a difference between the encoding speeds of the two formats.
Such a difference is indicated by the significant difference between the RTs
for the two target types in congruent trials (distance 0, as, e.g., TWO - 2 vs.
2 - TWO): Number words were named faster than digit targets. The faster
encoded number word flankers have a greater opportunity to influence the
digit naming response t h a n vice versa.
The greater congruency effect for digit targets is compatible with the
two-pathway model, which a s s u m e s that the additional route makes number
words less susceptible to interference. However, the model did not predict a
greater distance effect for digit targets with word flankers, unless a difference
in processing speed between the two formats is also assumed. Because
n u m b e r words are assumed to activate the magnitude code to a lesser degree
t h a n are digits, a word flanker will influence a digit target less strongly t h a n
will a digit flanker. Similarly, a word target will be less vulnerable than a
digit target to the numerical identity of a digit flanker. For similar encoding
speeds, similar and small distance effects for both mixed-format conditions
can be predicted. If encoding speeds differ, a s indicated by the difference
between digits and n u m b e r words in congruent trials, the predictions of the
two-pathway model will be similar to those derived from the preferred format
hypothesis. It is, therefore, difficult to decide between these two models on
the basis of this experiment alone.
It is possible, however, that the difference between congruent trials in
the two format conditions is due to strategic effects, given that format was
presented blocked. In the case of number words, participants might have
made use of the knowledge that the target was always a word and, for
example, used exclusively the assembly route. Target format was also varied
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between participants, so the observed faster RTs to word targets might have
been due to interindividual differences.
It is therefore advisable to test the predictions outlined earlier in a
second experiment where format is varied randomly from trial to trial for
each participant. In Experiment 2, target and flanker were distinguished by
color and presented in all four format combinations: digit-word, word-digit,
word-word, and digit-digit (with labels in the target-flanker order). Similar
predictions were tested to those in Experiment 1. First, the result pattern
should not depend on format if both formats are encoded and processed
similarly. If both formats are processed similarly b u t encoded with different
speeds, a s assumed by the preferred format hypothesis, the following result
pattern should obtain: Distance and congruency effects should be minimal
for number word targets and digit flankers, they should be similar for pure
format trials (word-word and digit-digit), and they should be maximal for
digit targets and n u m b e r word

flankers.

The two-pathway model, if the assumption of similar encoding speeds
were dropped, would also predict an asymmetric pattern of results for the
mixed format conditions. In addition, a specific prediction of the twopathway model with regard to the pure format conditions can be derived: If
number words are read partly by using the additional route that bypasses
the lexicon, n u m b e r words should activate the representation of their
numerical value less strongly t h a n digits. The distance effect, which is
related solely to the interaction of the activation at this level between target
and flanker, should therefore be smaller for word-word t h a n for digit-digit
trials.

Experiment 2
Variable Target and Flanker Format
Method
Participants. 20 students of the University of Nijmegen, 5 male and 15
female, between 19 and 28 years of age, participated in the experiment. They
were paid for their cooperation or received course credit. All were native
speakers of Dutch. No participant had taken part in Experiment 1.
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Material. Material and design in Experiment 2 were identical to Experiment
1, with the following exceptions: The notation in which target and flanker
appeared on the screen now varied randomly between trials. Color was used
a s a cue with the target presented in black and the flanker in red. Given that
all four possible format combinations were used in this experiment, one full
replication of the experiment now consisted of 192 trials (24 target-flanker
pairs, two positions, and four format combinations).
Apparatus and Procedure. The procedure followed and apparatus used
were identical to Experiment 1, except with regard to the presentation of the
stimuli and the instruction. Two measures were taken to magnify possible
interference effects: (1) Targets were printed in black, flankers in red, and (2)
spatial uncertainty was increased by adding a random horizontal shift
(maximum ± 5 mm on the screen) to the vertical spatial uncertainty.
Participants were instructed to name the number printed in black and to
ignore the red flanker. Four replications were obtained from each participant
during one session. The experiment was divided into 8 blocks and took
approximately 4 5 minutes.
Results
The first two blocks (one replication) of the experiment were considered
practice and discarded from analysis. This yielded a maximum of 576
experimental trials per participant for data analysis. Participants made 67
errors (0.58 %) in total; 26 trials (0.23 %) had to be discarded due to
technical problems. Again, RTs shorter t h a n 100 m s and longer than 1000
m s in otherwise correct trials were discarded, which resulted in the omission
of seven additional data points (0.06 %). Mean RTs, standard deviations of
the participant means, and error rates for the three distances are given in
Table 2.
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Table 2
Experiment 2: Mean Reaction Times (in Milliseconds, With Standard
Deviations) and Error Rates (%E) as a Function of Condition
Distance
5
0
1
E%
M
SD
SD
Flanker
E% M
SD
E% M
Target: Digit
Digit
453 33.8 0.31 472
34.7 0.21 485 36.5 1.15
Word
4 7 5 40.6 0.42 4 9 5 38.1 1.04 516 36.3 1.04
Target: Word
Digit
4 5 3 40.9 0.21 461 40.1 0.52 464 38.8 0.42
Word
454 37.7 0.00 481 37.1 0.63 495 39.8 1.77
The m e a n s of the RTs for each participant in every experimental
condition were entered into a repeated measures ANOVA with the three
within-participants factors of Target Format (two), Flanker Format (two), and
Distance (three). The comparatively longer RTs for digit targets t h a n for word
targets (483 m s and 468 ms), a s well a s for word flankers, a s compared to
digit flankers (486 m s and 465 ms), are reflected in the significant main
effects of the factors Target Format (F(l, 19) = 48.70, MSe = 270, ρ < .001)
and Flanker Format (F (1, 19) = 311.50, MSe = 88, ρ < .001). RTs to
congruent trials (distance 0) were again shortest (459 ms), followed by the
mean for distance 1 (477 ms), a n d they were longest for distance 5 (490 ms),
which led to a significant main effect for the factor Distance (F β, 38) =
141.74, MSe = 138, ρ < .001). The observed significant interaction between
the factors Target Format and Flanker Format (F (1, 19) = 7.00, MS e = 131, ρ
< .05) indicates t h a t their effects were not additive: A digit flanker slowed the
RT to a digit target more t h a n to a n u m b e r word target. Both factors were
found to interact with the factor Distance separately, (F (2, 38) = 8.89, MSe =
8 1 , ρ < .001; F (2, 38) = 25.53, MS e = 73, ρ < .001), a s well as jointly (triple
interaction: F β, 38) = 9.96, MSe = 62, ρ < .001). This is due to the
differences between congruency a n d distance effects for the four format
combinations (see Table 3 for the respective sizes and significance levels of
these effects).
Congruency and distance effects. Only a small b u t significant
congruency effect was observed when the target was a n u m b e r word a n d the
flanker was a digit (F(l, 19) = 12.21, MSe = 90, ρ < .01). Significant
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congruency effects were observed for the three other target-flanker format
combinations, namely, digit-digit (F(l, 19) = 70.75, MS e = 121, ρ < .001),
digit-word (Ffl, 19) = 91.89, MS e = 136, ρ < .001), and word-word (Ffl, 19) =
125.48, MSe = 119, ρ < .001). This was tested using contrasts. Significant
distance effects were found for the same three format combinations (digitdigit: F(l, 19) = 38.61, MS e = 50, ρ < .001, digit-word: F ( l , 19) = 68.96, MSe
= 65, ρ < .001, a n d word-word: F ( l , 19) = 29.98, MSe = 62, ρ < .001). No
distance effect (ns., ρ > .23) was observed for n u m b e r word targets with digit
flankers. Similar to the results in Experiment 1, RTs to digit targets flanked
by n u m b e r words in congruent trials (distance 0) were significantly longer
t h a n those in the other three format combinations (p < 0.001, tested using
Scheffé-tests), which did not differ from each other. The RT differences found
for the factor Distance were accompanied by higher error rates and can
therefore not be attributed to a speed-accuracy trade-off: Participants made
5, 22, and 36 errors in total, at the distances 0, 1, and 5, respectively (digitdigit: 2, 2, and 11; digit-word: 2, 10, and 8; word-digit: 1, 4, and 2; wordword: 0, 6, and 15).

Table 3
Experiments 1 and 2: Size (in Milliseconds) and Significance Level of
the Congruency and Distance Effects
Format
Congruency effect
Distance effect
Experiment 1
1 1 ***
Digit-Word
24 ***
1 (ns.)
Word-Digit
6 (ns.)
Experiment 2
24 ***
Digit-Digit
25 ***
21 ***
Digit-Word
31 ***
3 (ns.)
Word-Digit
9*
24 ***
Word-Word
33 ***
Note—The level of significance was calculated using contrasts. Congruency
effect = Difference between the mean of the reaction times for distance 5 and
distance 1, and distance 0. Distance effect = Difference between the reaction
times for distance 5 and distance 1. Format = Format of target and flanker
given in the order target—flanker. *p-values are Bonferroni-corrected for 12
comparisons.
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Discussion
With regard to the mixed format conditions (word-digit and digit-word),
the results of Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1. For
number word targets and digit flankers, only a small congruency effect a n d
no distance effect obtained, whereas significant congruency and distance
effects were observed for digit targets and number word flankers. RTs were
significantly longer in the congruent condition (distance 0) for digit targets
with n u m b e r word flankers than in the three other format combinations. In
the pure format conditions (word-word, digit-digit), significant congruency
and distance effects were observed for word targets a s well a s for digit
targets. There was no difference with regard to the size of the distance effect
for word-word and digit-digit trials. A distance effect was observed in three
out of four format combinations, and it had the same direction a s in
Experiment 1 : RTs were faster when the flanker was numerically close to the
target.
The similarly sized distance effects in the pure format conditions do not
support the two-pathway model: If n u m b e r words are read over the
additional route, they should not activate the numerical magnitude code a s
strongly a s digits, because the lexicon is bypassed. This should then lead to
a smaller distance effect in the word-word condition than in the digit-digit
condition.
Given that the two formats are encoded at different speeds, the
observed results for the four format combinations are compatible with the
predictions derived from the preferred format hypothesis. In the case of the
faster processed n u m b e r word target, a digit flanker h a s little opportunity to
influence the naming response, which explains the very small congruency
and absent distance effect observed for the word-digit format combination in
Experiment 1 and 2. When target and flanker do not differ with regard to
processing speed, a s in the pure format conditions, equally large congruency
and distance effects can be expected and have been observed. In the case of
a digit target and a n u m b e r word flanker, the largest congruency and
distance effects are expected and observed, because the faster processed
flanker h a s more time to interfere with the more slowly processed target.
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It should be noted, however, that only the format combination of a digit
target with a number word flanker provides evidence for a difference in
encoding speeds. No diffference, however, was observed between digit-digit
and word-word trials. Together with the earlier finding of similar naming
times for digits and number words when presented alone (Ferrand, 1999;
Campbell, 1994), this observation makes it difficult to uphold the
assumption of similar encodmg speeds for the two formats. It is possible that
digit targets might take longer to name only in the presence of number
words.
General Discussion
The main goal of the present study was to investigate possible
processing differences between number words and digits in a naming task.
According to the single format hypothesis, which a s s u m e s that both formats
are processed similarly and equally quickly, the results of both experiments
should be independent of the format of target and flanker number. This was
not observed. Whereas strong congruency and distance effects were found in
the case of digit targets and number word flankers, there was only a small
congruency effect and no distance effect for number word targets in the
presence of digit flankers. In the pure format trials (word-word and digitdigit), on the other hand, the observed congruency and distance effects were
of similar size.
The format-specific processing hypothesis, a s specified in the twopathway model, also cannot account for the results. In this model, it is
assumed that notational processing differences are due to format-specific
processing routines for naming. The additional phonological assembly route
assumed in the two-pathway model for number words bypasses the lexicon
and, therefore, leads to a reduced automatic activation of the magnitude
code as compared to digits. The distance effect, which stems from the
interaction on the level of the magnitude representation, is therefore
expected to be larger for digit-digit trials than for word-word trials. However,
equal distance effects were observed in the pure format trials. This suggests
that the two formats do not activate their numerical magnitude
representation differently. This finding does not r u n counter to the dual
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route model of reading (Coltheart et al., 1993), which assumes, for words
with a high frequency of occurrence, that the direct visual route to the
lexicon outperforms the phonological assembly route. Number words from
one to nine have indeed a high frequency of occurrence in Dutch, between
50 and 1000 per million, according to the Celex Dutch language database
(Baayen, Piepenbroek, & van Rijn, 1993). However, in this case, the
predictions of the two-pathway model would be similar to the predictions
derived from the preferred format hypothesis: The numerical identity of
number words and digits is processed similarly, but number words and
digits might influence each other asymmetrically, due to different encoding
speeds.
Given a difference in encoding speeds, the observed pattern of results is
compatible with the preferred format hypothesis. As formulated in the triple
code model, the preferred format for a naming task is verbal, and digits are
translated before they are named. If number words are encoded more quickly
than digits, the greatest congruency and distance effects can be expected
when a fast processed number word flanker interacts with a slower
processed digit target, whereas only small congruency and distance effects
are expected for word targets with digit flankers. If target and flanker are
processed equally quickly, as in the pure format trials, congruency and
distance effects should not differ. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 match
these predictions.
However, a part of the results pattern does not fit this account: RTs in
the digit-digit trials should also be longer than in the word-word trials if
words are encoded faster than digits, but this was not observed. Together
with the observation that number words are not named faster than digits
when presented without a flanker (Ferrand, 1999; Campbell, 1994), this is
difficult to reconcile with the assumption of a faster encoding speed for
number words. Longer RTs have only been observed for digits when a word
flanker was present. The preferred format hypothesis, however, cannot
account for the results if encoding speeds do not differ.
One possibility to save the preferred format hypothesis is to assume
that the amount of interference does not depend solely on the relative
difference between the encoding speeds of the two formats. Though the
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relative speed of processing hypothesis h a s the advantage of being very
straightforward and accounting for n u m e r o u s results of interference
experiments (Dyer, 1973), there is also ample evidence that this account
alone is not sufficient. For example, when word reading was slowed
considerably by presenting the words upside down and backwards,
incongruent words were still observed to interfere with color naming (Dunbar
δε MacLeod, 1984). Alternative accounts include the assumption of a greater
degree of automaticity (MacLeod δε Dunbar, 1988) or response-specificity
(Smith Ös Magee, 1980) in the case of number words compared to other
stimuli in a naming task. This advantage of words makes them less
vulnerable to any information provided by a simultaneously presented digit,
whereas the naming of digits might be greatly influenced by number words.
An additional interesting finding of the present study was the observed
facilitating influence of close numerical distances between target and flanker
a s compared to flankers numerically far from the target. The observed
direction of the distance effect corresponds very well to the result of priming
experiments with digits (Marcel fit Forrin, 1974) and digits and number
words (Reynvoet 8s Brysbaert, 1999). However, other studies suggest that
RTs to a n u m b e r target could have been expected to be longer in the
presence of numerically close, a s compared to numerically far flankers.
For example, a different direction is suggested by the numeric distance
effect, which h a s also been attributed to the activation of the analog
magnitude code: In a comparison task, RTs are usually observed to be longer
for close numerical distances (Moyer fis Landauer, 1967). This effect h a s also
been reported for same-different judgments of n u m b e r s , which do not
require an explicit smaller-larger judgment (Dehaene fit Akhavein, 1995), and
for other semantic comparison tasks involving non-numerical stimuli (Moyer
fis Bayer, 1976). A facilitatory effect for numerically close n u m b e r s was again
observed in a comparison task when a target number was primed by another
numeral (e.g., Koechlin et al., 1999).
More difficult to reconcile with the direction found in the present study,
however, are the results of other interference experiments using naming
tasks, in which a target is presented together with conflicting information
related to the meaning of the target. Usually, longer RTs are observed when
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semantically related conflicting information is presented. This is not
compatible with the present results if numerical distance is apprehended a s
semantic dissimilarity. In a Stroop, task it takes less time to n a m e the print
color of a word unrelated to color t h a n of a word denoting a color different
from the required response (Klein, 1964; Fox, Shor, & Steinman, 1971). In
picture-word interference experiments, longer RTs have been observed in a
picture-naming task for semantically related words than for semantically
unrelated words (Rosinski, 1977; Lupker 1979). Pavese and Umiltà (1998,
1999) also found a small b u t consistent inhibitory effect for close numerical
distances in a digit numerosity naming task.
However, this pattern of results is not observed with perfect consistency.
For example, a study by Dallas and Merikle (1976), using written words in a
flanker task, reported a semantic distance effect with a direction similar to
the results of the present study. Flowers, Nelson, Carson, and Larsen (1984)
reported longer RTs for digit flankers with numerical values non-adjacent to
the target, as compared to flankers with adjacent numerical values. Similarly,
inhibitory priming effects have been observed by MacDonald and Joordens
(2000) for a subset of trials in a n u m b e r word naming experiment. It is,
therefore, possible that semantically related flankers give rise to inhibitory
and facilitatory effects, only the net result of which is experimentally
observed.
To conclude, the results of the present experiments indicate that
number words and digits activate their abstract numerical magnitude
representation similarly, and that processing differences between digits and
number words in a flanker task are limited to the encoding stage. However,
these differences might include a greater automaticity or response specificity
for number words in a naming task, rather t h a n a difference in encoding
speeds.
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Chapter 3
Reading In a Regular Orthography: An fMRI Study Investigating the
Role of Visual Familiarity
(Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 2004, 16(5), 1-15)
Anja Κ Ischebeck, Peter Indefrey, Nobuo Usui, Izuru Nose, Frauke Hellwig, Masato Taira

Abstract
In order to separate the cognitive processes associated with
phonological encoding and the use of a visual word form lexicon in
reading, it is desirable to compare the processing of words presented
in a visually familiar form with words in a visually unfamiliar form.
Japanese
Kana orthography
offers
this possibility.
Two
phonologically equivalent but visually dissimilar syllabaries allow the
writing of, for example, foreign loanwords in two ways, only one of
which is visually familiar. Familiarly written words, unfamiliarly
written words, and pseudowords were presented in both Kana
syllabaries (yielding six conditions in total) to participants during an
fMRl-measurement with a silent articulation task (Experiment 1) and
a phonological lexical decision task (Experiment 2) using an eventrelated design. Consistent over two experimental tasks, the three
different stimulus types (familiar, unfamiliar, and pseudoword) were
found to activate selectively different brain regions previously
associated with phonological encoding and word retrieval or meaning.
Compatible with the predictions of the dual route model for reading,
pseudowords and visually unfamiliar words, which have to be read
using phonological assembly, caused an increase in brain activity in
left inferior frontal regions (BA 44/47), as compared to visually
familiar words. Visually familiar and unfamiliar words were found to
activate a range of areas associated with lexico-semantic processing
more strongly than pseudowords, such as the left and right temporo
parietal region (BA 39/40), a region in the left middle/infenor
temporal gyrus (BA 20/21), and the posterior cingulate (BA 31).

Introduction
Models of normal reading often assume two different pathways to arrive
at the correct pronunciation of a written word. In the dual route model of
reading (for a review, see Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993), it is
assumed that the pronunciation of a word can either be assembled
sequentially from the word's letters or graphemes according to a set of
grapheme to phoneme conversion rules (GPC-rules) or retrieved directly from
memory if the visual form of the word as a whole has been recognized. For
example, pseudowords (pronounceable nonwords) can only be read by
phonological assembly according to the GPC-rules, whereas words with an
irregular spelling, i.e., a spelling that does not conform to the GPC-rules of
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the respective orthography, are read more successfully via the visual word
form lexicon. Orthographically regular written words on the other h a n d can
be read via both routes.
A n u m b e r of studies have ventured to identify the neural correlates of
these two routes, b u t yielded divergent results. The route for phonological
encoding using the GPC-rules, also referred to a s assembled phonology, h a s
been identified with the left inferior frontal region (BA 44/45) (e.g., Fiez,
Balota, Raichle, δε Petersen, 1999). Other researchers have suggested t h a t
the sublexical procedure is localized in the left posterior superior temporal
region (e.g., Paulesu et al., 2000). The direct route of visual word form
retrieval, often referred to as accessed phonology, h a s been identified with a
n u m b e r of diverse brain regions: the left posterior middle temporal gyrus,
including the angular gyrus (e.g., Howard et al., 1992), areas in the left
temporo-occipital lobe, especially the left fusiform gyrus (e.g., Cohen et al.,
2000), a n d the left and right extra-striate cortices (e.g., Petersen, Fox, Posner,
Mintun, 8s Raichle, 1988).
This lack of agreement might be attributable to a n u m b e r of reasons,
methodological a s well as inherent. Methodologically, the
incommensurability of the tasks and stimuli used in many subtraction
designs in brain imaging research, a s well as the assumptions of linearity
and pure insertion, might critically impair the reproducibility of results
across experiments and their interpretation (see, for a review, Friston et al.,
1996). Furthermore, block-designs, mandatory for PET-experiments, can
induce strategic effects (d'Esposito, Zarahn, SE Aguirre, 1999). Inherent
reasons related to the n a t u r e of the neural implementation of the two routes
might also account for the difficulty in finding u n a m b i g u o u s evidence for
them. First, the cognitive functions u n d e r scrutiny might be subserved by
several functionally specialized areas, highly sensitive to differences in
stimulus materials and task requirements. Alternatively, visual word form
processing might be so effortless t h a t it remains inconspicuous given the
signal-to-noise ratio of present imaging methods.
The present study avoids some of the methodological problems by
directly comparing different script variants of the same word and
pseudoword stimuli in a silent articulation task (Experiment 1). The
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randomization of different stimulus types in an event-related design prevents
confounds due to low frequency signal shifts (Donaldson δε Buckner, 2001)
and strategic adaptation by participants. Additionally, the same materials
were presented in a phonological lexical decision task (Experiment 2). In this
variant of a lexical decision task, participants have to press one button if a
letter string s o u n d s like a real word, and another button if not. This task
basically requires the same processing steps a s the silent articulation task
(see the discussion section for a task analysis). It is t h u s possible to check
the consistency of the results over t a s k s a n d experiments and to attribute
differences in brain activation patterns to differences in the stimulus
materials.
The two pathways postulated by the dual route model can be
investigated by comparing stimuli t h a t can be read via one pathway to
stimuli that can be read over the other or both pathways. Orthographically
regular and visually highly familiar words (i.e., words well-known to the
reader) are assumed to be read over both routes, whereas the same words
presented in a visually unfamiliar way can only be read using sequential
phonological encoding. A comparison of both could shed some light on the
neural basis of the dual route model. There are possibilities to achieve this
experimental variation in alphabetic scripts, such a s mirror writing and case
alternation (e.g., nlgHt). These manipulations have already been employed in
neuroimaging studies (mirror writing: Dong et al., 2000; case alternation:
Polk & Farah, 2002). One limitation to this approach, however, is t h a t these
manipulations render the sublexical u n i t s of the word, t h a t is, its letters a n d
graphemes, unfamiliar a s well. This is a n obstacle for grapheme to phoneme
conversion, when a grapheme consists of more t h a n one letter or when
conversion rules apply to c h u n k s of graphemes. Observed brain activation
differences might be due to an increased difficulty of GPC processing rather
than only to the disruption of visual word form processing.
J a p a n e s e Kana orthography, on the other h a n d , allows a more direct
realization of this manipulation without simultaneously rendering sublexical
units unfamiliar a s well. J a p a n e s e orthography employs Chinese characters
alongside two visually distinct syllabaries called Hiragana and Katakana,
which are phonologically equivalent. Though Chinese characters are often
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used for the representation of words or morphemes, there are also many
words written usually in one of the syllabic Kana scnpts. Foreign loan words
are usually represented with Katakana, whereas another class of words, for
example, botanical names or words denoting native J a p a n e s e food items, are
usually written with Hiragana. Words that are regularly or exclusively
written with Kana characters form a subset of the vocabulary. In general,
they are written, and judged to be visually very familiar, in either one of the
two syllabaries Rewritten in the other syllabary they are judged as being
visually very unfamiliar (for an overview of stimulus properties, see Table 1)
For example, the J a p a n e s e loan word for video, pronounced bi.de.o, is
usually written with Katakana: fc 7 ^

The same word is rated as being

visually very unfamiliar by skilled readers of J a p a n e s e when it is rewritten
with Hiragana· XlXiò (for examples of the stimuli, see Figure 1). Both
syllabaries are used approximately equally frequently and GPC rules are
identical for both scnpts.

Hiragana familiar
Hiragana pseudoword
Hiragana unfamiliar
Katakana familiar
Katakana pseudoword
Katakana unfamiliar

£CÒ
fctfy
$bt=
-y-^?
TM'J
/N^t:

maguro tuna
aban
sarada salad
sarada salad
aban
hanabi fireworks

Figure 1. An example of the Kana stimuli

Table 1
Mean Values of the Kana Word Properties for their Presentation in
Familiar and Unfamiliar Script
Scnpt
Word Familianty
Scnpt Familianty
6.5
50
Katakana Familiar
Katakana Unfamiliar
6.4
1.3
47
Hiragana Familiar
6.3
Hiragana Unfamiliar
6.5
1 2
Note—Word familianty: subjective rating (7 point scale) of spoken and wntten
word familianty, scnpt familianty subjective rating (5-pomt scale) of the
familianty of the word wntten in one of the Kana scnpts, a s obtained from
the NTT database (Amano δε Kondo, 2000)
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If visually familiar Kana words are read using the direct visual route,
differences between visually familiar and unfamiliar words observed in a
brain imaging experiment might indicate the neural correlates of the direct
visual pathway. However, because Japanese Kana orthography is perfectly
regular, it has been hypothesized in the past that native speakers of
Japanese might make no use at all of the direct visual pathway and rely
exclusively on the phonological assembly route (e.g., Iwata, 1984; Yamadori,
2000). In a task of reading Kana words aloud they might even skip lexical
access entirely. This is known as the strictest version of the orthographic
depth hypothesis (Katz & Frost, 1992). If this hypothesis in this strict sense
were true, an experiment using Japanese Kana words would not succeed in
yielding information about the visual pathway. Behavioral studies, however,
do not support this version of the orthographic depth hypothesis. Visual
familiarity and the lexical status of Kana-words have been found to facilitate
reaction times in several tasks, including reading aloud (e.g., Besner &
Hildebrand, 1987; Besner & Smith, 1992) and phonological lexical decision
(e.g., Hatta, Katoh, äs Kirsner, 1984; Kawakami, 1993; Usui, 1998; Yamada,
Imai, & Ikebe, 1989; see also Table 2). The effects of word-level visual
familiarity might be interpreted as evidence for a visual word form lexicon for
highly familiar Kana words. Given the complexity and variability of the
Japanese script it is possible, however, that only a small subset of the
vocabulary, namely, extremly frequent Kana words are stored in the visual
word form lexicon. The dual route model might have only a limited range of
applicability and thus is not representative for Kana reading in general. It
should be noted that the evidence cited here and the results of the present
study do not support or refute the more commonly used weaker version of
the orthographic depth hypothesis, namely, that readers of regular
orthographies rely more strongly on the assembly route than readers of
irregular orthographies. There is indeed some evidence for behavioral (see,
for a review, Katz 8s Frost, 1992) as well as neural (Paulesu et al., 2000)
differences in the processing of regular and irregular orthographies.
The present study is designed to address the following questions: first,
whether there are stable differences in brain activation patterns between
visually familiar words, visually unfamiliar words, and pseudowords; second,
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given that differences are found, if they can interpreted in the framework of
the dual route model; additionally, whether areas can be identified that
respond selectively to words and pseudowords. Lastly, we are interested in
how much the results depend on the task (silent articulation, phonological
lexical decision).
The first fMRI experiment reported in the present study employed
visually familiar and unfamiliar words, a s well a s pseudowords in a silent
articulation task using an event-related design. If the dual route model is
valid, pseudowords a s well a s unfamiliarly written words will have to be
phonologically assembled, whereas the pronunciation of visually highly
familiar words can be accessed directly. Therefore, stronger activations for
visually unfamiliar words and pseudowords might indicate regions involved
in the processing of grapheme to phoneme conversion.
It is unclear, however, what regions might be associated with the direct
visual route. If access to the visual word form lexicon is conceptualized a s a
serial search process (e.g., Forster, 1976), visually unfamiliar words and
pseudowords should yield stronger activations than visually familiar words.
In an event-related design with randomized materials a s in the present study,
it can be assumed that access to the visual word form lexicon is always
attempted. In the case of visually highly familiar words the search can
terminate earlier. On the other hand, it could be predicted that a specialized
population of neurons displays increased activation when a visually familiar
word stimulus is encountered (see, Polk & Farah, 2002, for a similar
argument). In this case visually highly familiar words should activate a word
form recognition area more strongly than visually unfamiliar words or
pseudowords, similar to, for example, the fusiform face recognition area
(Kanwisher, McDermot, & Chun, 1997).
The second fMRI experiment, conducted using the same stimuli but a
different task (phonological lexical decision), will provide an estimate of the
extent to which brain activations observed in Experiment 1 can be attributed
to the task rather t h a n to differences in the stimulus materials. In this task,
visually familiar words can be judged correctly by looking them up directly in
the visual word form lexicon. In the case of visually unfamiliar words and
pseudowords, participants have to assemble the pronunciation of the
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stimulus a n d check it against the auditory word form lexicon to give a

correct answer. As elaborated in the task analysis in the discussion section,
both t a s k s require very similar processing steps. Additionally, two off-line
behavioral experiments were conducted to test the stimulus materials in a
task of reading aloud a n d phonological lexical decision.

Results
Behavioral Experiments
In the first experiment participants were instructed to read aloud, a s fast
and correctly a s possible, familiarly and unfamiliarly written words and
pseudowords presented on a monitor. The factors Script (Katakana,
Hiragana) a n d Word Type (familiar, unfamiliar, a n d pseudoword) yielded six
conditions in total. Only naming latencies for correct answers between 250
m s and 2000 m s (2504 of 2592 data points) were analyzed (see Table 2) a n d
entered into a repeated measures ANOVA with the two factors Script a n d
Word Type. There was a significant main effect of the factor Word type (F (1,
11)= 15.19, MSe = 692, ρ < 0.01) due to the slower reaction times to visually
unfamiliar words and pseudowords a s compared to visually familiar words.
The significant main effect of the factor Script (F (2, 22) = 80.14, MSe = 1667,
ρ < 0.001) a n d interaction of both factors (F(2, 22) = 12.67, MSe = 888, ρ <
0.001) are due to the significant difference between visually unfamiliar
Katakana a n d Hiragana words (t (11) = 6.33, ρ < 0.001). Reaction times to
visually familiar words or pseudowords did not differ significantly between
Hiragana a n d Katakana. The longer reaction times to visually unfamiliar
Katakana are most likely caused by our choice of stimuli. Since rewriting
familiar Hiragana words with Katakana would have yielded stimuli t h a t have
medium instead of very low visual familiarity ratings, we used words usually
written with Chinese characters for the Katakana unfamiliar condition (see
Besner δε Hildebrandt, 1987; Hatta et al., 1984, for a similar choice of
stimuli). Words usually written with Chinese characters have been found to
be rated visually highly unfamiliar when presented in Katakana (Amano &
Kondo, 2000). However, this condition proved to be more difficult for the
J a p a n e s e participants even though overall word familiarity was matched to
the Katakana familiar condition. The overall familiarity effect is significant
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for Katakana ( i ( l l ) = 7.39, ρ < 0.001), as well a s for Hiragana ( i ( l l ) = 3.94,
ρ < 0.01) when analyzed separately.
Table 2
Response Times (in Milliseconds, With Standard Deviations) and Error
Rates (E%) as Obtained in the Two Behavioral Experiments
word type
familiar
unfamiliar
Dseudoword
Script
M
SD
E% M
SD
E% M
SD
E%
Task: Naming
Hiragana
523 25.6 1.85 548 26.2 2.78 6 6 5 50.1 5.32
Katakana 517 18.2 1.62 622 43.6 4.17 669 46.5 4.63
Task: pLDT
Hiragana
510 30.0 0.47 569 42.7 2.09 760 70.3 3.49
Katakana 492 27.1 0.47 715 73.0 12.33 780 71.7 3.95
Note—Standard errors are given in brackets, error percentages below the
naming latencies. pLDT = phonological lexical decision task
In the second experiment, the same materials and procedure were used
with a phonological lexical decision task. Only reaction times for correct
answers between 250 m s a n d 2000 m s (2494 of 2592 d a t a points) were
analyzed (see Table 2) a n d entered into a repeated m e a s u r e s ANOVA with the
two factors Script and Word Type. Again there was a significant main effect
of the factor Word type ( F ( l , l l ) = 35.72, MSe = 1238, ρ < 0.001) due to the
slower reaction times to visually unfamiliar words a n d pseudowords. The
significant main effect of the factor Script (F (2,22) = 63.40, MSe = 6740, ρ <
0.001) a n d the significant interaction of both factors (F(2,22) = 24.50, MS; =
1765, ρ < 0.001) are, a s in the naming experiment, due to the longer
reaction times for visually unfamiliar Katakana words (i(l 1) = 6.29, ρ <
0.001). Again, visually familiar words were judged significantly faster t h a n
visually unfamiliar words in both scripts (Katakana: f(l 1) = 7.59, ρ < 0.001;
Hiragana: t(ll) = 5.97, ρ < 0.001). The observed pattern of response times is
very similar to the results of the first experiment.

fMRI Experiments
Experiment 1: silent articulation task. Ten participants took part in this
experiment performing a silent articulation task. In a n event-related design
the same materials were used a s in the behavioral experiments. The six
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conditions of the experiment were collapsed over the factor Script yielding
three conditions, which will be referred to in short as 'familiar', 'unfamiliar',
and 'pseudoword'. Six contrasts were calculated in total.
Only visually familiar words can be recognized in the visual word form
lexicon, while visually unfamiliar words and pseudowords have to be
assembled. It can then be expected that visually unfamiliar words and
pseudowords will draw more strongly on processing resources for
phonological assembly and encoding. We will, therefore, first report the
results of the comparisons unfamiliar > familiar and pseudoword > familiar.
These two comparisons yielded similar results (top half of Figure 2, Table 3).
In both comparisons, a brain area in the left inferior fronted gyrus,
corresponding to BA 9/44 1 and extending ventrally to Β A 47, was found to
be significantly activated, as well as a corresponding area in the right
hemisphere and a region in the left inferior parietal lobule. An additional
activation was found for the comparison pseudoword > familiar in the medial
frontal lobe corresponding to BA 6/8, SMA. An area in the right cuneus (BA
19) was found to be activated in the comparison unfamiliar > familiar.
Because familiarly as well as unfamiliarly written words allow access to
word-level lexical properties such as meaning, brain areas related to the
processing of lexical information or meaning might be found to be more
active in the case of words as compared to pseudowords. We will report in
the following the results of the two comparisons familiar > pseudoword and
unfamiliar > pseudoword. Both comparisons yielded a similar pattern of
results (top half of Figure 3, Table 3). An extended left temporo-parietal area
(BA 39/40) was found to be more strongly activated for visually familiar as
well as visually unfamiliar words than in the case of pseudowords, as well as
a homologous area in the right hemisphere, a region in the left inferior
temporal gyrus (BA 20/21), a medial area in the parietal lobe, with a focus in
the posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 31), and an area in the left middle frontal
gyrus (BA 9/10). Additional activations found to be significant only in the
comparison unfamiliar > pseudoword were located in the right inferior

1

Brodman areas are approximations derived from the Talairach and Toumoux Brian atlas (1988).
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temporal gyrus, right ειηα left occipital fusiform gyrus (BA 18/19) and in the
right and left temporal fusiform gyrus (BA 36/37).

Table 3
Peak Activations for Clusters Found to be Significantly Activated in the
Silent Articulation Task (Experiment 1).
2
^fma:
k°
Brain Area
_Zzea
Unfamiliar > Familiar
Frontal
1. IFG (BA 44/45)
r. IFG (BA 47)
r. MFG (BA 9)
SMA (BA 6/8)

Pseudoword > Familiar

-50
45
50

10
32
19

23
-11
31

5.71
4.57
4.44

305
96
51

-56
48
56
6

10
40
19
26

27
-7
31
45

Inf.
4.45
5.39
5.84

385
121
157
230

Temporo-Parietal
1. IPL (BA 40)

-50

-35

48

4.57

94

-42

-36

40

5.46

116

Occipital
r. Cun. (BA 18)

12

-81

12

4.23

71

Familiar > Pseudoword
flrontaZ
1. MFG (BA 10)
1. MedFG (BA 10)

-24

Temporal
1. MTG(BA 20/21) -53
r. MTG(BA 20/21)
1. FusiG (BA 37)
r. FusiG (BA 20)
Temporo-Parietal
1. IPL (BA 39/40)
r. IPL (BA 39/40)

-50
65

61

7.33

Unfamiliar > Pseudoword
1183
-15

58

5.49

997
152
48
84
55

-13

-20

6.12

86

-59
59
-39
42

-13
-1
-30
-33

-20
-23
-20
-15

6.22
4.35
4.24
3.99

-63
-17

24
13

Inf.
5.97

1470
654

-50
48

-63
-63

24
24

Inf. 1286
4.58 158

Occipital
-57
6.41 1470" -6
-57
24
Post. C. (BA31)
-6
20
6.29 1286 b
-17
1. FusiG (BA 19)
-21
-82
5.12 445
Note—The statistical parametric map is thresholded at ρ < .001, uncorrected at
voxel level. Only clusters significant at a threshold of ρ < 0.05, corrected at cluster
level, are reported, "cluster size. b the activation of the posterior cingulate (BA 31) is
part of a bigger cluster. Coordinates and Brodman areas conform to the atlas of
Talairach and Toumoux (1988). Abbreviations: IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, MFG =
middle frontal gyrus, MedFG = medial frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor
area , MTG = middle temporal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lodule, Post. C. =
posterior cingulate, Cun. = cuneus, FusiG = fusiform gyrus.

A correction is applied to the coordinates given by SPM so that they conform more closely to the
coordinate system of Talairach & Toumoux (1988): χττ = 0.99 XSPM; If ZSPM < 0: yrr = 0.9688 ysPM +
0 042 ZSPM and ζττ = -0.0485 ysPM + 0 839 ZSPM; If ZSPM > 0' yrr = 0.9688 ysPM + 0.046 ZSPM and zrr =
0.0485 ysPM + 0.9189 ZSPM . This correction is applied throughout the present article for all given
coordinates (Brett, 2002, http://.www.mrc-cbu cam ac.uk/Imaging/common/mnispace shtml)
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Figure 2. Renderings given for the comparisons unfamiliar > familiar and pseudoword
> familiar, revealing activations related to phonological encoding, for the silent
articulation task (Exp. 1) and the phonological lexical decision task (Exp. 2).
Renderings are thresholded at ρ < .001, uncorrected, at voxel level (left is left).
The remaining two comparisons familiar > unfamiliar and pseudoword >
unfamiliar did not yield any suprathreshold clusters. Given the signifiant
difference between the two scripts regarding the unfamiliar condition, it is
possible t h a t the pattern of results does not generalize over both scripts. To
investigate the symmetry of the results for both scripts, selective averages of
the time course of the BOLD response for all six experimental conditions are
given in Figure 4.

Experiment 2: phonological lexical decision task. The same experimental
procedure and materials were used as in Experiment 1, using a phonological
lexical decision task. The six conditions were again collapsed over the factor
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Script yielding three conditions: familiar, unfamiliar, a n d pseudoword. Six
linear contrasts was calculated.

Figure 3. Renderings given for the comparisons familiar > pseudoword and unfamiliar
> pseudoword, revealing activations related to lexico-semantic processing, for the
silent articulation task (Bxp. 1) and the phonological lexical decision task (Exp. 2).
Renderings are thresholded at ρ < .001, uncorrected, at voxel level (left is left).
As in Experiment 1, first the results of the comparisons unfamiliar >
familiar and pseudoword > familiar are reported. These two comparisons
yielded a similar pattern of results (bottom half of Figure 2, Table 4), similar
to the results of Experiment 1. In both comparisons, areas in the left inferior
frontal gyrus, corresponding to BA 4 4 / 4 5 and BA 47, were found to be more
strongly activated for unfamiliarly written words and pseudowords t h a n in
the case of familiarly written words.

Reading in a Regular Orthography

Figure 4. Selected averages of the time courses of the BOLD-response for all six
conditions. The heading 'phonological encoding' refers to the two comparisons
unfamiliar > familiar and pseudoword > familiar. The heading 'lexico-semantic
processing' refers to the two comparisons familiar > pseudoword and unfamiliar >
pseudoword. The ROI plots are given as the average of all voxels surpassing the
significance threshold in both comparisons under each heading and for each task.
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Table 4
Peak Activations for Clusters Found to be Significantly Activated in the
Phonological Lexical Decision Task (Experiment 2).
k»
Brain Area
ζ
Ζ ™ k"
ζ
X
X
Zmax
V
V
Pseudoword > Familiar

Unfamiliar > Familiar
Frontal
1. IFG (BA 44/45)
r. IFG (BA 47)
MedFG (BA 10)
SMA (BA 6)
Temporo-parietal
r. SPL (BA 7)
1. IPL (BA 40)
Occipital
r. Cun. (BA 18)

-53

15

4

5.00

198

6

61

2

4.04

59

21

15

-48

-67

36

8

4.51

4.35

Familiar > Pseudoword
Frontal
1. MedFG (BA 1 0 / l l ) - 3
48
-21
6.49
1. SFG (BA 8)

-53
39

11
26

-10
-6

5.39
4.32

247
61

-3

-7

42

4.20

75

-45

-30

44

4.43

141

57

225
Unfamiliar >• Pseudoword
324

-3
-21

53
37

2
44

5.88
4.59

477
278

Temporal
1. MTG (BA21)

-56

-1

-23

5.55

55

-53

7

-28

5.14

83

Temporo-parietal
1. IPL (BA 39/40)
r. IPL (BA 39/40)

-50
53

-54
-57

24
28

7.58
4.93

344
202

-50
56

-57
-54

32
20

7.06
6.44

427
295

Occipital
Post.C. (BA31)
3
-51
28
4.85 175 0
-51
19
6.65 3 4 5
Note. The statistical parameter map is thresholded at ρ < .001, uncorrected at voxel
level. Only clusters significant at a threshold of ρ < 0.05, corrected at cluster level,
are reported. Coordinates and Brodman areas conform to the atlas of Talairach and
Toumoux (1988). acluster size. Abbreviations: IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, MFG =
middle frontal gyrus, MedFG = medial frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor
area , MTG = middle temporal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lodule, SPL = superior
parietal lobule; Post. C. = posterior cingulate, Cun. = Cuneus; FusiG = fusiform
gyrus.
Additional activations were found for the comparison unfamiliar >
familiar in the anterior medial frontal gyrus, the right superior parietal
lobule, a n d a medial occipital area. In the comparison pseudoword > fcimiliar
additional activations were found in the SMA (BA 6), and in the left inferior
parietal lobule.
As in Experiment 1, the results of the comparisons familiar >
pseudoword and unfamiliar > pseudoword might indicate brain areas
involved in lexico-semantic processing. These comparisons yielded results
(bottom half of Figure 3, Table 4) t h a t also resemble the results of
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Experiment 1. In both comparisons, a n extended left temporo-parietal area
(BA 39/40) was found to be strongly activated, a s well a s a homologous
region in the right hemisphere. Also, a region in the left inferior temporal
gyrus (BA 20/21) w a s found to be significantly activated in both
comparisons, a s well a s areas in the medial frontal lobe (BA 10/11), and a
medial area in the occipital lobe with a focus in the posterior cingulate (BA
31). The remaining two comparisons familiar > unfamiliar and pseudoword >
familiar yielded no suprathreshold clusters.
Joint analysis of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 . To investigate
possible activation differences between the two tasks, a random effects
analysis was calculated. However, activation differences between the t a s k s
did not surpass the significance threshold for any of the six comparisons.
Discussion
An Overview Over the Principal Results
The first goal of the present study was to investigate whether the
behavioral differences between visually highly familiar and unfamiliar Kana
words and pseudowords give rise to a stable pattern of activation differences
in the brain. The very systematic differences between visually familiar and
unfamiliar words found consistently over two different t a s k s support the
assumption that skilled readers of Japanese process these stimulus types
differently, possibly in a way a s assumed in the dual route model of reading.
Our second focus of interest was to identify brain regions that might
correspond to the two pathways assumed in the dual route model. According
to the dual route model, the pronunciation of visually unfamiliar words and
pseudowords h a s to be constructed sequentially, while the pronunciation of
visually highly familiar words can be accessed directly. A coherent region in
the left inferior frontal gyrus corresponding to BA 44, 45 and BA 47 was
found to be more strongly activated for unfamiliarly written words and
pseudowords t h a n for visually highly familiar words. A corresponding
activated area was observed in the right inferior frontal gyrus. These areas
have been associated, among others, with sequential phonological encoding
(e.g., Fiez et al., 1999). It is possible that the activation differences observed
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here reflect a gradual rather t h a n a categorical difference with regard to the
u s e of the phonological assembly route. While the assembly route is used
less for visually highly familiar words, it is drawn upon more strongly in the
case of visually unfamiliar words sind pseudowords. The activation found in
this area might t h u s also reflect the greater difficulty to process these words,
a s indicated by the longer reaction times.
It seems to be more difficult, however, to identify correlates of the direct
visual pathway in the present study. If a word recognition area existed in the
brain similar to other object recognition areas identified so far, more
activation is expected in this area for visually familiar t h a n for unfamiliar or
unknown word stimuli. However, no active region was identified in the
comparison familiar > unfamiliar. Alternatively, it is conceivable that visually
familiar words allow the early termination of a search process and should
lead to less activation in the visual word form area t h a n visually unfamiliar
words and pseudowords. All areas more active for visually unfamilar and
pseudowords are then also candidates for a visual word form area.
Furthermore, we were interested whether there would be a difference in
brain activations reflecting the lexical s t a t u s of the stimuli (i.e., the stimulus
being a word or a pseudoword). Compared to pseudowords, words gave rise
to a higher level of activation in the left and in the right temporo-parietal
region, in the middle part of the left middle/inferior temporal gyrus (BA
20/21), and in the posterior cingulate (BA 31) in all four comparisons. These
activations were unaffected by visual familiarity. It is therefore possible that
these regions represent semantic or lexical processes, for example, an
auditory word form lexicon. The observed direction of the activation (words
activate more t h a n non-words), however, does not match the idea of a
resource intensive lexical search, b u t the behavior of an object recognition
area. In the case of lexical search, higher activations are expected for
pseudowords t h a n for words. It is also possible that these areas represent
word meaning rather than lexical access, as proposed by Binder et al. (2003).
The present study, however, cannot rule out either possibility.
Third, we were interested in the question whether the observed
activation differences between the conditions generalize over tasks. The
absence of significant differences between the two t a s k s for any of the six
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comparisons indicates that the stimuli were similarly processed in both
tasks and that differences between the conditions can be attributed to
differences in the stimulus materials. In the following, a more detailed task
analysis is provided to illustrate the similarities between the two tasks.
Task Analysis
In a task of reading aloud or silent articulation, first the visual features
of the stimuli are analyzed. After the identification of individual characters,
phoneme to grapheme conversion can be performed. In a perfectly regular
orthography, the utterance can be initiated directly after grapheme to
phoneme conversion. The behavioral data, however, suggest that skilled
readers of J a p a n e s e do not rely exclusively on the assembly route in a task
of reading aloud. They attempt to access the word in the mental lexicon
before utterance. Finding a match in the visual word form lexicon then
translates into faster word recognition and naming times for familiarly
written words. The search in this lexicon will time-out (Taylor & Lupker,
2001), however, for unfamiliarly written words and pseudowords. Their
pronunciation h a s to be assembled using GPC-rules. Similary, the faster
reading times for visually unfamiliar words a s compared to pseudowords
indicate that the reader also makes an attempt to look u p the assembled
candidate in the auditory word form lexicon. In the case of pseudowords, the
search in the auditory word form lexicon will finally time-out, resulting in
longer naming latencies for pseudowords. However, given that J a p a n e s e
Kana orthography is perfectly regular, why should the reader retrieve a word
in the visual and the auditory word form lexicon in a silent articulation task?
A reason for this strategy might lie in the underspecification of prosodie
parameters by J a p a n e s e Kana orthography, such a s correct tone accent.
Tone accent is often irregular and a lexical property of the J a p a n e s e
vocabulary (cf., Vance, 1987). An assembled articulatory approximation of
the word might not satisfy a skilled reader intending to read correctly. An
additonal gain of this strategy might be the reduction in articulatory
processing load when a word is recognized. Then a whole word motor
program could be used for its articulation, instead of the effortful sequential
assembly of smaller articulatory elements in the case of pseudowords. The
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randomization of the stimuli and the use of both scripts in all conditions
prevented the participants from skipping the search in the visual and
auditory word form lexicon.
In the phonological lexical decision task, after processing the visual
features of the stimuli, grapheme to phoneme conversion can be performed.
Familiarly written words can be directly recognized in the visual word form
lexicon. In contrast to the silent articulation task, the retrieval of the correct
pronunciation is not necessary since only a categorization response is
required. Similar to the silent articulation task, pseudowords and
unfamiliarly written words have to be phonologically assembled and checked
against the auditory word form lexicon. A pseudoword response can be given
only after the search in the auditory word form lexicon has ended
unsuccessfully. This task analysis matches the ordering of phonological
lexical decision times found in the present study and elsewhere. The two
tasks used in the present study involve very similar processing steps.
However, there are also differences. Accessing the pronunciation of visually
familiar words is only obligatory in the silent articulation task, though it
might be accessed automatically in the phonological lexical decision task as
well. The silent ariticulation task requires an articulatory response, whereas
a decision and a manual categorization response is required in the
phonological decision task.
Visual familiarity and Phonological Processing
Areas in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45), including the anterior
insula, have been repeatedly associated with phonological processing in
neuroimaging studies (Fiez et al., 1999; Herbster, Mintun, Nebes, & Becker,
1997). Compared to words, these areas have been found to be activated more
strongly by pseudowords (Hagoort et al., 1999; Herbster et al., 1997;
Rumsey et al., 1997), words with a low frequency of occurrence (Fiebach,
Friederici, Müller, & von Cramon, 2002; Fiez et al., 1999), words written with
mirrored letters (Dong et al., 2000), and, as observed in the present study,
words written in an unfamiliar script. This is compatible with the view that a
common mechanism mediates the pronunciation of pseudowords, words
with a low frequency of occurrence, and unfamiliarly written words, namely,
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effortful sequential phonological assembly by grapheme to phoneme
conversion. Another area t h a t h a s been associated with GPC processing is
the posterior part of the superior temporal gyrus a t the temporo-parietal
junction (Paulesu et al., 2000; Price, 2000). In the present study, however,
this area was not found to be more active in the case of visually unfamiliar
words and pseudowords a s compared to visually familiar words.
Possible Locations of the Visual Word Form Lexicon
A n u m b e r of very diverse brain areas have been proposed a s possible
locations of a visual word form lexicon. One of these candidate areas is the
posterior part of the middle and superior temporal gyrus, including the
angular gyrus (Beauregard et al., 1997; Howard et al., 1992; Menard,
Kosslyn, Thompson, Alpert, & Rauch, 1996; Paulesu et al., 2000). Recently,
however, this region h a s been associated with semantic rather t h a n
orthographic processing (see, for a review, Binder, 1999a; Price, Indefrey, &
van Turennout, 1999). This view is corroborated by the present study, which
reports a stronger activation of this region for words t h a n for pseudowords
independent of orthographic familiarity.
Other studies suggest t h a t the visual word form lexicon is located in the
posterior part of the left inferior temporal gyrus, including the fusiform gyrus
(e.g., Cohen et al., 2000; Law et al., 1991; Paulesu et al. 2000; Price, 2000).
Neuropsychological evidence from patients with pure alexia suggests t h a t
this region plays indeed a crucial role in reading (Damasio & Damasio, 1983).
In this region, brain areas have been identified t h a t respond selectively to
highly specific complex visual stimuli, such as faces (Kanwisher, McDermott,
fit Chun, 1997) or places (Epstein δε Kanwisher, 1998), and it is regarded
functionally a s a part of the ventral processing stream of object recognition
(Mishkin, Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983). Object recognition areas usually
exhibit stronger activation when a matching stimulus is presented. A visual
word form a r e a located in this region is then expected to also display more
activation when a visually familiar word is encountered, t h a n in the case of a
pseudoword or visually unfamiliar word (Polk & Farah, 2002). Functional
imaging evidence, however, is divergent even in this respect. Some studies
report stronger activation for words t h a n for pseudowords (Fiebach et al.,
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2002; Herbster et al., 1997), while others report less activation (Fiez et al.,
1999; Hagoort et al., 1999; Paulesu et al., 2000). In the present study,
neither a difference between words and pseudowords nor an influence of
orthographic familiarity was observed with regard to this region. This is
compatible with other studies that also report no difference between words of
low a n d high frequency of occurrence (Fiez et al., 1999, Fiebach et al., 2002),
and between case alternated words and normally written words (Xu et al.,
2 0 0 1 , Mayall, Humphreys, Mechelli, Olson, & Price, 2 0 0 1 , Polk & Farah,
2002) for any area in this region. It is possible, however, that this region h a s
a highly specialized and intricate functional architecture difficult to
investigate given the limited spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of
present imaging methods. Areas in this region have been identified that are
specialized in the processing of letters or digits (Polk et al., 2002), an
abstract or case-independent representation of written words (Dehaene et al.,
2001; Polk & Farah, 2002), and orthographic regularity (Cohen et al., 2000).
A third region p u t forward a s a possible location of the visual word form
lexicon is the extrastriate area in the occipital lobe (e.g., Petersen et al., 1988,
Petersen, Fox, Snyder, & Raichle, 1990; Pugh et al., 1996). Results are again
diverse: Some studies report a stronger activation for words than for
pseudowords (Petersen et al., 1988, 1990; Fiebach et al. 2002), others report
less activation (Hagoort et al., 1999) or failed to find any difference (e.g.,
Herbster et al., 1997; Howard et al., 1992; Xu et al., 2001). It is possible that
this area is specialized with regard to more basic aspects of letter processing:
Activation seems to depend on string length rather than being letter specific
(Indefrey et al., 1997). In the present study, unfamiliarly written words b u t
not pseudowords were found to activate this area more strongly than
familiarly written words. However, in the light of the above mentioned
evidence it might be not be justified to conclude that this area is specific for
the recognition of whole word forms. It is possible that the observed
activation in this area is due to basic visual processes, modulated by
attention. In the case of randomized trial presentation, the visual analysis of
an unfamiliar word might be reemphasized if a word is recognized in the
auditory word form lexicon b u t not in the visual word form lexicon.
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Lexicality and Semantic Processing
Severed imaging studies have compared the processing of words to
pseudowords in tasks such as reading aloud (e.g., Petersen et al., 1988;
Herbster et al., 1997; Rumsey et al., 1997; Fiez et al., 1999; Hagoort et al.,
1999), lexical decision (Binder et al., 2003; Fiebach et al., 2002), or rhyming
(Xu et al., 2001). Although often an activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus
is reported for pseudowords compared to words, results are less consistent
for the comparison of words to pseudowords. Some studies do not report any
region significantly more activated by words than by pseudowords (Xu et al.,
2001; Rumsey et al., 1997; Fiez et al., 1999; Tagamets, Novick, Chalmers, 8E
Friedman, 2000). In the present study, a set of areas consisting of a left and
right temporo-parietal area (BA 39/40), a small region in the middle part of
the left middle/inferior temporal gyrus (BA 21/20), and the posterior
cingulate (BA 31) was observed to be more active for words than for
pseudowords, independent of visual familiarity. Some of these areas replicate
the results of other studies using tasks of reading or lexical decision: An
activation in the temporo-parietal region is reported by Hagoort et al. (1999),
and the middle part of the left middle/inferior temporal gyrus by Fiebach et
al. (2002). The whole set of regions reported here, including the activation in
the posterior cingulate and frontal areas, has been observed in difficult
semantic judgment tasks (Binder et al., 1997, 1999b; Démonet et al., 1992).
In a recent study of Binder et al. (2003), the same set of regions has been
identified for a lexical decision task, using orthographically controlled words
and pseudowords in an event-related design.
We also found several activations in the left and medial frontal lobe for
words compared to pseudowords. Activations in the left and medial frontal
lobe have repeatedly been reported in neuroimaging studies investigating
semantic processing (e.g., Wagner et al., 1998; Roskies, Fiez, Balota, Raichle,
8s Petersen, 2001; Démonet et al., 1992). However, lesions in frontal areas
have not been reported to cause semantic deficits. This suggests that frontal
areas rather exert a control function with regard to the effortful retrieval of
semantic information from posterior sources (e.g., Fiez, 1997). In the present
study, however, there was little overlap with regard to the locus of activation
for the two tasks. This difference might be ascribable to the higher degree of
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cognitive control and performance monitoring required in the case of the
phonological lexical decision task, as compared to the silent articulation task,
since medial frontal areas are assumed to play a major role with regard to
these functions (MacDonald, Cohen, Stenger, & Carter, 2000).
Conclusion
In reading regular Japanese Kana orthography, the visual familiarity of
words, which was found to facilitate reaction times in off-line reading and
phonological lexical decision tasks, was found to give rise to less activation
in the left inferior prefrontal gyrus, a brain area previously associated with
phonological encoding. This is consistent with the dual route model, which
assumes a route of sequential phonological assembly for visually unfamiliar
words and pseudowords, whereas the pronunciation of visually familiar
words can be accessed directly via the visual word form lexicon. However, no
evidence was found for a brain area that shows an increase in activation for
visually highly familiar words. If, on the other hand, less activation is
expected for visually familiar words in the visual word form area (search
process), it is possible that one of the areas found more active for unfamiliar
words compared to familiar words might also be involved in visual word form
processing.
Compared to pseudowords, words were found to activate areas more
strongly in the left and right temporo-parietal region, the middle part of the
middle/inferior temporal gyrus, and the posterior cingulate, independent of
visual familiarity. These areas could be related to the processing of lexical
status or the processing of meaning. The higher activation for words than for
pseudowords, however, is difficult to reconcile with the idea of a ressource
demanding lexical search. It is therefore plausible that these areas are
involved in auditory word form recognition (similar to the face recognition
area) or in the processing of word meaning.
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Methods
Participants
Twenty-four students from the psychology department of the Nihon
university (7 male, 17 female, between 18 to 22 years of age, mean age 20.1)
took part in the two behavioral experiments (12 in reading aloud, 12 in
phonological lexical decision). An additional 18 students from the psychology
department of the Nihon university (8 male, 10 female, between 18 to 28
years of age, mean age 22.3) took part in the two experiments involving an
fMRI-measurement (10 in Experiment 1, 8 in Experiment 2). The data of one
participant in Experiment 2 had to be discarded from the analysis due to
scanner malfunction. All participants who underwent fMRI-measurement
were right-handed (Edinburgh handedness inventory) and had not taken
part in any of the behavioral experiments. They were informed in detail of
the procedure and had signed a written form of consent. All participants
were native speakers of Japanese and were compensated for their
participation.
Materials
The same materials were used in all four experiments. The two-factorial
(2 X 3) design consisted of the factors Type of Kana Script (Hiragana,
Katakana) and Word Type (familiar representation, unfamiliar representation,
and pseudoword). Thirty-three experimented and two practice items were
selected for each of the six conditions. The word stimuli were selected from
the NTT-database (Amano & Kondo, 2000), such that they had a high rating
for overall word familiarity and a very high (low) rating for their presentation
in one of the two Kana scripts (script familiarity). The conditions Katakana
familiar and Hiragana unfamiliar were realized by selecting 76 well-known
foreign loan words that had a high script familiarity rating for Katakana, and
a low rating for Hiragana. Two stimulus lists were prepared with one half of
the words assigned randomly to each condition for one half of the
participants. For the Hiragana familiar condition, 38 well-known words with
a high script familiarity rating for Hiragana were used. The unfamiliar
Katakana condition, however, was not realized by rewriting the familiar
Hiragana words in Katakana. Visually familiar Hiragana words have a higher
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script variability t h a n visually familiar Katakana words. Rewriting the
Hiragana words with Katakana would not render them visually very
unfamiliar. The condition Katakana unfamiliar was realized differently: 38
well-known words t h a t are usually written with Chinese characters, were
selected because of their very low script familiarity rating for their
appearance in Katakana. For example, the word for university, da.i.ga.ku, is
usually written with Chinese characters λ ^ a n d judged a s being visually
very unfamiliar when presented in Katakana Y^i Ή 9 (see, for a similar
choice of stimuli, Besner & Hildebrandt, 1987; Hatta et al., 1984).
Additionally, 76 pseudowords were constructed by changing a syllable of
existing Kana-words and checked by three native speakers. Thirty-eight
pseudowords were assigned randomly to the Katakana and Hiragana
pseudoword conditions for one half of the participants. Word length varied
from two to four Kana-characters. The 216 experimental trials of the
experiment were divided into six r u n s , each r u n consisting of two practice
and 36 experimental trials. The trials were randomized separately for every
r u n and every participant.

Procedure
Behavioral experiments. First, a white fixation cross appeared for 500 m s
in the middle of a black screen followed after 750 m s by the responseterminated presentation of a word or pseudoword. The following trial was
presented 2000 m s after the response of the participant. Immediate feedback
was given in the case of a n error and a practice trial was inserted. Inserting
a practice trial reduces the overall variance of reaction time data, because
the reaction on trials following a n error h a s been observed to be considerably
delayed (Rabbitt & Rodgers, 1977). Participants received ten practice trials at
the beginning of the experiment and four at the start of each new run. In the
first experiment, participants were instructed to read each stimulus aloud.
Reaction times were measured by m e a n s of a voice-key. After each trial, the
experimenter typed in a code indicating a correct response or the type of the
error (errors made by the participant, and technical errors, such as
premature or delayed voice-key triggering). In the second experiment,
participants had to press one button on a button box connected to the
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computer controlling the experiment when the stimulus presented was a
word or sounded like a word, a n d to press another button when it was a
pseudoword (phonological lexical decision task).
fMRI-Experiments. An event-related design w a s used for both fMRI
experiments. Each r u n was randomized separately for each participant,
subject to the following constraint: Each transition between the six
conditions occurred exactly once for every r u n . This measure was taken to
control sequential effects on the slow physiological response measured by
fMRI (Dale δε Buckner, 1997). Each r u n began with the presentation of a
white fixation cross on a black background in the middle of the screen. It
was replaced by a single word or pseudoword stimulus, shown for 800 m s .
The fixation cross t h e n reappeared a n d remained on the screen until the
presentation of the next stimulus. Stimuli were presented every 7350 m s (ISI
= 6550 ms). Every other stimulus was synchronized with the onset of the
scanner cycle, while the other half of the stimuli was presented in the middle
of a TR to ensure a more representative sample of the BOLD-signal (Miezin,
Maccotta, Ollinger, Petersen, & Buckner, 2000). The word stimuli were
projected onto a mirror at a comfortable viewing distance. A single Kanacharacter subtended a visual angle of approximately 2.3°. Foam paddings
were used to attenuate head movements a n d scanner noise. Between r u n s
participants were given a short rest of a t least 30 seconds. In Experiment 1,
the participants were instructed to silently articulate each Kana character
string carefully while avoiding head or jaw movements. In Experiment 2,
participants h a d to perform a phonological lexical decision task. Word
responses were given with the t h u m b , pseudoword responses with the index
finger of the right h a n d . Button presses were recorded inside the scanner
using a switch a n d a n infrared based interface.

Image Acquisition
All images were acquired with a 1.5 Τ Siemens Symphony M RI scanner.
Functional images were obtained using a gradient echo EPI-sequence (20
axial slices in the AC-PC plane, slice thickness 5 mm, voxel 3 x 3 mm, gap
0.5 mm, FOV 192 mm, TR 2000 m s , TE 50 ms). Additionally, a T l
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anatomical scan (1 m m 3 voxel, FOV of 256 mm, TR 11.08 ms, TE 4.3 ms)
was obtained for each participant.
Data Preprocessing and Analysis
Preprocessing and d a t a analysis was performed using SPM99 software.
The first seven functional s c a n s were discarded to allow for magnetic
saturation. A total of 126 s c a n s was acquired per r u n and participant. The
individual slices of a functional volume (20 in total) were temporally
corrected for their acquisition time difference with regard to the middle
(10th) slice. The functional images of each participant were realigned to a
m e a n image to correct for head motion. Functional scans were coregistered
to the anatomical scan and normalized to the MNI brain template. They were
smoothed in the spatial (isotropic Gaussian kernel of 12 mm FWMH) and
temporal domain (high pass, cutoff 1/88 Hz). The delta-function of the
stimulus onsets for each condition was convolved with the canonical HRF
and its first temporal derivative, HRF', to account for minor latency
differences (Friston et al., 1998). A fixed effects group analysis based on the
general linear model was calculated, with six parameters (the contribution of
the HRF for the six conditions) entered as predictors of interest. The
estimates for the contribution of the HRF', motion parameters and a
constant for global mean activation per session were included in the model
a s covariates of no interest. Linear contrasts for the differential main effects
of the six conditions were calculated. The resultant statistical parameter
map of t-values was thresholded at ρ < .001 uncorrected, reporting only
cluster coordinates surpassing a p-value of 0.05, corrected at cluster level.
In Experiment 2 (phonological lexical decision task) errors were discarded
from the statistical analysis. For the joint analysis of both experiments a
random effects analysis was computed using the same threshold a s for the
fixed effects analysis. The d a t a in the ROI-Plots are given a s normalized
values (grand mean scaling) a n d have been preprocessed (filtering: HP: 0.01
Hz; LP: 0.125 Hz; linearly detrended).
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Chapter 4
On the Non-Serial Nature of Word Form Encoding
(accepted pending revisions by the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception
and Performance)
Anja Κ Ischebeck
Abstract
Many models of language production assume that preparing a word
for articulation (word form encoding) proceeds in a serial manner,
from the beginning of the word to its end This assumption is based,
among others, on evidence from the picture-word interference task.
The phonological facilitation effect observed in this task was greater
for distractors related to the beginning of the target picture name
than for end-related distractors This difference, however, was not
observed in any of the 5 experiments reported in the present study
using three-syllabic target words. A picture-word interference task
was employed with visually presented distractors related to one or
two syllables of the target picture name A strong phonological
facilitation effect independent of syllable position was observed.
Introduction
Language may be the most distinct property separating h u m a n s from
animals. Thoughts a n d concepts are conveyed seemingly without effort.
Although the intended message (e.g., the green house on a hill) does not
necessitate a serial ordering of information, the speech signal eventually
produced by the speaker is always sequential. Sound waves represent a
sequence of vowels a n d consonants, making u p the individual words of a
sentence. It is a matter of debate, however, which of the processmg steps
preceding articulation are senal in n a t u r e .
Models of language production (e.g., Dell, 1988; Levelt, Roelofs, δε Meyer,
1999) often make assumptions about the serial or non-serial n a t u r e of the
processing steps preceding articulation. The assumption t h a t some of these
processing steps are serial, t h a t is, progressing from the beginning of a word
to its end, is backed by a n u m b e r of studies, using picture-word interference
tasks, phonological or implicit priming, or rapid naming. A greater a m o u n t of
facilitation or inhibition is reported for the initial part of a target word a s
compared to its end (Brooks & MacWhinney, 2000; Meyer & Schriefers,
1991; O'Seaghdha as Marin, 2000; Schriefers δε Temei, 1999; Sevald & Dell,
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1994; Sullivan & Riffel, 1999; Wheeldon, 2003; Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995).
Most of this evidence, however, stems from studies using monosyllabic
words, comparing the onset of a syllable with its rhyme. It is possible t h a t
different results obtain when multi-syllabic words are used. It is the aim of
the present study to investigate the serial n a t u r e of the processing steps
leading u p to articulation using multi-syllabic words.
Models of picture naming and language production a s s u m e that, after
object recognition, a word representing the object or concept intended for
utterance h a s to be retrieved, before a response is generated (Dell, 1988;
Levelt, 1989; Paivio, Clark, Digton, & Bons, 1989; Potter & Faulconer, 1975;
Theios & Amrhein, 1989). Some models additionally distinguish between two
stages of word retrieval (Dell δε O'Seaghdha, 1992; Kempen & Huijbers,
1983; Levelt, 1989; Roelofs, 1992). At the first stage, an abstract lexical
entry (lemma) t h a t contains syntactic or semantic information is retrieved.
Then the phonological form of the word (lexeme) is specified. It is the aim of
the present study to investigate the last stage of language production, t h a t is,
the processing of a phonologically specified word that is going to be
articulated. Following Levelt (2001), we will refer to this last processing stage
a s word form encoding. In the following, we will contrast two models of
language production with regard to their predictions of serial effects
observable in behavioral experiments.

DeU's Model
The connectionist model of Dell (1988) was proposed to account for the
distribution and properties of speech errors. It is a s s u m e d in this model t h a t
the information about the phonological elements (phonemes) t h a t make u p
the word becomes available simultaneously for all phonemes once a word
h a s been selected. The phoneme was chosen as the basic unit of
phonological encoding because speech errors involve phonemes rather t h a n
phonological features (Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979). It is also assumed
that a n additional word shape node coding the position of the phonemes
within the word becomes active on selection. This assumption is motivated
by the finding t h a t consonant exchanges in speech errors usually preserve
their position within the syllable (MacKay, 1970). On the level of the
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phonemes, separate nodes are a s s u m e d for syllable-onset a n d syllable-final
consonants. On the selection of the word, its phonemes (with two entries for
the position alternatives in the case of consonants) είτε activated similarly
and in parallel. The word shape node sends activation to the phoneme level,
activating only the required position alternative. It is assumed t h a t after a
certain time interval (a parameter interpreted a s the speech rate) the most
highly activated phonemes are selected. Speech errors are assumed to arise
by activation left over from previous words or generated by anticipated words
of an intended utterance. The selection of the phonemes (syllable-onset
consonant, vowel and syllable-final consonant) then either results in a
correct word or in a speech error. The model does not describe the further
processing steps leading to the actual programming of articulator
movements, though the author suggests a serial ordering mechanism for this
stage. The model h a s been applied only to monosyllabic words. There are two
possibilities to account for multi-syllabic words. First, it could be assumed
that the model contains word nodes also for multi-syllabic words. Given this
assumption, the encoding of a multi-syllabic word can be considered parallel
since the first phonemes are not encoded earlier t h a n the last phonemes of
the word. The second possibility is to a s s u m e syllable-shape nodes instead
of word shape nodes (Dell, 1986). The current syllable is determined by
another node providing the syllable node with the highest level of activation.
The syllable node t h e n modulates the activation on the level of the phonemes.
Given this possibility the encoding of a multi-syllabic word proceeds in a
serial m a n n e r from the first syllable to the last. The first assumption about
Dell's (1988) model is adapted here to be able to contrast a model t h a t does
not a s s u m e incremental word form encoding with serial models that do so. It
should be noted, however, t h a t recent elaborations on Dell's model by Sevald
and Dell (1994), a s well as by O'Seaghdha a n d Marin (2000), also a s s u m e a
parallel-then-sequential architecture similar to the model of Levelt et al.
(1999).

The Model of Levelt et al.
In the connectionist model proposed by Levelt et al. (1999), it is
assumed t h a t three types of information become available once the word h a s
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been selected: first, information about its phonological elements, second,
information about its morphological structure, and third, information about
its prosodie properties, for example, its stress pattern. As in the model of
Dell (1988), it is assumed that the initial retrieval of phonological
information is independent of the position of the phoneme within the word.
The following steps, however, are assumed to be incremental. The
information about the position of the segments and morphemes is stored in
the model in the form of numbered links between the nodes for the
morphological elements (morphemes) of the word and the phoneme nodes.
The encoding starts with the activation of the first morpheme node of the
selected word by spreading activation to the phoneme nodes in the correct
temporal order as given by the numbered links between morpheme and
phoneme nodes. The assignment of the phonemes to onset or coda position
of a syllable, however, is further constrained by an additional incremental
syllabification procedure. This assumption accommodates the finding that
the syllabic structure of the utterance eventually produced does not always
coincide with the actual boundaries of morphemes and words. In the last
step of phonetic encoding the articulation of the word is planned by
activating syllable-sized motor programs (syllabic scores) using the metrical
frame of the word to correctly assign stress and other prosodie parameters.
Articulation is initiated as soon as all syllabic scores of the word have been
calculated. This model also originated from the analysis of speech errors but
has been applied to error-free normal language production as well.
Deriving Predictions
In the following, some additional assumptions are discussed that are
necessary to derive predictions from both models with regard to serial effects.
By serial effects I mean any evidence of an influence of phoneme position
within a selected word on the results of a behavioral experiment that might
be related to the incremental encoding of an utterance. For example, a
greater effect for primes phonologically related to the first syllable of a target
word than for primes related to a second or third syllable is considered a
serial effect, because it might indicate that the syllables of the word are
encoded one after the other.
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In a first approximation, it can be said that serial effects are predicted
from the model of Levelt et al. (1999), whereas the model of Dell (1988), as
we interpret it here, predicts no serial effects. However, both models consist
of several processing stages, some of which proceed in parallel for all
phonemes of the word, whereas others proceed from the first phoneme of a
word to its last. Predictions regarding serial effects, therefore, require
assumptions about the locus of interaction of a presented experimental
stimulus with stages of an on-going word form encoding process. No serial
effects are expected if the stimulus exclusively influences processing stages
where phonemes are processed in parallel. Should it additionally influence
later incremental stages, however, serial effects are expected. In the version
of Dell's model adapted here, it is assumed that all phoneme positions are
filled simultaneously and that the last process of producing a necessarily
sequential stream of articulator movements is immune to the phonological
content of external stimuli. Given this additional assumption no serial effects
are expected.
The model of Levelt et al. (1999) also consists of several processing
stages. The first stage, that is, the initial retrieval of phonological information,
is assumed to proceed in parallel for all phonemes of the word. All
subsequent stages, however, are assumed to be incremental, such as the
process of phonetic encoding and syllabification. Note that similar
assumptions about an initial parallel retrieval of phonological information
followed by a sequential process of segment insertion into the frame are also
made in the recent adaptations of Dell's model (O'Seaghdha & Marin, 2000;
Sevald & Dell, 1994). To accommodate serial effects observed in empirical
studies these models assume that phonological mformation is represented in
some form or other at the incremental processing stages. Only then can
these stages be influenced by primes or distractors. In the model of Levelt et
al., it is assumed that the segmental mformation of a prime can activate the
phonemes that are inserted into the metric frame and also the syllable
programs. In the models of Sevald and Dell, and O'Seaghdha and Marin,
residual activation from a form-related prime modulates the level of
activation of the selected phonemes. These models therefore predict different
results for begin- and end-related primes or distractors.
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A greater n u m b e r of empirical studies reported serial effects (Brooks fis
MacWhinney, 2000; Meyer, 1990; 1991; Meyer δε Schriefers, 1991;
Schriefers & Teruel, 1999; Sevald & Dell, 1994; Sullivan & Riffel, 1999;
Wheeldon, 2003; Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995) t h a n studies t h a t did not (Collin
fit Ellis, 1992; O'Seaghdha 8s Marin, 2000, Exp. 1 & 2). It is possible,
however, t h a t these findings are due to properties of the stimulus materials
used rather t h a n to the serial n a t u r e of word form encoding. For example,
nearly all experiments in the literature used monosyllabic words. Differences
between onset- and rhyme-related stimuli might reflect, for example, an
asymmetry in the internal structure of the syllable with regard to its
components (Treisman, 1986). Furthermore, studies presenting disyllabic
words used predominantly words t h a t were stressed on the first syllable
(Meyer 8s Schriefers, 1991; O'Seaghdha & Marin, 2000; Schriefers 8s Teruel,
1999). Therefore, it can be still considered a n open question whether word
form encoding for multi-syllabic words is really seriell.
In the present study, a picture-word interference task is used to
investigate serial effects on the basis of the syllable in word production. In
this task, the participant named a picture in the presence of a distractor
word. The picture-word interference task h a s often been used to investigate
the time course of language production (e.g., Schriefers, Meyer 8s Levelt,
1990; Starreveld, 2000) and serial effects have been reported (e.g., Meyer 8s
Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers 8s Teruel, 1999). The possibility to vary the time
interval (SOA = stimulus onset asynchrony) between the presentation of the
distractor relative to the target allows to tap into the different stages of the
naming process. This task is therefore a suitable paradigm to investigate the
serial n a t u r e of word form encoding. In the following, evidence from this
paradigm will be reviewed in more detail.

Evidence from Picture-Word Interference Tasks
When a distractor word phonologically related to the target picture is
presented (e.g., the word mouth presented with the picture of a mouse) the
picture naming response is typically faster, as compared to a phonologically
unrelated distractor word (e.g., shirt). This is referred to a s the phonological
facilitation effect. A phonological facilitation effect for distractor words
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sharing word-initial p a r t s of the target picture n a m e h a s been reported for
visually presented distractors (Lupker, 1982; Posnansky & Rayner, 1977,
1978; Rayner δε Posnansky, 1978; Rayner δε Springer, 1986; Starreveld δε La
Heij, 1995, 1996; Underwood δε Briggs, 1984) a n d for auditory presented
distractors (Brooks 6ε MacWhinney, 2000; Jerger, Martin δε Damian, 2002;
J e s c h e n i a k δε Schriefers, 2001; Schriefers, Meyer, δε Levelt, 1990; Schriefers
δε Temei, 1999; Starreveld, 2000). It should be noted t h a t picture naming
latencies are often longer for phonologically related words t h a n for a neutral
condition, such a s white noise (Schriefers, Meyer δε Levelt, 1990), a row of
XXXs (Starreveld δε La Heij, 1995), or a picture presented without a
distractor (visual: Posnansky δε Rayner, 1978; auditory: Schriefers, Meyer δε
Levelt, 1990). However, because of its consistent u s e in studies using
picture-word interference tasks, the term phonological facilitation effect will
be employed in the present study.
Evidence for the seriality of word form encoding was reported in a study
by Meyer and Schriefers (1991) using auditory mono- and disyllabic
distractors related either to the beginning of the target picture name or to its
end. Begin- b u t not end-related distractors facilitated picture naming at a
negative SOA of - 150 ms, t h a t is, the distractor preceded the presentation of
the picture. Facilitation was observed for both distractors at later SO As (0
m s and 150 ms). This difference was found for mono- as well as for disyllabic
distractors a n d was interpreted by the a u t h o r s a s evidence for the serial
n a t u r e of phonological encoding. Comparable results are reported in the
study by Schriefers δε Teruel (1999) using German two-word utterances. A
line drawing was presented within a colored rectangle and the participant
was instructed to n a m e the picture together with a color word adjective,
using the color of the rectangle a s a cue, e.g. rosa tafel [red blackboard]. A
single syllable was presented auditory at different SOAs, which was related
either to the first or second syllable of the color word or the n o u n (e.g., /το:/,
/za:/, /ta:/ and /fai/). The a u t h o r s report a phonological facilitation effect
for a distractor related to the first syllable of the first word, b u t not for any
other related distractor. A study by Brooks δε MacWhinney (2000) comparing
adults a n d children investigated the development of this effect. Auditory
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presented distractor words were related to the onset or rhyme of a
monosyllabic target picture name testing three SOAs. Adults showed a
facilitation effect only for onset- but not for rhyme-related distractors,
whereas 5- and 7-year olds showed facilitation for both distractors. A
difference between onset- and rhyme-related distractors was also found for
visual presentation. A facilitation effect was observed for monosyllabic
distractors sharing the initial letter or phoneme of a monosyllabic picture
name (Posnansky & Rayner, 1977, 1978) but not for distractors sharing its
rhyme (Underwood & Briggs, 1984) or coda (Rayner δε Springer, 1986).
The results of these experiments have often been interpreted as
evidence for the incremental nature of word form encoding. However, the
evidence seems limited in some respects. Only two studies compared onsetand offset-related distractors within an experiment (Meyer & Schriefers,
1991; Schriefers Sc Temei, 1999). The observed advantage of begin-related
distractors in disyllabic words might be due to the first syllable being more
prominent that the second because it is stressed. This is the case for the
color word adjectives used by Schriefers and Teruel and two thirds of the
disyllabic distractor words in the study of Meyer and Schriefers. Most
experiments reporting serial effects have been conducted using stimulus
materials from Germanic languages such as English, Dutch, and German.
Mono-morphemic nouns in these languages are often monosyllabic. When
they are disyllabic the first syllable is typically stressed (see, for a statistic
evaluation of English, Cutler & Carter, 1987; see, for Dutch, Vroomen & de
Gelder, 1995). Additionally, in the case of an auditory presented distractor,
the transient and sequential nature of the auditory signed introduces a time
difference between the presentation of begin- and end- related distractor
information. The phonological information from a visually presented word,
on the other hand, is apprehended fast and, given a short word, for all
letters simultaneously. This difference with regard to distractor modality
influences the results observed in picture-word interference experiments (see,
for a comparison between visual and auditory distractors, Damian & Martin,
1999). Given these limitations, it is desirable to replicate the serial effect
found by Meyer and Schriefers with visually presented distractors using a
language with an abundance of multi-syllabic mono-morphemic words.
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The present study, therefore, readdresses the question of serial effects
in word production using a picture-word interference task. Stimulus
materials are presented in Japanese, which allows the presentation of
pictures with mono-morphemic multi-syllabic names. In the following, the
relevant properties of Japanese are described.
Properties of Japanese
Compared to Germanic languages, Japanese has a relatively simple
phonological structure. Japanese words consist mainly of open syllables
without consonant clusters (Vance, 1987). Mono-morphemic Japanese words
are often multi-syllabic and can consist of simple open and short syllables
(often referred to as morae). Japanese is also assumed to be mora-timed
(Hoequist, 1983), that is, the duration of a spoken word is approximately
proportional to the number of its morae. In contrast to Germanic languages,
syllables in Japanese do not differ with regard to stress but to pitch accent.
Pitch accent does not increases the length or loudness of the syllable as
much as does stress accent in Germanic languages (Dogil, 1999). Japanese
is written using two phonologically equivalent syllabaries and Chinese
characters. These three scripts play distinct roles. Chinese characters
represent morphological elements and are used to write words and word
stems. The Hiragana syllabary is used to represent grammatical elements
such as verb endings or particles. The Katakana syllabary is often used to
represent the sound value of foreign loan words or Chinese characters that
have become obsolete. Both syllabaries are phonologically equivalent and
allow the transcription of Japanese words in a regular way. These properties
are very advantageous for the research question addressed in the present
study.
The Present Experiments
The present study reports the results of five picture-word interference
experiments. A picture and a visually presented syllabic distractor were
presented to the participants. The participants were instructed to name the
picture as fast as possible and to ignore the distractor. Only pictures with a
mono-morphemic three-syllabic picture name in Japanese were selected.
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In Experiments 1 and 2, a single syllabic Katakana character is
presented a s distractor that was either identical to one of the three syllables
of the target picture name or unrelated to it. In Experiment 1, the distractor
was presented simultaneously with the target picture, whereas, in
Experiment 2, the onset of target and distractor was varied in ten steps from
- 400 m s to + 400 ms. In both experiments, the phonological facilitation
effects of the three related distractors are compared. If syllables are inserted
serially beginning with the first, the size of the phonological facilitation effect
should decrease from the first to the third syllable. Experiment 2
investigated the time course of possible serial effects by presenting the
distractor at different stages of the naming process.
In Experiments 3 to 5, the distractor consisted of two syllables
represented by two Katakana characters. As in Experiments 1 and 2, the two
distractor syllables were either related to one or two of the three syllables of
the target picture name or unrelated. These experiments were conducted to
test whether the presence of mismatching phonological information is
responsible for the serial effects observed elsewhere (Meyer & Schriefers,
1991). In Experiment 3, the two syllables presented both matched the first
two syllables of the target picture name, or only one, or no syllable of it. If
position plays a prominent role, a greater phonological facilitation effect can
be expected for a distractor consisting of a matching first and a mismatching
second syllable than for a distractor with a mismatching first and a
matching second syllable. Experiment 4 replicates and expands the results
of Experiment 3. Four conditions are added with both syllables related or
unrelated to the second and third syllable of the target picture name.
Distractor and target picture were presented simultaneously in Experiments
3 and 4. To test the generality of the results, the materials used in
Experiment 4 are reused in Experiment 5 with the distractor preceding the
target picture by 300 ms.
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Experiment 1
One syllable, SOA = 0
Method
Participants. Fourteen students from the faculty of letters of the Nihon

University in Tokyo, 10 female and 4 male, between 19 and 23 years of age
(mean age: 20.5), participated in the experiment. They received a small gift of
sweets for their cooperation. All were native speakers of Japanese.
Materials. 55 pictures (simple line drawings) were selected with a monomorphemic three-syllabic picture name. The three syllables of the picture
name consisted of short consonant-vowel syllables or short single vowels.
Only pictures with a high name agreement were chosen. The distractor was
presented as a single Katakana syllable character in the middle of the
picture. The character denoted the first (related-1), second (related-2), or
third (related-3) syllable of the target picture name, or it denoted a syllable
that shared no consonant with the target picture name (unrelated). A
transcription of the target picture names, their translation, and a
transcription of the distractors are given in Appendix A. One replication of
the experiment (55 pictures, 4 conditions) consisted of 220 trials. During one
experimental session one replication was presented to each participant,
divided into five blocks. Trials were randomized individually per replication
and participant under the constraint that a picture was never repeated in
two subsequent trials.
Apparatus. Stimuli were presented on a separate PC-Monitor with 60 HZ
vertical refresh frequency. Stimulus presentation was synchronized with the
video vertical refresh signal. Reaction times (i.e., the onset of the naming
response) were measured by a voice-key (± 1 ms). The target picture was
presented in black on a light gray background. The distractor was presented
superimposed on the picture in red within a rectangle of the same color as
the background (light gray). Target and distractor were displayed in the
center of the screen. Target pictures had an average height and width of 12
cm, corresponding to an approximate viewing angle of 13o30'. Distractors
were displayed using Gothic font with a height and width of 12 mm that
corresponds to an approximate viewing angle of 1022'. Participants were
seated approximately 50 cm from the monitor.
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Procedure. Participants were tested individually. First, the pictures were
shown on the monitor and the participant was asked to n a m e them. If the
spontaneously produced name differed from the one intended, the
participant was instructed to use the intended name. With regard to the
main experiment the participants were instructed to name the picture and to
ignore the simultaneously presented distractor. Each trial started with a
small fixation cross presented for 500 m s in the middle of the screen. After a
variable foreperiod between 200 m s and 600 m s (with a n average of 400 ms),
the fixation cross was replaced by the presentation of target and distractor.
The presentation of picture and distractor was response-terminated. The
following trial began 1500 m s elfter the response of the participant. Within
this interval, the experimenter coded the answer of the participant a s a
correct response or typed in an error code. Errors were categorized into
errors made by the participant (articulation errors) and technical errors
(untimely voice-key triggering). When an error occurred immediate feedback
was given followed by a practice trial that was discarded from analysis. This
measure reduced overall variance because responses following an error have
been found to be considerably delayed (Rabbit, 1969). Breaks between
blocks were terminated by the participant b u t had a minimum duration of
20 seconds. At the beginning of the experiment, ten practice trials were
presented a s well a s five practice trials at the start of each new block. The
stimuli for the practice trials were drawn randomly from the trials of the
experiment.

Results
There were a total of 3080 trials (220 per participant) for analysis.
Otherwise correct trials were rated a s timeouts when the reaction time was
faster t h a n 300 m s or exceeded 3000 m s and discarded from the analysis.
162 errors (5.26 %) were recorded in total, which left 2918 trials for analysis.
Of these 32 (1.04 %) were technical errors, 114 (3.70 %) articulation errors,
and 16 (0.52 %) timeouts. Articulation errors and timeouts were combined to
give the overall error rate of the participants (4.22 %). Mean reaction times,
standard errors of the mean, and error rates for the four conditions are given
in Table 1.
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Table 1
Results of Experiment 1
Facilitation Effect
Condition
Mean
Error rate SD
157
related-1
715
3.90 %
68
related-2
748
125
2.99 %
87
related-3
737
136
3.90 %
73
unrelated
873
6.10%
123
Note—Related-n = single distractor syllable identical to n-th syllable of the
target picture n a m e . Unrelated = single syllable unrelated to a n y syllable of
the target picture n a m e . SD = Standard deviations of the participant m e a n s .
The phonological facilitation effect is given a s the difference between
unrelated a n d related distractors.
The reaction times per condition for each participant were entered into
a repeated-measures ANOVA (Fi) with the within-subjects factor Condition.
A similar ANOVA (F2) was performed on the basis of the m e a n reaction times
for the items (Clark, 1973). The faster reaction times in all three related
conditions were reflected in a significant main effect of the factor Condition:
Fi β, 39) = 33.43, MS e = 2101, ρ < .001; Ρς β, 162) = 51.83, MS e = 5364, ρ
< .001. Reaction times in all related conditions were significantly faster t h a n
in the unrelated condition (Scheffé tests, ρ < 0.001, for all three comparisons
in both analyses). The differences between the three related conditions (the
distractor matching the first, second, or third syllable of the target picture
name), however, were not significant.
Discussion
A strong phonological facilitation effect of 138 m s on the average was
observed for all related conditions a s compared to the unrelated condition. A
matching syllable was found to facilitate the response regardless of its
position within the target picture name, a s compared to a syllable unrelated
to the target word. Syllable position, therefore, did not play a significant role
in this experiment. The distractor was identified by the participant because a
strong facilitation effect w a s observed for all related conditions. Syllable
position might modulate the phonological facilitation effect only at select
stages of the production process. It might, therefore, be observed again when
the distractor is presented before or after the target. To investigate a possible
syllable position effect at different stages of word form encoding, Experiment
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2 was conducted. Here, the onset of target and distractor presentation was
varied in ten steps from - 4 0 0 m s to +400 ms.
Experiment 2
One syllable, 10 SOAs
Method
Participants. Twenty-five students from the faculty of letters of the Nihon
University, Tokyo, 20 female and five male, between 18 and 24 years of age
(mean age: 20.6), participated in the experiment. They received a small gift of
sweets for their cooperation. All were native speakers of J a p a n e s e .
Materials. The same materials were used a s in Experiment 1. A neutral
condition (a single X character) was added to the experimental materials.
The onset between target picture and distractor syllable was varied in ten
steps: -400 ms, -300 ms, -200 ms, -100 ms, -50 m s , +50 m s , +100 ms, +200
m s , +300 ms, +400 ms. A complete replication of the experiment (55 pictures,
5 conditions, 10 SOAs) consisted of 2250 trials. To reduce this number for
each participant, the 25 participants were divided into five groups. Each
group received all 55 pictures divided into subsets of 11 pictures per SOA.
For each SOA, a single picture appeared five times with all conditions of the
experiment (related-1, related-2, related-3, unrelated, neutral) resulting in
55 trials per block in total. The resulting 550 trials per participant (10 SOA
blocks) were divided into two experimental sessions with a series of five SOA
blocks (-400, -200, -50, +100, +300 and - 3 0 0 , -100, +50, +200, +400). Half
of the participants received the first series of SOA blocks in the first session,
the second half received the second series. The order of SOA blocks within a
series was assigned to each of the five participants for each group according
to a Latin square design. All 55 pictures were presented within one session
(5 SOA blocks) to each participant. They were assigned in groups of 11
pictures to each of the five participants of a group using a Latin square
design. This design yields five data points per cell for each picture for all 25
participants. Trials were again randomized individually per block and
participant under the constraint that the same picture never occurred in two
subsequent trials.
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Apparatus. Stimuli were presented on a separate PC-Monitor with 60 HZ
vertical refresh frequency. Stimulus presentation was synchronized with the
vertical refresh video signal. SOA was varied in integers of the vertical
refresh video cycle (-24, -18, -12, -6, -3, +3, +6, +12, +18, +24). The actual
timing of target and distractor presentation was measured and logged. All
other experimental measures were identical to Experiment 1.
Procedure. The procedure followed was the same as in Experiment 1, except
that participants now completed two experimental sessions that were
separated by at least two days. At the beginning of each experimental
session, the pictures were shown and the participants were asked to name
them. When a picture was misnamed the participant was instructed to use
the intended name. Errors were handled differently than in Experiment 1. As
in Experiment 1 immediate feedback was given when an error occurred.
However, now the error trial was repeated after a random number of two to
four practice trials had been inserted. This measure was taken because each
cell of the experimental design contained only five trials per item for the total
of 25 participants. The repetition of error trials ensured to fill all cells of the
experimental design matrix.
Results
Each participant completed a total of 550 trials, yielding 13,750 trials in
total. Correct trials were rated as timeouts and discarded from the analysis
when the reaction time was faster than 300 ms or longer than 3000 ms. 238
errors (1.73 %) were recorded in total. Of these 62 (0.45 %) were technical
errors, of which 52 were due to untimely voice-key triggering, and ten to an
additional vertical refresh cycle in SOA timing. 176 (1.28 %) errors were
made by the participants, such as articulation errors (155 in total) or
timeouts (21 in toted). Mean reaction times, standard errors of the
participant means, and error rates for the five conditions are given in Table 2.
A plot of the reaction times given as their difference from the neutral
condition is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Reaction times as obtained in Experiment 2 for every condition are given as
the difference to the neutral condition (a single X character) at every SOA.

Condition
related-1
related-2
related-3
unrelated
neutral

-400
587 (0.73)
[80]
657 (0.36)
[110]
636 (1.45)
[82]
692 (1.45)
[107]
628 (0.36)
[106]

Table 2
Results of Experiment 2
SOA in m s
-200
-50
-300
-100
606 (0.73) 600(1.82) 621 (0.73) 608 (0.73)
[84]
[98]
[79]
[83]
646 (1.09) 648(1.82) 6 4 3 (1.09) 641 (1.82)
[90]
[101]
[72]
[99]
639 (0.00) 658(2.18) 635(2.18) 627 (2.55)
[63]
[114]
[80]
[99]
682(2.18) 714(1.45) 688(2.18) 694(1.09)
[72]
[133]
[72]
[103]
646(1.45) 648 (0.73) 6 5 5 (1.45) 645 (0.36)
[84]
[116]
[80]
[84]
(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued)
SOA in m s
+50
+100
+200
+300
+400
604(1.45) 585(0.73) 617(0.73) 613(1.82)
616(1.09)
[89]
[78]
[75]
[88]
[61]
related-2
609(1.09) 609(0.36) 610(0.73) 616(1.09)
614(1.09)
[73]
[89]
[62]
[90]
[77]
related-3
609(1.09) 609(1.82) 622(1.09) 615(1.09)
626(0.36)
[74]
[81]
[86]
[89]
[64]
unrelated 694(3.27) 688(2.55) 640(1.45) 617(1.45)
616(1.45)
[78]
[117]
[78]
[92]
[68]
neutral
634(1.82) 627(1.45) 621(2.91) 614(1.09)
628(0.00)
[72]
[95]
[83]
[81]
[78]
Note— Related-n = single distractor syllable identical to n-th syllable of the
target picture n a m e . Unrelated = single syllable unrelated to any syllable of
the target picture n a m e . Neutral = a single X. Reaction times are given in ms,
error rates (in %) are given in parentheses, standard deviations of the
participant m e a n s are given beneath the reaction times in edgy brackets.
Condition
related-1

The reaction times per condition for each participant were entered into
a repeated-measures ANOVA (Fi) with the within-subjects factors Condition
(5) and SOA (10). As in Experiment 1, a second ANOVA (F2) was calculated
based on the item means. The main effect of the factor Condition was
significant: Fi (4, 96) = 47.29, MSe = 3091, ρ < .001; Fa (4, 216) = 50.90, MS e
= 5606, ρ < .001, a s well a s the interaction between the factors Condition
and SOA: Fi (36, 864) = 3.84, MS e = 2003, ρ < .001; F? (36, 1944) = 4.69, MS e
= 3026, ρ < .001. The main effect of the factor SOA, however, was only
marginally significant in the analysis over participants (F; (9, 216) = 1.80,
MS e = 12381, ρ < .1) b u t significant over items (F2 (9, 486) = 4.62, MSe =
8376, ρ < .001). Investigating the differences between conditions separately
for each SOA, yielded the following results, as listed in Table 3. The
differences between the related conditions (related-1, related-2, related-3)
and the unrelated condition were significant for all SOAs from -400 m s to
+ 100 ms. When the distractor matched the second and third syllable of the
distractor word (related-2 and related-3), no facilitation was observed with
regard to the neutral condition at any SOA. When the distractor matched the
first syllable of the target picture name (related-1), facilitation was observed
relative to the neutral condition for SOAs ranging from -400 m s to -200 m s .
The differences between a distractor matching the first syllable (related-1)
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and a distractor matching the second or third syllable (related-2, related-3)
were significant for early SOAs from -400 to - 2 0 0 m s .

Table 3
Significance Levels of the Comparisons between Conditions for
Experiment 2
-50
Comparison
-100
-400
-300
-200
related-1 to unrelated ***/***
***/***
***/***
***/*** ***/***
related-2 to unrelated
m/*
**/***
**/**
"/*
7*
*
/***
**/***
***/***
related-3 to unrelated
V**
**/***
m/*
**/***
-/m
**/**
neutral to unrelated
**/***
m/*
related-1 to related-2
-/-/*/**
m/**
related-1 to related-3
-/*
*lm
-/-/*/**
m/*
m/m
m/related-1 to neutral
-/*

*r

Comparison
+50
+ 100
+200
+300
+400
***/***
***/***
/
-/related-1 to unrelated
-/***/***
/
-/related-2 to unrelated *** /***
7*
***/***
/
-/related-3 to unrelated ***/***
7***/***
***/***
/
-/neutral to unrelated
7-/-/related-1 to related-2
-/-/-/related-1 to related-3
-/-/-/-/-/related-1 to neutral
-/-/-/*
V*
7Note—The first significance value of each */* pair refers to the analysis over
participants, the second to the analysis over items. Significance levels were
calculated per SOA using a Scheffé test to test for differences between the 5
conditions. No comparisons other t h a n those listed here reached the
significance threshold of at least ρ < .1 (marginally significant), p-values: ***
ρ < .001; **: ρ < .01; *: ρ < .05; m: ρ < . 1 . Comparisons not listed here did
not yield a significant result at any SOA.
Discussion
The phonological facilitation effect observed for distractors matching a
syllable of the target picture name or a neutral distractor, a s compared to a
distractor denoting a n unrelated syllable indicates that the main source of
the difference between related and unrelated distractors is mismatching
rather t h a n matching phonological information. The observed interference
for most SOAs is also very similar to the results of Glaser and Düngelhoff
(1984) using a picture-word interference task. In this study, a visually
presented phonologically unrelated distractor word yielded inhibition for
SOAs from - 4 0 0 m s to +100 ms, a s compared to a neutral condition (a row
ofXXXs).
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On the basis of the finding t h a t picture naming typically takes longer
t h a n word reading (Cattell, 1886; Potter δε Faulconer, 1975; Fraisse, 1960;
Smith δε Magee, 1980), it can be expected t h a t a distractor presented
simultaneously or after the presentation of the picture is still processed fast
enough to interact with picture naming. Given t h a t the incremental stages of
word form encoding are late stages of the production process, it can be
expected t h a t syllable position effects occur at positive SOAs. If the target
picture n a m e is encoded incrementally, the presentation of a related syllable
a t the m o m e n t when the same syllable of the target word is encoded or
prepared should speed u p the response. Similarly, reaction times might be
delayed if a related syllable other the syllable momentarily prepared is
presented. However, a position effect was not observed even though related
distractors still facilitated picture naming times significantly at a n SOA of
+ 100 m s . The absence of any syllable position effects at positive SOAs
therefore indicates t h a t word form encoding proceeds in parallel for all
syllables of the word rather t h a n serial.
In the case of a distractor matching the first syllable, however, faster
picture naming times t h a n in the neutral condition were observed. This
position effect was observed only for the most negative SOAs (-400 m s to 200
ms). The absence of this effect of later SOAs indicates t h a t the distractor
interacts with a n early phase of the naming process, for example, by
speeding u p the selection of the target picture n a m e . This interpretation also
accounts for the reaction times in this condition being faster t h a n in the
neutral condition. Facilitation compared to the neutral condition was only
observed for the first syllable, which indicates t h a t a distractor matching the
second or third syllable of the target picture n a m e cannot speed u p the
selection of the target word.
The two Experiments reported so far investigated serial effects of
isolated matching syllables. The syllable distractors used in Experiment 1
and 2 differ, however, from the word distractors used in most picture-word
interference experiments (e.g., Meyer & Schriefers, 1991) where a n
advantage for the first syllable h a d been found. The distractor words used in
these studies consisted of related a s well a s unrelated phonological
information, whereas the isolated related syllable distractors used in
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Experiment 1 and 2 contained no additional unrelated phonological
information. It is, therefore, possible that a position effect will emerge again
when distractors with related a s well a s unrelated phonological information
are presented. In Experiment 3, two syllable characters were presented a s
distractors. The distractors matched either both or only one of the first two
syllables of the three-syllabic picture name or they were unrelated. If the
initial syllable of the target word plays a prominent role in word form
encoding when mismatching information is present, a greater phonological
facilitation effect should be observed for distractors consisting of a related
first and unrelated second syllable than for distractors consisting of an
unrelated first and related second syllable.
Experiment 3
Two syllables ( 1 * and 2 nd ), SOA = 0
Method
Participants. Sixteen students from the faculty of letters of the Nihon
University, Tokyo, 13 female and 3 male, between 19 and 28 years of age
(mean age: 20.8), participated in the experiment. They received a small gift of
sweets for their cooperation. All were native speakers of J a p a n e s e .
Materials. The same 55 pictures a s in Experiments 1 and 2 were used. The
distractor consisted of two Katakana characters presented vertically. The two
syllables represented either the first or second syllable of the target picture
n a m e or an unrelated syllable, which had no consonant or vowel in common
with it. Four conditions were realized in this experiment. In the relatedrelated condition (RR), both syllables represented the first and second
syllable of the target picture name, for example, / t a . m a / in the case of the
picture name TA.MA.GO egg. In the related-unrelated condition (RU) and the
unrelated-related condition (UR), the first (second) syllable of the distractor
word matched the first (second) syllable of the target picture name, while the
other syllable was unrelated (e.g., / t a . n i / , or / h e . m a / , respectively). In the
unrelated-unrelated condition (UU), neither syllable was related to the target
picture n a m e (e.g., / r i . s u / ) . Many of the two-syllabic distractor stimuli
sound like real words in Japanese, e.g., / t a . m a / pearl, / t a . n i / valley,
/ h e . m a / blunder, / r i . s u / squirrel. If the syllable pair for the RR condition
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corresponded to a non-word, the syllable pairs pertaining to the other
conditions were also selected to be non-words. If the RR syllable pair
corresponded phonologically to a word, the other syllable-pairs were selected,
such that they were matched with regard to spoken word familiarity. Spoken
Word familiarity ratings were obtained from the NTT Japanese language
database (Amano & Kondo, 2000) as an average rating by 20 native speakers
on a scale from 1 (very unfamiliar) to 6 (highly familiar). In the case of two
entries for a two-syllabic word (accent alternatives), word familiarity ratings
were averaged. The four conditions had a total average spoken word
familiarity rating of 4.8, 4.9, 4.9, and 4.9 for the conditions RR, RU, UR, and
UU, respectively. It should be noted that nearly all syllable pairs that είτε
also words in Japanese are normally not encountered written in the
Katakana script. The Katakana script is frequently used, however, to
transcribe the sound value of words in general. Therefore, only the
familiarity of the approximate sound value but not the familiarity of the
written shape of the word (orthographic familiarity) was controlled in this
experiment. Transcriptions of the target picture names, their translation,
and the transcription of the distractors are listed in Appendix B. One
replication of the experiment (55 pictures, 4 conditions) consisting of 220
trials was presented to each participant. The experiment was divided into
five blocks. Trials were randomized for each participant under the constraint
that a picture was never repeated in two subsequent trials.
Apparatus and Procedure. Apparatus and procedure were identical to
Experiment 1 with the following exception: The vertically presented
distractor consisted of two syllabic characters that had the same size as in
Experiment 1 and 2. The distance between characters was 2 mm. The two
syllables subtended a vertical visual angle of approximately 2°58' degrees.
Results
Each participant contributed 220 trials yielding 3520 trials in total.
Correct trials were rated as timeouts if the reaction time was faster than 300
ms or longer than 3000 ms. 89 errors (2.53 %) were recorded, which left
3431 trials for analysis. Of these, 12 (0.34 %) were technical errors due to
untimely voice-key triggering. 77 (2.19 %) errors were made by the
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participants consisting of 76 articulation errors a n d one timeout. Mean
reaction times, standard errors of the participant m e a n s , a n d error rates for
the five conditions are given in Table 4.

Table 4
Results of Experiment 3
Condition
Mean
Error rate
SD
Facilitation Effect
643
0.80 %
79
208
RR
774
2.27 %
105
77
RU
798
2.27 %
116
53
UR
3.41 %
851
127
0
UU
Note—RR = two distractor syllable identical with the first two syllables of the
distactor word, RU = identical to first a n d unrelated, UR = unrelated and
identical to second, UU = two unrelated syllables. SD = Standard deviations
of the participant m e a n s . The phonological facilitation effect is given as the
difference between unrelated a n d related distractors.
The reaction times per condition for each participant (each picture) were
entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA (Fi, F2) with the within-subjects
(within-items) factor Condition (4). Reaction times were fastest when both
distractor syllables were related to the target picture name, they were longer
when only one syllable was related, a n d they were longest when both
syllables were unrelated. This led to a significant main effect of the factor
Condition (Fj (3, 45) = 75.45, MSc = 1666, ρ < .001; F? (3, 162) = 101.03, MS e
= 4283, ρ < .001). The difference between two related syllables (RR) a n d the
two conditions with one related a n d one unrelated syllable (RU and UR) were
significant (Scheffé-Tests, ρ < 0.001, in both analyses). The difference
between the two latter conditions (RU and UR), however, were not significant.
The differences between any of these conditions a n d the condition with two
unrelated syllables (UU) were again significant (Scheffé-Tests, ρ < 0.001, in
both analyses).
Discussion
The phonological facilitation effect observed in this experiment clearly
depended on the n u m b e r of related a n d unrelated syllables. Reaction times
were fastest when both syllables matched syllables contained in the target
picture n a m e . A phonological facilitation effect was still observed when the
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distractor consisted of one related and one unrelated syllable compared to
two unrelated syllables. This result is similar to the phonological facilitation
effect observed in picture-word interference experiments using word
distractors. An advantage of the first syllable, however, was not observed. A
distractor consisting of a matching first and a mismatching second syllable
(RU) yielded the same amount of facilitation relative to a n unrelated
distractor a s a distractor with a mismatching first and matching second
syllable (UR).
It is possible, however, that a small serial position effect remained
inconspicuous in this experiment, since only the first syllable position was
compared to the second. Adding a distractor condition related to the third
syllable position might therefore yield a greater serial effect when compared
to the effect of the first syllable position. Experiment 4 was conducted using
two-syllabic distractors related either to the first and second syllable or to
the second and third syllable of the target picture name.
Experiment 4
st

Two syllables (1 and 2 n d ; 2 n d and 3rd), SOA = 0
Method
Participants. Fifteen students from the faculty of letters of the Nihon
University, Tokyo, 6 female and 9 male, between 18 and 23 years of age
(mean age: 19.7), participated in the experiment. They received a small gift of
sweets for their cooperation. All were native speakers of J a p a n e s e .
Materials. The same 55 pictures were used a s in Experiment 3. As in
Experiment 3, the distractor consisted of two syllabic characters each that
represented a syllable of the target picture name or an unrelated syllable.
Eight conditions were realized in total. The first four conditions replicated
the four conditions of Experiment 3. The other four conditions were realized
similarly. Both syllable could be related, that is, they matched the second
and third syllable of the target picture n a m e (e.g., / m a . g o / for the picture
name TA.MA.GO egg). When only one of the two syllables matched a syllable
of the target picture name and the other was unrelated the related syllable of
the distractor matched either the second or third syllable of the target word
(e.g., / m a . y u / or /shi.go/). In the unrelated condition, two syllables were
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presented that shared neither consonant nor vowel with the target picture
n a m e (e.g., / t s u . k e / ) . The syllable pairs pertaining to the conditions RU, UR
and UU were selected using the same criteria a s in Experiment 3. Average
word familiarity ratings for the conditions RR, RU, UR, and UU were 4.8, 4.8,
4.8 and 4.8. The syllable-pairs were again matched within the four new
conditions per picture with regard to spoken word familiarity. The materials
are given in Appendix B. One replication of the experiment was presented to
each participant during a single session and consisted of 440 trials (55
pictures, 8 conditions). The experiment was divided into ten blocks.
Apparatus and Procedure. Apparatus and procedure were identical to
Experiment 3.

Results
A total of 6600 trials were collected (440 per participant). Otherwise
correct trials were rated a s timeouts and discarded from the analysis when
the reaction time was faster than 300 m s or exceeded 3000 ms. 221 errors
(3.35 %) were recorded in total, which left 6379 trials for analysis. 74
(1.12 %) were technical errors due to untimely voice-key triggering. 147
(2.23 %) errors were made by the participants consisting of 127 articulation
errors and 20 timeouts. Mean reaction times, standard errors of the
participant means, and error rates for the five conditions are given in Table 5.

Table 5
Results of Experiments 4 and 5: Mean Reaction Times (in Milliseconds,
With Standard Deviations) and Error Rates (E%)
Experiment
SOA = 0 ÎEXD. 4)
SOA = -300ι (Exp.
M
SD
E%
M
SD
Ε%
57 0.61
602
83 1.63
RR
613
Position 1:
722
85 2.42
732 100 3.06
RU
87 3.06
UR
730
95 2.55
729
771 103 3.27
772 120 4.11
UU
614
RR
604
51 0.61
76 1.24
Position 2:
727
86 3.03
91 4.11
RU
726
722
721
87 2.97
UR
85 2.18
762 103 3.35
UU
770 102 3.15
Note—Position 1 (2) refers to syllables related to the first and second (second
and third) syllable of the target picture name.
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The reaction times per condition for each participant were entered into
a repeated m e a s u r e s ANOVA (Fi) with the within-subjects factors Condition
(four), referring to the four relatedness conditions RR, UR, RU and UU, and
Position (two), referring to the position of the related syllables within the
target word (first and second vs. second and third). A similar second ANOVA
(F2) was performed on the basis of the item m e a n s . As in Experiment 3,
reaction times were fastest when both syllables were related to the target
picture n a m e (condition RR), they were longer for only one related syllable
(conditions RU and UR), and longest when no syllable of the distractor was
related to any of the syllables of the target picture n a m e (condition UU). This
led to a significant main effect of the factor Condition (Fi (3, 42) = 58.76, MSe
= 2492, ρ < .001; F2 (3, 162) = 125.44, MS e = 4265, ρ < .001). However, the
position of the syllables did not modulate the phonological facilitation effect.
Neither the main effect for the factor Position nor its interaction with the
factor Condition were significant (ns, in both analyses). As in Experiment 4,
the difference between two related syllables (RR) a n d the two conditions with
one related a n d one unrelated syllable (RU and UR) were again significant
(Scheffé-Tests, ρ < 0.001, in both analyses). The difference between the two
conditions with one related syllable (RU and UR), however, was not
significant in both analyses. The differences between the conditions with one
related syllable (UR and RU) and the condition with two unrelated syllables
(UU) were also significant (p < 0.01, in the analysis over participants, ρ <
0.001 in the analysis over items).
Discussion
As in Experiment 4, the phonological facilitation effect was modulated
by the n u m b e r of related and unrelated syllables. A larger phonological
facilitation effect was observed for two related syllables t h a n for distractors
with only one related syllable. An influence of syllable position, however, was
not observed. It can therefore be concluded t h a t the difference between the
results of the present study and previous studies using the picture-word
interference task does not depend on the presence of mismatching
phonological information. The results of Experiment 2, however, suggest that
an advantage for the first syllable position might appear at early negative
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SOAs. It is possible that a similar syllable position effect emerges again for
the first syllable when the two-syllabic distractor is presented earlier than
the picture. This hypothesis is tested in Experiment 5. Experiment 5 is
identical to Experiment 4 except that now the distractor is presented 300 m s
before the presentation of the target picture.
Experiment 5
Two syllables ( 1 * and 2 n d ; 2 n d and 3"1), SOA = -300
Method
Participants. Nineteen Japanese nationals, students from the University of
Leipzig or research fellows, 10 female and 9 male, between 22 sind 42 years
of age (mean age: 26.6), took part in the experiment. They were paid for their
cooperation. All were native speakers of Japanese and had lived in Germany
for 6 months to 3 years.
Materials. The materials were identical to Experiment 4
Apparatus and Procedure. Apparatus and procedure were identical to
Experiment 4 with the following exception. The distractor now preceded the
target picture by 300 ms. The actual timing of the SOA was measured and
logged a s in Experiment 2.
Results
A toted of 8360 trials were collected (440 trials per participant). Correct
trials were rated a s timeouts and discarded from the analysis when the
reaction time was faster than 300 m s or exceeded 3000 ms. 336 errors
(4.02 %) were recorded in total, which left 8024 trials for analysis. Of these
90 (1.08 %) were technical errors due to untimely voice-key triggering. 246
(2.94 %) errors were made by the participants, such as articulation errors
(218) or timeouts (28). Mean reaction times, standard errors of the
participant means, and error rates for the five conditions are given in Table 5.
The reaction times per condition for each participant were entered into a
repeated-measures ANOVA (Fi, F2) with the within-subjects (within-items)
factors Condition (four) and Position (two). As in Experiment 3 and 4,
reaction times were fastest when both syllables of the distractor were related
to the target picture name (condition RR), they were longer when one of the
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two syllables was unrelated (conditions RU and UR), and longest when both
syllables were unrelated (condition UU). This is reflected in a significant
main effect of the factor Condition (Fi (3, 54) = 82.14, M& = 2186, ρ < .001;
F2 (3, 162) = 123.59, MSe = 4399, ρ < .001). However, syllable position did
not influence the a m o u n t of phonological facilitation observed. The main
effect of the factor Position and its interaction with the factor Condition were
not significant (ns, in both analyses). As in Experiment 4, the difference in
reaction times to a distractor with two related syllables (RR) and a distractor
with one related syllable (UR and RU) were again significant (Scheffé-Tests, ρ
< 0.001, in both analyses). The conditions with one related syllable (UR a n d
RU), however, did not differ significantly from each other (ns, in both
analyses). The differences between the conditions with one related syllable
and two unrelated syllables (UU) were again significant (p < 0.01, in the
analysis over participants, ρ < 0.001 in the analysis over items).
Joint analysis of Experiments 4 and 5. The data of both experiments were
entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA over the participant means, Fi
(item means, F2), with the within-subjects (within items) factors Condition
(four) a n d Position (two), and the between-subjects (within-items) factor SOA
(two). There was again a main effect for the factor Condition (Fi (3, 96) =
138.73, MS e = 2320, ρ < .001; Fs (3, 162) = 168.39, MSe = 6 4 0 1 , ρ < .001),
b u t no main effect or interaction for any of the other two factors in any of the
two analyses.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 5 resemble the results of Experiment 4. The
phonological facilitation effect depended on the n u m b e r of related a n d
unrelated syllables but not on the position of the syllable within the target
word. Furthermore, SOA did not modulate the size of the phonological
facilitation effect. On the basis of the results of Experiment 2 a n advantage
for the first syllable was predicted for Experiment 5. In Experiment 2, the
distractor facilitated picture naming times if it denoted the first syllable of
the target picture n a m e relative to a distractor denoting a non-initial syllable
or the neutral condition when it was presented 300 to 400 m s earlier t h a t
the picture. Although reaction times in Experiment 5 were 12 m s faster for
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the related first and second syllable a s compared to a related second and
third syllable, this difference did not reach significance. It is possible that
the facilitation effect was too small to replicate in the presence of the more
complex distractors used in Experiment 5 a s compared to Experiment 2.
General Discussion
In the five picture-word interference experiments reported in the present
study phonologically related distractors facilitated reaction times relative to
unrelated distractors. However, the amount of phonological facilitation
observed did not depend on the part of the target word to which the
distractor was related (first, second, or third syllable). This pattern was
consistently found when the onset of distractor and target was varied (Exp. 2
a n d Exp. 5) and when unrelated phonological information was present (Exps.
3 to 5). These results support a version of the model by Dell (1988) a s
formulated above, which a s s u m e s that word form encoding proceeds in a
non-incremental manner.
It seems difficult, however, to reconcile the present results with serial
models of word form encoding as well as with the overwhelming evidence in
favor of serial effects. Picture naming typically takes longer t h a n word
reading (Cattell, 1886; Fraisse, 1960; Potter & Faulconer, 1975; Smith &
Magee, 1980) and a distractor presented simultaneously or later t h a n a
picture target is likely to interact with the picture naming response. The
absence of serial effects at positive SOAs (Experiment 2) is therefore
especially problematic for serial models since it is assumed that the last
stages of word form encoding are incremental and that they can be
influenced by a prime or distractor carrying matching or mismatching
phonological information. This latter assumption is necessary to
accommodate the serial effects empirically observed. In the model of Levelt et
al. (1999), it is assumed that a prime or distractor interacts with the
sequential assignment of the segments to the metrical frame of the word or
even with the subsequent syllabification stage. The presentation of a related
distractor might facilitate segment insertion or syllabification if it is
presented at the right moment. In contrast, a distractor or prime denoting
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other p h o n e m e s t h a n the ones being currently processed might disturb the
serial ordering of segment insertion or the syllabification process. This
should lead to a n increase in speech error rates and reaction times, which
was not observed.
The present results είτε unexpected given the prevalence of serial effects
reported in empirical studies of language production. Serial effects have been
reported in studies using a picture-word interference task (Meyer St
Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers & Teruel, 1999). The present study failed,
however, to replicate the difference between begin- a n d end-related
distractors previously observed in this task. As elaborated above, it is
possible t h a t the visual presentation a n d the choice of J a p a n e s e for the
stimuli might account for the observed absence of serial effects. The picture
n a m e s employed here consisted of three approximately equally salient
syllables, whereas picture n a m e s in previous studies were monosyllabic or
predominantly stressed on the first syllable. The visual presentation of the
two syllables in Experiments 3 to 5 additionally ensured t h a t both syllables
were processed approximately equally fast and in parallel. Two Kana
characters c a n be identified and judged correctly when presented u n m a s k e d
for 30 m s (Ohtani, 1984). The auditory presentation of a di-moraic Japéinese
word, however, takes approximately 150 m s (Hoequist, 1983). It is therefore
possible t h a t the serial effects reported in previous studies using a pictureword interference task are due to other factors t h a n to the serial n a t u r e of
word form encoding.
It is more difficult, however, to reconcile the present results with the
n u m e r o u s observations of serial effects in other t a s k s . Serial effects have
been reported for picture naming after the presentation of a phonologically
related prime word. Wheeldon (2003) observed a n inhibition effect for onsetrelated primes and a facilitation effect for rhyme-related primes. The
participants named primes in response to a definition before naming a
picture. Different effects for onset- and rhyme-related primes have also been
observed in a picture-picture priming task (Sullivan & Riffel, 1999). Naming
two pictures in close succession (650 m s and 1000 ms) led to an inhibitory
effect for the naming of pictures with a name phonologically related to the
previously presented picture. This effect was greater for onset-related primes
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t h a n for rhyme-related primes when compared to pictures with a

phonologically unrelated name. The results of both studies have been
interpreted a s evidence for the sequential n a t u r e of word form encoding.
However, in a similar experiment no difference between onset a n d rhymerelated primes was reported (Collin δε Ellis, 1992, Exp. 2). Participants
repeated a previously heard word prime before naming a target picture.
Similarly, when word primes are visually presented prior to word naming, no
difference between begin- and end-related primes was observed (O'Seaghdha
& Marin, 2000, Exp. 1 and 2).
The contradictory results observed in phonological priming experiments
might be due to a n u m b e r of factors. First, they depend on the task
performed on prime a n d target (Lupker & Williams, 1989; O'Seaghdha &
Marin, 2000). Second, the observation of facilitation or inhibition depends on
the time difference between prime and target. Lukatela and Turvey (1996)
observed inhibitory priming of rhyme-related primes for short SOAs (36 and
70 ms), whereas facilitation was reported for a n SOA of 250 ms. A third
factor influencing the result of priming experiments is target word frequency
(Lukatela δε Turvey, 1996; O'Seaghdha & Marin, 2000; b u t see Wheeldon,
2003). The serial effects observed in phonological priming experiments might,
therefore, be due to other factors t h a n the serial n a t u r e of word form
encoding. The presence of frequency effects suggests t h a t a phonologically
related prime presented before the naming of the target t a p s into the early
lexical retrieval stage of the naming process rather t h a n word form encoding.
A difference between onset- and offset-related words was reported in
rapid naming tasks (O'Seaghdha & Marin, 2000, Exp. 4; Sevald δε Dell,
1994). Participants rapidly named a sequence of words t h a t shared their
onset or offset. In these experiments inhibition was observed for shared
onsets and facilitation for shared offsets. These results have also been
interpreted a s evidence for the sequential insertion of segments into the
metric frame of the word. It is possible, however, t h a t these results are due
to inhibition on a later level of the production process, namely, the
specification of the articulator movements. This very last processing stage of
motor planning h a s to be sequential. Serial effects in a rapid naming task
might be due to competition or facilitation due to residuili activation of the
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same motor subprograms on this level. The results of these studies are

reconcilable with a model assuming non-incremental word form encoding, if
this last stage is not susceptible to the more abstract phonological
information carried by a prime word.
Serial effects have also been reported in studies using the implicit
priming task (Meyer, 1990, 1991). In this task, participants first learned a
set of related Dutch word pairs (e.g., straf-boete penalty-fine).

In the main

experiment, the second word of a pair had to be produced when cued with
the first. Cue words were presented either in homogeneous blocks where the
target words shared the same phonological segments (e.g., boete, boeven,
boeking thieves, fine, booking) or in heterogeneous blocks where the target
words did not share the same phonological segments. Compared to
heterogeneous blocks, faster naming times were recorded in homogeneous
blocks when initial segments were shared. However, no facilitation was
observed when non-initial segments were shared. Given shared initial
segments the facilitation effect observed in this task increased with their
number. A greater facilitation effect was observed when the initial two
syllables were shared compared to one (Meyer, 1990), when a longer initial
syllable was shared compared to a short syllable (Roelofs & Meyer, 1998), or
when the whole syllable (onset-nucleus-coda) was shared compared to initial
parts of it (onset-nucleus or onset) (Meyer, 1991). These results have been
interpreted a s evidence for the seriality of word form encoding. A problem
with this account, however, is the absence of any facilitation for shared noninitial segments. It is possible that the implicit priming task also taps into a
stage of processing different from word form encoding, such as, for example,
the advance preparation of articulator movements. In homogeneous blocks,
participants always knew in advance which segments were shared. The
results of the implicit priming task then demonstrate the interesting
impossibility to prepare the articulation of a word without its very first
segment.
It can be concluded that the absence of serial effects in the present
study is difficult to reconcile with serial models of word form encoding. This
finding is especially critical given that a picture-word interference task was
used in the present study. The possibility to vary the onset between
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distractor and target in this task makes it possible to tap more precisely into
the word form encoding stage of picture name production t h a n do other
experimental paradigms using phonological or implicit priming or rapid
naming.
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Appendix A
used In Experiments 1 and 2
target picture name
baketsu [bucket]
beruto [belt]
gorira [gorilla]
hasami [scissors]
hirame [flounder]
hitsuji [sheep]
ichigo [strawberry]
doramu [drum]
kamera [camera]
kinoko [mushroom]
kitsune [fox]
kurage [jellyfish]
mitsuba [clover]
k u r u m a [car]
m a k u r a [cushion]
nezumi [mouse]
r a k u d a [camel]
s a k a n a [fish]
sasori [scorpion]
hitode [starfish]
kujira [whale]
tokage [lizard]
tabako [tobacco]
tamago [egg]
tanuki [racoon]
hakari [scale]
terebi [television]
tobira [door]
gurasu [glass]
yasuri [nail file]
otoko [man]
iruka [dolphin]
unagi [eel]
ahiru [duck]
koara [coala]
mogura [mole]
hiyoko [chick]
usagi [hare]
hatake [field]
a t a m a [head]
piero [clown]
tsurugi [sword]
tsukue [desk]
fukuro [sack]
ashika [seal]

related-1
ba
be
go
ha
hi
hi
i
do
ka
Id
Id
ku
mi
ku
ma
ne
ra
sa
sa
hi
ku
to
ta
ta
ta
ha
te
to
gu
ya
o
i
u
a
ko
mo
hi
u
ha
a
Pi
tsu
tsu
fu
a

related-2
ke
ru
ri
sa
ra
tsu
chi
ra
me
no
tsu
ra
tsu
ru
ku
zu
ku
ka
so
to
ji
ka
ba
ma
nu
ka
re
bi
ra
su
to
ru
na
hi
a
gu
yo
sa
ta
ta
e
ru
ku
ku
shi

related-3
tsu
to
ra
mi
me
ji
go
mu
ra
ko
ne
ge
ba
ma
ra
mi
da
na
ri
de
ra

unrelated
mo
ld
mu
ne
so
ga
na
shi

gè

ko
go
ld
ri
bi
ra
su
ri
ko
ka
gi
ru
ra
ra
ko
gi
ke
ma
ro
gi
e
ro
ka
(continued on

SU

ra
ma
to
ne
no
to
ta
mi
to
me
ma
mo
bi
shi
ni
se
so
gu
su
bi
me
ba
ne
mo
gè

ji
i
u
ho
ro
chi
ka
so
ro
chi
re
next page)
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Appenix A (continued)
related-3
unrelated
target picture n a m e
related-1
related-2
shi
ru
kaeru [frog]
ka
e
ikari [itnchor]
i
ka
ri
me
karasu [crow]
ka
ra
su
he
me
tsu
ka
mo
kamome [gull]
pazuru [puzzle]
pa
zu
ru
ki
t s u b a s a [wing]
tsu
ba
sa
ko
kemuri [smoke]
ke
mu
π
sa
sakura [cherry blossom]
sa
ku
ra
chi
kusari [chain]
ku
sa
π
de
uchiwa [fan]
u
chi
wa
no
Note—The transcription of the pictures and the syllabic distractors follows
the conventions of the Hepburn transcription system for Japanese. All
transcribed vowels are short.

Appendix Β
Materials used In Experiment 3, 4 and 5
target picture n a m e
baketsu [bucket]
beruto [belt]
gorira [gorilla]
h a s a m i [scissors]
hirame [flounder]
hitsuji [sheep]
ichigo [strawberry]
doramu [drum]
kamera [camera]
kinoko [mushroom]
kitsune [fox]
kurage [jellyfish]
mitsuba [clover]
k u r u m a [car]
m a k u r a [cushion]
nezumi [mouse]
r a k u d a [camel]
s a k a n a [fish]
sasori [scorpion]
hitode [starfish]
kujira [whale]
tokage [lizard]
tabako [tobacco]
tamago [egg]

Position 12
RR
RU
ba.ri
ba.ke
be.ru
be.ni
go.ke
go.ri
ha. sa
ha. go
hi.ra
hi.yu
hi.tsu
hi.ya
i.chi
i.za
do.ra
do.ki
ka.me
ka.su
ki.no
ki.sa
ki.tsu
ki.ma
ku.ra
ku.ji
mi.tsu
mi.zo
ku.ru
ku.ki
ma.ku
ma.ji
ne.zu
ne.ya
ra.chi
ra.ku
sa.bi
sa.ka
sa. so
sa.re
hi.to
hi.yu
ku.ji
ku.re
to.ka
to.ji
ta.ba
ta.me
ta.ma
ta.ni

UR
shi.ke
mi.ru
ru.ri
nu.sa
tsu.ra
se.tsu
u.chi
hi.ra
yu.me
ta.no
ro.tsu
ho.ra
re.tsu
ho.ru
so.ku
mo.zu
bo.ku
ji.ka
ke.so
su.to
ne.ji
hi.ka
yu.ba
he.ma

UU
yo.gi
ma.chi
se.tsu
de.ho
no.bu
go. te
a.ru
ke.shi
po.chi
ta. sa
ro.ma
yo.so
so.re
de.shi
go.bi
do.ya
to.shi
mo. re
ke.re
ma.su
he. so
ru.bi
re.tsu
ri.su

Position 23
RR
RU
UR
UU
shi.so
ke.shi
ri.tsu
ke.tsu
ru.to
ru.ki
mi.to
sa.ni
ri.ra
ri.tsu
tsu.ra
bu.ke
sa.mi
sa.de
bu.mi
ke.to
ra.me
ra.bo
so.me
po.ro
tsu.ji
tsu.ka
ba.ji
ro.mu
chi.go
chi.wa
ka.go
mu.ke
ra.mu
ra.chi
ji.mu
ki.chi
me.ra
me.yo
ji.ra
ni.tsu
no.ko
no.ra
ge.ko
se.tsu
tsu.ne
tsu.ma
ma.ne
ha. ta
ra.ge
ra.mo
no.ge
mo.do
tsu.ba
tsu.no
so.ba
so.de
ru.ma
ru.so
ni.ma
hi.se
ku.ra
ku.mi
ho.ra
yo.so
zu.mi
zu.to
so.mi
ho.da
ku.ki
hi.da
bo.shi
ku.da
ka.na
ka.gu
mi.na
hi.bi
so.ri
so.ku
ku.ri
nu.ku
to.de
to. sa
ka.de
ba.mu
ji.ra
ji.ke
mo.ra
he.no
ka.ge
ka.chi
yu.ge
yu.zu
ba.ko
ba.te
su.ko
gu.me
ma.go
ma.yu
shi.go
tsu.ke
(continued on next page)

Appendix Β (continued)
target picture n a m e
tanuki [racoon]
hakari [scale]
terebi [television]
tobira [door]
gurasu [glass]
yasuri [nail file]
otoko [man]
iruka [dolphin]
unagi [eel]
ahiru [duck]
koara [coala]
mogura [mole]
hiyoko [chick]
usagi [hare]
hatake [field]
a t a m a [head]
piero [clown]
tsurugi [sword]
t s u k u e [desk]
fukuro [sack]
ashika [seal]
kaeru [frog]
ikari [anchor]
karasu [crow]
kamome [gull]
pazuru [puzzle]
t s u b a s a [wing]

Position 12
RR
RU
ta.se
ta.nu
ha.ka
ha.te
te.re
te.wa
to.bi
to.mu
gu.ra
gu.mo
ya.su
ya.go
o.to
o.bi
i.ru
i.mo
u.na
u.ro
a.hi
a. so
ko.a
ko.yu
mo.gu
mo.e
hi.yo
hi. sa
u.sa
u.ne
ha.ta
ha.ri
a. ta
a.fu
pi.e
pi.o
tsu.ru
tsu.ya
tsu.ku
tsu.ma
fu.ta
fu.ku
a.shi
a.te
ka.e
ka.i
i.ka
i.ne
ka.ra
ka.bi
ka.mo
ka.ji
pa. zu
pa.to
tsu.ba
tsu.ri

UR
ho.nu
nu.ka
su.re
fu.bi
ne.ra
no.su
a.to
e.ru
e.na
o.hi
ni.a
ji-gu
ma.yo
o.sa
shi.ta
o.ta
mu.e
na.ru
to.ku
wa.ku
u.shi
hi.e
o.ka
hi.ra
hi.mo
ni.zu
ro.ba

UU
ho.se
yo.me
su.ga
yu.me
ne. mo
te. mo
a. su
o.ne
o.me
o.ge
ni.yu
shi.te
ma. sa
no.ro
shi.mo
o.gu
mu.a
mi. sa
ho. sa
sa.me
o.no
yo.i
e.to
no.kd
yu.ge
ni.te
ke.ri

Position 23
RU
RR
nu.re
nu.ki
ka.ri
ka.me
re.da
re.bi
bi.ra
bi.su
ra.do
ra.su
su.ri
su. to
to.bi
to.ko
ru.te
ru.ka
na.gi
na.me
hi.ru
hi.ge
a. ra
a.de
gu.ra
gu.hi
yo.bu
yo.ko
sa.gi
sa.zo
ta.ru
ta.ke
ta.ma
ta.bi
e.ro
e.mu
ru.gi
ru.ba
ku.e
ku.o
ku.ro
ku.shi
shi.me
shi.ka
e.ru
e.to
ka.ri
ka.bu
ra.su
ra.bo
mo.me
mo.yu
zu.ru
zu.shi
ba.sa
ba.ji

UR
ko.ka
yo.ri
ya.bi
he.ra
he.su
te.ri
mi. ko
te.ka
to.gi
mo.ru
i.ra
ze.ra
ha.ko
mo.gi
ro.ke
ku.ma
u.ro
se.gi
ri.e
ma.ro
ro.ka
i.ru
su.ri
no.su
fu. me
ko.ru
mo.sa

UU
po.ri
su.to
ha.zo
ku.mu
do.ri
yo.me
sa.ma
he. mo
go.te
mo.to
e.gi
de.chi
fu.de
to.ko
shi.ji
yu.mi
a.ku
te .za
mo.a
sa.ji
go.bu
i.to
te.ko
ne. to
ki.tsu
shi.mo
me.ri

(continued on next page)

Appendix Β (continued)
Position 12
UR
RU
RR
target picture n a m e
ke.ba
na.mu
ke.mu
kemuri [smoke]
s a k u r a [cherry blossom]
sa.ku
sa.ji
ji.ku
kusari [chain]
ku.sa
ku.mo
yo.sa
u.do
o.chi
u.chi
uchiwa [fan]
Note—The transcription of the pictures and the syllabic distractors
system for Japanese. All transcribed vowels are short.

Position 2 3
RR
RU
UR
UU
UU
mu.ri
mu.da
no.ri
so.to
ho.ya
yo.mi
ku.ra
ku.ji
he.ra
yo.chi
ho.ne
sa.n
sa. so
ne.π
mo.ke
e.do
chi.wa
chi.to
to.wa
to. so
follows the conventions of the Hepburn transcription

Chapter 5
Orthographic Transparency and the Phonological Facilitation Effect
(accepted pending revisions by Memory & Cognition)
Anja Κ Ische beck
Abstract
A picture (e.g., mouse) in the presence of a written distractor word is
named faster when the distractor word and target share phonological
elements (e.g., mouth) than when they do not (e g , beard) It is
unclear, however, whether this phonological facilitation effect is
determined by subword-level or word-level phonological information
of the distractor, that is, the information provided by the word's
individual letters or by the sound value of the word after its retrieval
in the lexicon. In the present study, the availability of subword-level
phonological information was varied using Japanese scnpf
Distractor words were presented using either orthographically
transparent Kana syllables or orthographically intransparent
Chinese characters (Kanji). A phonological facilitation effect was
observed for both scripts and it interacted significantly with the
number of phonological elements shared This result suggests that
word-level and subword-level phonological information contribute to
the phonological facilitation effect.

Introduction
Research in language production and comprehension h a s progressed
relatively independently leading to different models for production a n d
comprehension. Many experimental paradigms frequently employed in word
production research, such a s word-picture priming or picture-word
interference tasks, use manipulations t h a t also involve comprehension
processes. It is often left unspecified, however, whether and how
comprehension interacts with production. A closer look at the
comprehension processes involved in these experiments might therefore lead
to a better understanding of experimental results and the link between
language comprehension and production.
A prominent example of a n experimental paradigm, which involves both
production and comprehension processes, is the picture-word interference
task. A distractor word presented more or less simultaneously with a target
picture is usually observed to influence the time to name the picture even
though participants are instructed to ignore it. Distractor words semantically
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related to the target picture n a m e (e.g., the word dog presented within the
picture of a mouse) often delay reaction times a s compared to semantically
unrelated distractor words (e.g., cup). This h a s been observed for visual
distractors superimposed on a picture (Glaser δε Düngelhoff, 1984; Lupker,
1979; Rosinski, 1977) as well a s for auditory distractors (Damian δε Martin,
1999; Schriefers, Meyer, δε Levelt, 1990). On the other hand, distractor
words phonologically related to the target (e.g., mouth) usually facilitate
picture naming as compared to phonologically unrelated distractor words
(e.g., beard). This h a s been observed for distractors presented visually
(Lupker, 1982; Posnansky δε Rayner, 1977, 1978; Rayner δε Springer, 1986)
a s well a s auditorily (Jescheniak δε Schriefers, 2 0 0 1 ; Schriefers, et al., 1990).
It should be noted t h a t the faster picture naming times for phonologically
related words are still longer t h a n the picture naming times obtained u n d e r
a neutral condition, such a s white noise (Schriefers et al., 1990), a row of
XXXs (Starreveld δε La Heij, 1995), or a picture presented without a
distractor (visual: Posnansky δε Rayner, 1978; auditory: Schriefers et al.,
1990). However, the term phonological facilitation effect will be employed in
the present study because it h a s been used consistently in studies using
picture-word interference tasks.
The contribution of orthographic or visual similarity of written
distractor words on picture naming a s compared to phonological similarity
h a s already been investigated in early picture-word interference studies
(Posnansky δε Rayner, 1977, 1978; Rayner δε Posnansky, 1978; Rayner δε
Springer, 1986; Underwood δε Briggs, 1984). Rayner and Springer (1986), for
example, reported that a semantically unrelated distractor word preserving
the overall shape (e.g., hill) of the written target picture n a m e (e.g., ball)
facilitated the picture naming response compared to a distractor word with a
different shape (e.g., ρβαή. It should be noted t h a t word shape and
phonological relatedness was not successfully separated in this study since
the distractor word hill shared also two letters with the target word ball.
Posnansky δε Rayner (1978) reported facilitation for distractor words t h a t
were either orthographically or phonologically related. In the case of the
picture name giant, they presented a distractor word sharing a first but
differently pronounced letter with the target word (gamut), and a distractor
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word that shared the pronunciation of the onset of the target picture n a m e
(jewel). In careful studies by Rayner and Posnansky (1978) and Posnansky
and Rayner (1977), a facilitation effect was found for word shape similarity
separate from phonological similarity. Rayner & Posnansky (1978) found a n
advantage for nonwords preserving the overall word shape (bcnrcj of the
target picture name horse compared to nonwords of a different shape [pynrk].
Similarly, Posnansky and Rayner (1977) reported a greater facilitation for
preserved word shape for nonword distractors sharing the initial and fined
letter of the target picture name apple (i.e., for aqqte a s compared to azzme)
and distractors with no letter in common with the target picture name (i.e.,
for oqgicas compared to kzzmfi. Underwood and Briggs (1984) investigated
the contribution of orthographic similarity. The authors presented a n
orthographically similar b u t phonologically dissimilar distractor word (e.g.,
deaf together with the picture of a leaf) and a phonologically similar b u t
orthographically dissimilar distractor word that shared its rhyme with the
target picture name (e.g., thiej). The a u t h o r s observed a similar facilitation
effect in both cases. Their results indicate that orthographic a s well a s
phonological properties of the distractor word contribute to the phonological
facilitation effect.
Later studies using the picture-word interference task to test models of
language production used auditorily presented distractor words and initially
disregarded a possible influence of orthography or modality (i.e., visual or
auditory presentation) of the distractor word. The possibility to vary the
onset of target picture and distractor word m a k e s the picture-word
interference task a valuable tool for the investigation of word production
processes. Observed differences between the time courses of the
phonological facilitation and semantic interference effect in picture-word
interference t a s k s were interpreted a s evidence for a modular two-stage
model of language production (Meyer äs Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers et al.,
1990; Levelt, Roelofs δε Meyer, 1999). Several studies have since then
compared the different influence of a phonologically and a semantically
related distractor on picture naming a n d interpreted the results with regard
to possible theories of word production (Damian & Martin, 1999; Jerger,
Martin & Damian, 2002; O'Seaghdha δε Marin, 1997; Starreveld, δε LaHeij,
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1995, 1996). This interpretation is based on the implicit assumption,
however, t h a t semantic and phonological information about a distractor
word becomes available in approximately the same m a n n e r a n d at the same
time. It is possible, however, t h a t semantic and phonological information of a
distractor word become available at different times or in different ways. It is
assumed in accounts of the semantic interference effect (Glaser & Glaser,
1989; Starreveld 8ε La Heij, 1995, 1996) t h a t naming a picture activates the
word node of the picture a s well a s word nodes of semantically related
alternatives. When a distractor word of a possible semantic alternative to the
picture n a m e (e.g., a member from the same category) is presented, the
selection of the correct word node is delayed compared to a distractor word
t h a t is semantically unrelated. Note t h a t it is necessary in this case t h a t the
distractor word h a s been identified a s a whole a n d activates its own word
node. A phonologically related distractor word, on the other h a n d , might
facilitate picture naming before it h a s been identified a s a whole, namely, by
the phonological information carried by parts of it. In contrast to the
semantic interference effect, the phonological facilitation effect observed in a
picture-word interference task might, therefore, be modulated by the
availability of subword-level information of the distractor word. The
possibility to extract partial phonological information is included in many
models of written a n d auditory word recognition. For example, it is assumed
in the interactive activation model by McClelland a n d Rumelhart (1981) t h a t
a visually presented word activates letter nodes a s well a s whole-word nodes.
Similarly, in spoken language comprehension, the cohort model a s s u m e s
that the initial segments of a spoken word are already processed before the
word h a s been heard a s a whole (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Therefore, in
contrast to semantically related distractor words, phonologically related
distractor words might interact with language production also before they
have been identified as a whole, t h a t is, after p a r t s (letters) of them have
been processed. That subword-level phonological information interacts with
language production is supported by the observation t h a t phonological
facilitation in picture-word interference tasks h a s been observed for nonwords (visually: Posnansky & Rayner, 1977, 1978; Rayner & Posnansky,
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1978) and word-parts (auditory: Schriefers & Temei, 1999; Starreveld, 2000;
Jerger, Martin, & Damian, 2002).
It is unclear, however, what is contributed by subword-level
phonological information to the phonological facilitation effect in the case of
real words. If the distractor word presented is a highly frequent word, it is
possible that the word is identified as a whole before subword-level
phonological information can play a significant role, as it is assumed in a
connectionist adaptation of the dual route model of reading (Zorzi, Houghton
& Butterworth, 1998). On the other hand, it is possible that only subwordlevel orthographic and phonological information is processed in reading as
assumed in the connectionist model by Seidenberg and McClelland (1989).
In this case, subword-level phonological information might be the main
source of the phonological facilitation effect and the availability of subwordlevel phonological information might make a great difference.
The ease with which subword-level phonological information can be
extracted depends on the orthographic transparency of a word. Writing
systems that represent the phonological units of a word by alphabetic or
syllabic symbols in a regular way are orthographically transparent. An
alphabetic or syllabic a writing system with an irregular orthography can be
considered less transparent since an irregularly spelled word has to be
recognized before its correct pronunciation can be retrieved. However, even
irregularly spelled words preserve some degree of transparency since the
assembled sound value still bears some similarity to the correct sound value.
Writing systems using morphographic characters such as Chinese or the
Japanese Kanji, on the other hand, can be more intransparent. Chinese
characters represent foremost their semantic content rather than their
sound value. Written Chinese can be considered transparent to a certain
degree as long as the character consistently denotes a single sound value. In
Japanese, however, a single Kanji character can have several distinct sound
values or readings (see Wydell, Butterworth Ss Patterson, 1995, for a more
detailed description). The reading of a single Kanji becomes unambiguous
only in context, for example, when it is part of a compound word. The
reading of a compound word therefore often cannot be assembled correctly
or approximated from the reading of its components. Japanese Kanji
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compounds can therefore be considered to be extremely intransparent. It
should be noted, however, t h a t subword-level phonological information
might be extracted from Kanji compound words to a certain degree. A recent
study reported some evidence for orthographic consistency effects for Kanji
characters on the subword and whole-word level in a naming task (Fushimi,
Ijuin, Patterson, 8ε Tatsumi, 1999, b u t see Wydell et al., 1995). On the other
hand, the subword-level phonological information of Kanji compounds might
play a negligible role in a task where participants are explicitly instructed to
ignore the distractor word.
J a p a n e s e orthography additionally offers the possibility to vary
orthographic transparency within the same language. Chinese characters
(Kanji) are used alongside two phonologically equivalent syllabaries (Kana).
Kana a n d Kanji are both used in a mixed orthography. Kanji are often used
to write content words while Kana are used to represent grammatical
elements and the sound value of, for example, foreign loan words. The
phonological identity of a single Kana syllable is unambiguous, whereas a
single Kanji character can have several phonologically distinct readings.
These readings owe their existence to phonological borrowings from
traditional Chinese in different periods and to the sound value of native
J a p a n e s e words t h a t have been associated with the Kanji character on the
basis of their meaning. The reading of a single Kanji character usually
becomes u n a m b i g u o u s only when the character appears a s a part of a
compound word or within a sentence context. Kanji compounds consisting of
two Kanji characters constitute the great majority (about 80 %) of Kanji
words (Fushimi et al., 1999). As stated above, it can be assumed t h a t Kanji
compounds are orthographically highly intransparent and provide only
minimal to no subword-level phonological information. Rewriting a highly
familiar two-Kanji compound with one of the Kana-syllabaries, however,
renders the same word orthographically t r a n s p a r e n t a n d visually unfamiliar.
It can be assumed t h a t in the case of Kana transcriptions word-level
phonological information is accessed m u c h less automatically t h a n in the
case of the visually familiar 2-Kanji compounds. It cannot be excluded,
however, t h a t word-level phonological information does not play a role at any
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stage of processing because the Kana distractors used were
pseudohomophones of the Kanji-compounds and not pseudowords.
In the present study, distractor words written with J a p a n e s e Kanji and
their Kana transcriptions were presented in a picture-word interference task.
Only pictures with a three-syllabic picture name in J a p a n e s e were used. As
orthographically intransparent distractor words, three-syllabic visually
highly familiar two-Kanji compound words with an unambiguous reading
were selected that were either phonologically related and unrelated to the
target picture name. The Kanji distractor words were rewritten using one of
the two J a p a n e s e Kana syllabaries (Hiragana) to realize the orthographically
transparent condition. The factors Relatedness and Transparency, a n d a
neutral condition (three X's) yielded five conditions in total. Additionally, the
amount of phonological information shared between the target picture n a m e
and the distractor word was varied between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
In Experiment 1, a phonologically related distractor word shared the first
syllable with the three-syllabic target picture name, while it shared its first
and second syllable in Experiment 2.
Using these stimuli in an experiment, the following predictions can be
derived. If the phonological facilitation effect is mainly due to the availability
of subword-level phonological information, it should be greatly attenuated
when 2-Kanji compounds are used a s distractors in a picture word
interference task, a s compared to their Kana-transcriptions. If subword-level
a s well as word-level information contribute to the phonological facilitation
effect, a phonological facilitation effect should be observed in both cases. If
the phonological facilitation effect depends more strongly on word-level
phonological information, the phonological facilitation effect might be greater
for 2-Kanji compounds than for their visually unfamiliar Kana-transcriptions
because it might take more time to recognize and access the transcriptions
in the mental lexicon. Additionally, the phonological facilitation effect might
depend systematically on the n u m b e r of phonological elements shared or not
shared between target picture n a m e and distractor word. The presentation of
a single matching syllable was observed to give rise to a greater phonological
facilitation effect t h a n a whole word that shares only its initial syllable with
the target picture name (auditory: Starreveld, 2000; Zwitserlood, 1994). The
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phonological facilitation effect should therefore increase when the
phonological overlap is increased from one (Experiment 1) to two
(Experiment 2) out of three syllables.
Experiment 1:
One matching syllable
Method

Participants. Thirteen students from the Faculty of Letters of the Nihon
University, Tokyo, 10 female and 3 male, between 18 and 28 years of age
(mean age: 20,5 years), participated in the experiment. They received a small
gift of sweets for their cooperation. All participants were native speakers of
Japanese.
Materials. 32 pictures with a mono-morphemic three-syllabic picture name
and a high name agreement in Japanese were selected. For each picture two
three-syllabic distractor words (Kanji compounds consisting of two Kanji
characters) were chosen. In the phonologically related condition, the first
syllable of the distractor word matched the first syllable of the target picture
name while in the phonologically unrelated condition, the distractor word
had no syllable in common with the picture name. The orthographically
transparent condition was realized by rewriting the orthographically
intransparent Kanji compounds using three Hiragana syllable characters. A
distractor word therefore belonged to one of the four conditions defined by
the factors Transparency (low: Kanji or high: Kana) and Relatedness
(phonologically related or unrelated). Additionally, a neutral distractor was
constructed using three Xs. Care was taken to match the two Kanji
compounds selected for each picture and their Kana transcriptions as closely
as possible with respect to two variables: written word familiarity (a
subjective familiarity rating of the visually presented word, as obtained from
the NTT Japanese language database by Amano & Kondo, 2000) and script
familiarity (a subjective rating of the familiarity to encounter the word in a
certain script obtained from the same database). Word familiarity correlates
highly with measures of subjective frequency and age of acquisition (Balota,
Pilotti, 8ε Cortese, 2001) and might, therefore, be a better predictor than
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objective word frequency for picture naming times (Barry, Morrison, & Ellis,
1997). The relatively high orthographic variability of J a p a n e s e m a k e s it
advisable to control for script familiarity (Kess & Miyamoto, 1999). Only
words were used t h a t h a d a high written word familiarity rating (average:
5.80 for both, on a 7-point scale). They were matched pairwise with regard to
script familiarity (with a n average, on a 5-point scale: Kanji related: 4.89;
Kanji unrelated: 4.90; Hiragana related: 2.68; Hiragana unrelated: 2.85). The
distractor words were also matched pairwise with regard to their internal
morphological structure, t h a t is, whether the first Kanji of the 2-Kanji
compound represented the first or the first two syllables of the distractor
word. All Kanji-compounds used in the experiment h a d only one
pronunciation. The stimulus materials a n d properties for Experiment 1 are
listed in the appendix. All distractor stimuli including the neutral distractor
were presented vertically. Vertical presentation of the words was chosen
because the preferred direction of reading in J a p a n e s e is vertical, from top to
bottom. A realization of all pictures and all conditions (one replication) of the
experiment consisted of 160 trials (32 pictures, 5 conditions). During one
experimental session two replications (320 trials) were presented to each
participant, divided into eight blocks. Trials were randomized individually
per replication a n d participant u n d e r the constraint t h a t a picture was never
repeated in two subsequent trials.
Apparatus. Stimuli were presented on a separate PC-Monitor with 60 HZ
vertical refresh frequency. Stimulus presentation was synchronized with the
vertical refresh video signal. Reaction time m e a s u r e m e n t was stopped by a
voice-key triggered by the onset of the naming response (± 1 ms). The target
picture was presented in black on a light gray background. The distractor
was presented superimposed on the picture in red within a rectangle of the
same color a s the background. Target picture and distractor word were
displayed in the center of the screen. Target pictures h a d an average height
and width of 7.5 cm corresponding to a n approximate viewing angle of 8°3Γ.
Distractors were displayed using Gothic font with a height and width of 1.3
cm per character spaced 2 mm from each other, which corresponds to a n
approximate viewing angle of 1°29' per character. Participants were seated in
a dimly lit room approximately 50 cm from the monitor.
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Procedure. Participants were tested individually. First, the pictures to be
used in the main experiment were shown and the participant was asked to
n a m e them. If the spontaneously produced name differed from the one
intended, the participant was instructed to use the intended name. For the
main experiment, participants were instructed to name the picture and to
ignore the simultaneously presented distractor word. Each trial started with
a small red fixation cross presented for 500 m s in the middle of the screen.
After a variable foreperiod between 200 m s and 600 m s (with an average of
400 ms), the fixation cross was replaced by the simultaneous presentation of
the target and the distractor. Stimulus presentation was responseterminated. The following trial began 1500 m s after the response of the
participant. Within this interval the experimenter coded the answer of the
participant a s a correct response or typed in an error code. Errors were
categorized into errors made by the participant (articulatoiy errors) and
technical errors (untimely voice-key triggering). When an error occurred,
immediate feedback was given and the erroneous trial was repeated after a
random number of two to four practice trials had been inserted. The error
data were saved for later analysis. This measure was taken because the
experimental materials were presented only twice and articulation times
differ from picture to picture. Breaks between blocks were terminated by the
participant b u t had a minimum duration of 20 seconds. At the beginning of
the experiment 10 practice trials were presented, a s well a s 5 practice trials
at the start of each new block. The stimuli for the practice trials were drawn
randomly from the stimulus set of the experiment.

Results
The two replications yielded 320 trials per participant for analysis (4160 in
toted). Correct trials were rated a s timeouts when the reaction time was
faster than 300 m s or exceeded 3000 m s and discarded from analysis. 115
errors (2.76 %) were recorded in total, of which 39 (0.94 %) were technical
errors, 66 (1.59 %) articulatoiy errors, and 10 (0.24 %) timeouts.
Articulatoiy errors and timeouts were combmed to give the overall error rate
of the participants, that is, 76 (1.83 %) errors. Mean reaction times,
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standard deviations of the participant means, and error rates for the five
conditions are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Experiment 1: Mean Reaction Times (in Milliseconds, With Standard
Deviations) and Error Rates (%E) as a Function of Condition
Neutral
Script
Related
Unrelated
M SD
%E
M
SD
%E
M
SD
%E
842 162.9 2.04
Kana
804 132.3 2.76
6 7 3 98.3 0.84
Kanji
764 132.8 1.68
415 151.4 1.80

The reaction times per condition for each participant were entered into
a repeated measures ANOVA (Fi) with the two within-participants factors of
Transparency (two) and Relatedness (two). A similar ANOVA (F2) was
performed on the basis of the mean reaction times for the items (Clark,
1973). The longer reaction times observed for Kana-word distractors t h a n for
Kanji distractors (824 m s vs. 778 ms) yielded a significant main effect of the
factor Transparency (Fi (1,12) = 25.13, MS^ = 1092, pi < .001; F2 (1,31) =
26.13, MSe = 2528, p2 < .001). Reaction times were shorter for phonologically
related t h a n for unrelated distractors (785 m s and 818 ms), which yielded a
significant main effect of Relatedness (Fi (1,12) = 8.04, MSe = 1746, pi < .05;
F2 (1,31) = 6.75, MSe = 5245, p2 < .05). The interaction between
Transparency and Relatedness was not significant (pi > .37; pa > .63).

Discussion
Given, that the phonological facilitation effect is calculated as the
difference between the unrelated and the related condition, a facilitation
effect was observed for both scripts, the orthographically transparent Kana
(38 ms) and the orthographically intransparent Kanji (29 ms). Although the
facilitation effect for Kana appears to be slightly larger t h a n for Kanji, this
difference was not significant. Participants took significantly more time to
name a picture in the presence of Kana distractors a s compared to Kanji
distractors.
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The phonological facilitation effect observed in the Kanji condition
indicates t h a t the phonological information about the distractor word was
processed sufficiently fast a n d automatically so t h a t it interacted with
picture naming. Since the contribution of subword-level information can be
considered minimal in the case of 2-Kanji compounds, it is very likely t h a t
the a m o u n t of phonological facilitation observed is due to word-level
phonological information. A phonological facilitation effect was also observed
for the Kana transcriptions. In the case of the Kana transcriptions, wordlevel a s well a s sub-word level phonological information could have
contributed to the effect. Since only words were used in this study, it is
difficult to decide whether sublexical or lexical phonological information gave
rise to the phonological facilitation effect observed. Because the Kana
transcriptions are visually unfamiliar and access to lexical phonological
information is delayed, the phonological facilitation effect might be due to
sub-word level phonological information. However, empirical evidence
suggests t h a t accessing the phonological information of Kanji compounds
also takes considerable time. Visually unfamiliar Kana words take longer to
read aloud t h a n visually familiar Kana words, for example, foreign loan
words (Besner 8ε Hildebrandt, 1987), b u t visually unfamiliar Kana
transcriptions are in general read aloud equally fast or faster than very
familiar Kanji-words (Feldmann δε Turvey, 1980; Yamada, 1998) with the
exception of Kanji n u m e r a l s (Yamada, 1992). The similarly sized
phonological facilitation effect observed in Experiment 1, therefore, provides
no direct evidence t h a t the phonological information of Kana transcriptions
and Kanji compounds is accessed with different speeds or in different ways.
A problem for this account, however, are the significantly longer
reaction times for Kana distractors as compared to Kanji distractors. Though
no difference was observed with regard to the size of the phonological
facilitation effect, the main effect of Script might be due to the greater
availability of subword-level phonological information in the case of the Kana
transcriptions. The longer reaction times for unrelated Kana words are then
due to the stronger interference caused by mismatching subword-level
phonological information. It could be argued t h a t this contradicts the finding
of similar facilitation effects for both scripts. However, this does not
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necessarily have to be a contradiction, since a greater facilitatory effect of a
matching syllable could be compensated by a greater inhibitory effect of a
mismatching syllable. To illustrate this, let u s a s s u m e t h a t all syllables
contribute in a simple additive m a n n e r with the parameter α (fa) in the case
of a syllable with matching (mismatching) phonological information. Then
the a m o u n t of phonological facilitation observed is (b + b + b) - (a +fa+ b) = (b
- a). A greater (inhibitory) value for b in the case of Kana can be compensated
by a similarly greater (facilitatory) value of a, leading to a similarly sized
phonological facilitation effect. The main effect of script therefore provides
some evidence for the role of sublexical phonological information in the case
of the Kana transcriptions. It could be argued, however, t h a t the longer
reaction times in the presence of Kana distractors are due to the greater
length of the Kana-words (three characters instead of two). However, this is
not very likely since the neutral stimulus (three X's) was of equal size b u t did
not delay picture identification and naming times similarly.
Although the results of Experiment 1 give some indirect evidence of a
possible influence of orthographic transparency, they are not clear a n d
conclusive. It is possible, however, t h a t the relative influence of subwordlevel a n d word-level phonological information becomes more pronounced,
when the phonological overlap is increased from one to two out of three
syllables. This is tested in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2
Two matching syllables
Method
Participants. Thirteen students from the Faculty of Letters of the Nihon
University, Tokyo, 13 female, between 19 a n d 22 years of age (mean age:
20.6), participated in the experiment. They h a d not taken part in Experiment
1.
Material. As in Experiment 1, 32 pictures with a mono-morphemic threesyllabic picture n a m e were selected. Again, each picture was presented with
a distractor t h a t belonged to one of five conditions: phonologically related
Kanji, phonologically unrelated Kanji, phonologically related Kana,
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phonologically unrelated Kana, and neutral. As in Experiment 1, two 2-Kanji
compound words were chosen a s distractors for the two Kanji distractor
word conditions. For the phonologically related condition, the first and the
second syllable of the distractor word was identical to the first two syllables
of the picture name. In the phonologically unrelated condition, the distractor
word had no syllable in common with the picture name. As in Experiment 1,
only words with a high written word familiarity rating (average: 5.84 for both)
were used and the two words were matched with respect to script familiarity
(average: Kanji related: 4.93; Kanji unrelated: 4.92; Hiragana related: 2.73;
Hiragana unrelated: 2.79) and morphological structure. The two Kana
conditions were realized, a s in Experiment 1, by rewriting the two Kanji
words using three Hiragana characters. The stimulus materials for
Experiment 2 are listed in the appendix.
Apparatus and Procedure. The procedure followed and equipment used was
the same a s in Experiment 1.
Results
The two replications yielded a total of 320 trials per participant for
analysis (4160 trials in total). Correct trials with reaction times faster than
300 m s or longer t h a n 3000 m s were rated a s timeouts. 57 (1.37 %) errors
were recorded in total, of which 40 (0.96 %) were articulatoiy errors, nine
(0.22 %) timeouts, and eight (0.19 %) technical errors. Timeouts and
articulatoiy errors were combined to yield the overall error rate of the
participants, in this experiment 1.18 % (49 trials). Mean reaction times,
standard deviations of the participant means, and error rates for the 5
conditions are given in Table 2.

Table 2
Experiment 1: Mean Reaction Times (in Milliseconds, With Standard
Deviations) and Error Rates (%E) as a Function of Condition
Script
Related
Unrelated
Neutral
M
SD
%E
M SD
%E
M
SD %E
Kana
628 70.0 0.84
765 104.9 2.28
637 66.5 0.96
Kanji
652 77.6 0.84
698 65.6 0.96
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The reaction times per condition for each participant were entered into
a repeated measures ANOVA with the two within-participants factors
Transparency (two), and Relatedness (two). The longer reaction times for
Kana distractors (696 ms) a s compared to Kanji distractors (675 ms) yielded
a significant main effect of the factor Transparency (Fi (1,12) = 8.49, MSe =
672, pi < .05; F2 (1,31) = 12.36, MS: = 1196, pi < .01). Again, reaction times
for phonologically related distractors were faster (640 ms) than for unrelated
distractors (731 ms) yielding a significant main effect of the factor
Relatedness (Fi (1,12) = 54.13, MSe = 1972, pi < .001; F2 (1,31) = 168.13,
MSt = 1572, pi < .001). In contrast to Experiment 1, the greater phonological
facilitation effect for Kana (137 ms) compared to Kanji (46 ms) led to a
significant interaction between Transparency and Relatedness in Experiment
2: (Fi (1,12) = 20.58, M& = 1315, pi < .001; F2 (1,31) = 47.17, M& = 1413, p2
< .001).
Analysis of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The size of the
phonological facilitation effects per participant in each script condition was
entered into a repeated measures ANOVA with the between-participants
factor Experiment (two) and the within-participants factors Transparency
(two). The greater facilitation effects observed in Experiment 2 a s compared
to Experiment 1 (91 m s and 33 ms, respectively) yielded a significant main
effect for the factor Experiment (Fi (1,24) = 11.66, MSe = 3718, pi < . 0 1 ; F2
(1,62) = 15.59, MSe = 6818, pi < .001). The greater facilitation effect for the
Kana condition a s compared to Kanji (87 m s vs. 37 ms) yielded a significant
main effect (Fi (1,24) = 19.88, MSe = 1667, pi < .001; F2 (1,62) = 17.84, MSe =
4556, pa < .001). The factor Transparency also interacted significantly with
the factor Experiment (Fi (1,24) = 12.96, MSe = 1315, p i < .01; F2 (1,62) =
11.74, MSe = 4556, p 2 < .01).
In Experiment 2, the phonological facilitation effect is significantly
greater for Kana t h a n for Kanji (tested using contrasts: Fi (1,24) = 32.47,
MSe = 1667, pi < .001; F2 (1,62) = 29.27, MSe= 4556, p2 < .01), b u t not in
Experiment 1 (pi > .55; p2 > .57). The facilitation effect for Kana in
Experiment 2 is significantly greater t h a n in Experiment 1 (Fi (1,24) = 13.72,
MS; = 4589, pi < . 0 1 ; F2 (1,62) = 19.22, MSe = 8078, p2 < .001), whereas the
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slightly greater facilitation effect for Kanji in Experiment 2 compared to
Experiment 1 was not significant (pi > .14; pi > .25).

Discussion
A phonological facilitation effect was observed in Expermient 2 for both
script conditions a n d it was markedly greater for the orthographically
t r a n s p a r e n t Kana distractors (137 ms) t h a n for the Kanji compounds (46 ms).
Therefore, phonological transparency influenced the size of the phonological
facilitation effect in Experiment 2. Similar to Experiment 1, Kana distractors
delayed picture naming more t h a n Kanji distractors. Comparing the sizes of
the facilitation effects for both scripts when the phonological overlap is
increased from one (Experiment 1) to two (Experiment 2) out of three
syllables, the facilitation effect increased significantly for Kana but not for
Kanji.
The results of Experiment 2 clearly show a clear influence of script on
the size of the phonological facilitation effect. While the facilitation effect for
2-Kanji compounds did not increase significantly between Experiments 1
and 2, the facilitation effect for the Kana transcriptions increased
approximately three-fold. It is difficult to account for this difference by the
influence of word-level phonological information alone. It is, therefore, very
probable t h a t subword-level phonological information contributed
significantly to the facilitation effect observed for the orthographically
t r a n s p a r e n t Kana words. The three-fold increase for the Kana-distractors is
surprising given t h a t only small or no phonological facilitation effects have
been observed for distractor words t h a t share non-initial elements of the
target picture name (e.g., Meyer & Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers δε Temei,
1999). It might be expected t h a t the contribution of a matching second
syllable should have been smaller t h a n that of the first. It is possible,
however, t h a t the contribution of a shared non-initial syllable is much
greater when, a s in the present study, also the initial syllable of the target
picture n a m e is shared.
One alternative explanation of the large phonological facilitation effect
for Kana words might be strategic behavior of the participants. The limited
set of pictures used in the present experiment m a k e s it possible to predict
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the target picture n a m e on the basis of the first two syllables of the
distractor word once participants realized that it is phonologically related to
the target. If this explanation is correct, it can be expected that the strong
facilitation for Kana distractors develops gradually over time as the
participants become more and more familiar with the experimental materials.
Average reaction times are given for all five conditions for every two blocks of
the experiment in Table 3. However, the phonological facilitation effect for
Kana words is already a s large in the first two blocks (120 ms) a s in the last
two blocks (130 ms). Furthermore, an explanation on the basis of strategy
will have difficulties to account for the difference observed between Kana and
Kanji words. Given a gradually developing familiarity with the pictures used
in the experiment, a similar increase would have been expected for the Kanji
compounds.

Block
Block
Block
Block

1&2
3&4
5&6
7&8

Table 3
Experiment 3; Mean Reaction Times per two block
Kanii
Neutral
Kana
Related
Unrelated Related
Unrelated
764
674
644
711
669
640
766
651
704
623
628
728
643
673
619
644
675
606
736
632

General Discussion
The results of the two experiments can be summarized as follows. For a
phonological overlap of one out of three syllables (Experiment 1), a
phonological facilitation effect of similar size was observed for both scripts. A
greater facilitation effect was observed when the phonological overlap was
increased from one to two syllables in Experiment 2 and it also differed
considerably in size between both scripts. The orthographically transparent
Kana word distractors yielded a much greater facilitation effect in
Experiment 2 t h a n the orthographically intransparent Kanji word distractors.
Additionally, it h a s been observed in both experiments that phonologically
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unrelated Kana distractors delayed picture naming more t h a n unrelated
Kanji distractors.
The longer reaction times for Kana in both experiments a s well as the
greater phonological facilitation effect observed in Experiment 2 indicates
that the orthographic transparency of a visually presented distractors
influenced the picture naming response. The difference in the pattern
observed is most likely due to the greater availability of subword-level
phonological information in the case of the Kana. transcriptions since wordlevel phonological information is provided by both distractors in
approximately the same time. The additional presence of sublexical
phonological information might cause more interference when it is unrelated.
This would explain the longer reaction times for unrelated Kana distractors
a s compared to unrelated Kanji distractors in both experiments and the
greater facilitation effect observed in Experiment 2 for Kana distractors.
It could be argued that a difference between processing times alone
could account for the results in Experiment 2. If it takes longer to extract
phonological information from a 2-Kanji distractor compared to Kana, a
smaller facilitation effect can be expected. Though the phonological
information of the visually unfamiliar Kana transcriptions might become
available later t h a n in the case of familiar Kana words, it might still become
available later for visually familiar Kanji compounds. Since distractor and
target were presented simultaneously in the present study, it is possible that
Kanji distractors would have given rise to a similarly sized phonological
facilitation effect if they were given a head start relative to the Kana word
distractors. This possibility was not tested in the present study. However, it
is doubtful that an account on the basis of processing speed alone could
account for the observed rather complicated pattern of results. It can be
assumed that the visually presented distractors are identified very fast and
that all characters are identified more or less in parallel. Two Kana
characters separated about three degrees from the fixation cross can be
identified and judged with regard to their phonological identity correctly
when presented unmasked for 30 m s (Ohtani, 1984). That several characters
can be processed at a glance is also indicated by a saccade length of 2 to 5
characters in reading a typical Kana-Kanji mixed text (Ikeda dm Saida, 1978).
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The similarly sized phonological facilitation effect observed in Experiment 1
for both scripts indicates that the phonological information of the Kanji
compounds had about the same impact a s the Kana transcriptions on the
naming of the target picture. Given that all characters of a Kana or Kanji
word are processed in parallel, it is then very difficult to explain the very
different facilitation effects observed in Experiment 2. If a greater processing
speed were responsible for the greater phonological facilitation effect in
Experiment 2 for the Kana transcriptions, why was a similar difference not
observed in Experiment 1? It seems difficult to account for these results
given the assumption that Kanji compounds and their Kana transcriptions
interact similarly with the naming of the target picture on the basis of only
word-level phonological information.
Assuming an additional contribution by subword-level phonological
information might, given a few additional assumptions, be able to
accommodate the results. It is conceivable, for example, that word-level and
subword-level phonological information interact in a different manner with
the production of the target picture name. While word-level phonological
information facilitates picture naming by activating word nodes
phonologically related to the target picture name, subword-level phonological
information might activate directly individual phonological output units for
naming. It is possible that the mechanism of interference and facilitation
differs significantly between these two levels. While facilitation and
interference on the word form level is mediated by lexical constraints, it is
only determined by the number of matching or mismatching segments on
the level of the phonological output units. A phonologically strongly related
Kanji distractor word with an overlap of two out of three syllables, might
therefore, on the one hand, activate the target word node more strongly t h a n
a Kanji compound with only one related syllable, but, on the other hand, it
might make the selection of the correct target picture n a m e more difficult by
activating a close and very specific lexical competitor. In contrast, Kana
transcriptions might activate predominantly single phonological units and
thereby circumvent lexical competition. This effect might even be more
pronounced because of the visual unfamiliarity of the Kana word
transcriptions. Alhough the experimental results reported in the present
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study cannot decide what exactly is contributed by word-level and subwordlevel phonological information, they show that an account on the basis of
word-level phonological information alone would have considerable
difficulties to explain the differences observed between Kana and Kanji in the
two experiments.
Given these experimental results and their possible causes, it seems
doubtful that the interpretation of differences between semantically and
phonologically related distractors in picture-word interference tasks with
regard to models of word production makes much sense without further
investigations into the nature of the phonological facilitation effect. It could
be argued that the experiments described in the present study employed
visually presented distractors, so that a possible influence of orthographic
properties can be neglected if auditory distractors are presented. While this
argument is doubtlessly valid, the present study has demonstrated that the
availability of subword-level phonological information as determined by
orthographic transparency strongly influences the outcome of picture word
interference experiments. It cannot be excluded that subword-level
phonological information influences picture naming also in the case of
auditory distractors. Furthermore, it is conceivable that the orthographic
properties of auditory distractor words modulate the phonological facilitation
effect. In a recent study, Damian & Bowers (2003) showed that orthography
modulates the amount of facilitation observed in a auditory form preparation
experiment, a task currently believed to reflect processes at late word
production stages (Levelt, 2001). This finding indicates that language
comprehension and production might be less modular and encapsulated
than previously thought.
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Appendix
Materials u s e d in E x p e r i m e n t 1
Picture name
ashika [seal]
baketsu [bucket]
fukuro [sack]
gorira [gorilla]
hakari [scale]
basami [scissors]
hirame [flounder]
hitsuji [sheep]
hiyoko [chick]
ichigo [strawberry]
iruka [dolphin]
kamera [camera]
kamome [gull]
karasu [crow]
k a t a n a [sword]
katsura [wig]
kinoko [mushroom]
kirin [giraffe]
kitsune [fox]
k u r u m a [car]
kusari [chain]

Distractor type
Kana related Kana unrelated
Kanji related
Kanji unrelated
WiSfi.ku | .ji}[chUdcare]
fc<tf
^ < i:
S ^ { a . k u | .mu}[mghtmare]
iteTnfli | .mo.to}[local]
Cht
J§;£j{ba| .ri.ki}[horse power]
tf«3#
àÈ^{na.mi | .ki}[row of trees]
A&Hi{fu.na | .de}[departure]
&t£X°
teZ-È
8ilP{ne | .gu.se}[sleepmg habit]
JE g {go | .mo.ku}[mixture]
?h<
faC-tì:
o'H/Tfko.ku | .so}[accusation]
ÜS{ha.ku | .ba}[white horse]
ti<t£
r<Y
BSÄC{ne.mu | .ke}[sleepiness]
Ïï-È§{ha.ka | .ba}[grave yard]
{i;Wi
iatrit
BUM {ko | .do.ku}[lonelmess]
Ä 1*1 {hi | .ni.ku}[irony]
Wc<
Zt'<
IS^{me | .ga.ne}[glasses]
^fi9J{hi I .ge.ki}[tragedy]
fciôîik
WfÈ
ffiM{sa.ka | .ya}[sake dealer]
iXWoQni.ro | .ba}[plaza]
t>òii
eÄ»^
5E^r{a.te | .na}[address]
e Ä { i . w a | .ba}[rocky area]
V^^(ΐ
hXt£
^ifei{e | .mo.no}[prey]
MWi.{i | .shi.ki}[conscience]
V^Lè
X.t)<0
&$l{ni | .mo.no}[boiled food]
%:M{ka | .ji.tsu}[fruit]
fr CO
ic^»
^apslj{chi I .shi.ki}[knowledge]
Iffifê-ika) .ka.ku}[price]
frfr<
^L#
|I^lt{so | .shi.ki}[organization]
'itli'lkal.se.kiJtfossil]
YL#
1lJ£{se | .bi.ro}[suit]
^ ^ I k a l .chi.ku}[livestock]
frh<
ΐί/ο
'M%{ho.so | .mi}[slender]
/ t ^ { k a . t a | .te}[single heind]
frtcX
ti-t*
#>?;E{sa | .ba.ku}[desert]
'Jm^{ki | .ta.ku>[home coming]
èii<
#fc<
H S { m a | .na.tsu}[midsummer]
di:lii{ki|.ka.lcu}[plan]
S
fco
ÌÈfr<
J}$){ha | .mo.no}[knife]
^KF{ki | .se.ki}[miracle]
{it<o
#*#
JffiHine.ko | .ze}[bent back]
i'ÎÉ{ku.bi | .wa}[necklace]
<T$t>
iar-tf
^lS{te | .go.ro>[handy]
ESÜiku | .be.tsu}[difference]
< ^<o
*

»

•

&

#

rr'ò

(continued on next page)

Appendix (continued)
Distractor type
Kana related Kana unrelated
Kanji unrelated
Kanji related
Picture name
$i g {yo.ko | .me}[side glance]
<6ìò
H g {ku.ro | .me}[iris of the eye]
kujira [whale]
i^fe
Snp{ko.ku | .go}[national liuiguage] / £ ^ S
^ < ^*
fÌTH^na-kal .ma}[comrade]
namida [tear]
/JN^3{ko | .mo.no}[small thing]
ft!l[5{ta| .ko.ku}[foreign lands]
tanuki [badger]
fcr<
rtco
iä vÄjki | .ri.tsu}[discipline]
è-<o
èUo
^SiJ{sa| .be.tsu}[discrimination]
sakana [fish]
üiliu.{yu | .ke.tsu}[blood transfusion] è ^ r o
^Ito
fe. iff {sa I .se.tsu>[left t u m ]
sasori [scorpion]
^i22{ki.shi I .be}[bank of a river]
^L^
Îf ^{ta.ni | .ma>[small valley]
fcìcs
tabako [cigarette]
Λ±{Γί.1ά I .shi}[sumo wrestler]
^#L
v.Jjffta.chi | .ba}[position]
Λ:*, l i
tamago [egg]
ϋ β { π | .ku.tsu}[theory]
t 190
tXo
f|5 v.{to | .ri.tsu}[city owned]
tokage [lizard]
mJ^{no | .ha.ra}[field]
oft*
Ofilb
SjS{tsu | .na.mi}[tidal wave]
t s u k u e [table]
^ ^ { o | .bu.tsu}[garbage]
ii-tìro
fc^o
^ ^ { u | .se.tsu}[right t u m ]
usagi [hare]
/J^Ïliko
|
.ga.ta}[small
form]
e
w
{
n
e
|
.go.to}[talk
in
sleep]
nezumi [mouse]
iart
r^/-Note—Readings follow the Hepburn transcription system for J a p a n e s e and are given in wavy brackets. Syllable
boundaries are indicated by ".", morphemic boundaries for Kanji by a " | ". English translations are given in square
brackets.

Appendix
Materials used in Experiment 2
Picture name
ashika [seal]
baketsu [bucket]
denwa [telephone]
fukuro [sack]
gakufu [musical score]
hakari [scale]
hanabi [fireworks]
hasami [scissors]
hitomi [pupille]
ichigo [strawberry]
iruka [dolphin]
kagami [mirror]
kakato [ankle]
kamera [camera]
kamome [gull]
karasu [crow]
k a t a n a [sword]
k a t s u r a [wig]
kirin [giraffe]
kodomo [child]
kusari [chain]
medaru [medal]

Distractor type
Kana
Kanji related
Kanji unrelated
ÏïMifu.ru. | su}[old nest]
JüÄ{a.shi | .ba}[footing]
fê|Î{shi. | mo.n}[fingerprint]
Ji§#{ba. | ke.n}[betting ticket]
jiC A{bu.n. | gu}[stationery]
{ziî£{de.n. \ ki}[biography]
^ ^ { n i . g a . | te}[difficult]
têiitffu.ku. | shi}[social security]
^i2{ki.shi. | be}[bank of a river]
^ ^ { g a . k u . | hi}[school expenses]
j i S { s o . k u . | do}[velocity]
ÜJilJha.ka. | ba>[grave yard]
B±{ko.ku. | do}[state territory]
Ìli;{ha.na. | ge}[nose hair]
Ì i ^ { m u . | se.n}[wireless]
5S?M{ha. | sa.n}[bankruptcy]
f+TH^na.ka. | ma}[comrade]
A Ï f h i . t o . | de}[starfish]
S ^ { a . k u . | ma}[demon]
—Ä{i.chi. | do}[once]
^M{e. | ga.o}[smiling face]
ÌcÌS{i. | ru.i}[clothing]
Ψ cïtyo. I ko.ku}[announcement]
^ ^ { k a . | ga.ku}[science]
%ai&{chi. | shi.ki}[knowledge]
ffifë-^a. | ka.ku}[price]
# ^ { m i . | bu.n}[social status]
•(Kffijjka. | me.n}[mask]
S ^{ji. | hi.tsu}[own handwriting]
tì^flca. | mo.tsu}[goods]
^ ^ { m i . g i . | te}[right hand]
^ ^ { k a . r a . | te}[Karate]
7Ki{mi.zu. | gi}[swimsuit]
^ ^ { k a . t a . | te}[single-handed]
'M£r{ho.so. | mi>[slender]
S ^ l k a . t s u . | ji}[printing type]
W.^i{sa. | be.tsu}[discrimination]
Ï2 \T.{ki. | ri.tsu}[discipline]
Sfi{ri.
| ku.tsu}[theory]
Mtafko. | do.ku}[loneliness]
$k § {yo.ko. | me}[side glance]
^-^{ku.sa. | ki}[vegetation]
^;#3{ni. | mo.no}[boiled food]
@ ^{me. | da.ma}[eye ball]

related Kana unrelated

fcLfi
fil^
τχ#

^δ-r

^< L
^<t>
tiTWf
li/itf

KÄST

^iè^

Lfc^

^^c
èL-<
* < if
^<i:'

^hz

tf·tì:^
fcÄ»S
fc<*

v^v^

Χ.Α5*5

friï<

^^<
^Lè
^^Λ/
CtSo
^-è'T

X>bX*

Ä>Ä»<
frti>hs

Ä^to
frbX
frtzX
/ò^oC

è^o

rtx

h--rg
\ttïh

è^o
ίΧο
irfc
(ctw

<è#
»fc**
(continued on next page)

Appendix (continued)
Distractor type
Kana related Kana unrelated
Kanji unrelated
Picture name
Kanji related
tbiïZfrè9
/Mbfko.
|
to.ri>[small
bird]
^c#{me.
|
ga.mi>[goddess]
megane [glasses]
Ι
ί<^
^bn(5{ho.ku.
|
bu}[northem
region]
^
Ä
j
m
i
.
t
s
u
.
|
do}[density]
^
o
i
r
mitsuba [clover]
a-fT{ko.ku.
I
so}[accusation]
*
*
#
âÈ^jna.mi.
|
ki>[row
of
trees]
r<^
namida [tear drop]
»ÎS{ge.ki.|do}[rage]
p><r
if È if
$£f&{ra.ku. | go}[a comic story]
r a k u d a [camel]
èA^
4#ÎÎ{to.ku. | gi}[special ability]
£<£"
i@M{sa.ka. | ya}[sake dealer]
sakana [fish]
L
/
O
^
/
J
^
{
k
o
.
|
go.e}[whisper]
ï>Jê{shi. | ka.i}[chairmanship]
rr^i
shikaku [square]
fi^[j {ko.n. | bu>[sea weed]
Ä^kjte.n. | ka}[ignition]
τ^Λ^
^A/^
tenshi [angel]
È ^{ji. | su.i}[cook by oneself]
tA^^
?P#{to.|ka.i>[city]
c-rv^
tokage [lizard]
Wî-$j{se.n. | mu}[manager]
•tìΓ^tp
tAs*
PB^M{to.n. | ya}[wholesaler]
tonbo [dragonfly]
•^i-fa
ÏÎ51l{ne.ko. | ze}[bent back]
SiS{ya.su. | ne}[low price]
&r-tf
yasuri [nailfile]
Note—Readings follow the Hepburn transcription system for J a p a n e s e and are given in wavy brackets. Syllable
boundaries are indicated by ".", morphemic boundaries for Kanji by a " | ". English translations are given in square
brackets.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
Abstract
To investigate possible differences between phonographic and
morphographic scripts a number of expenments have been
conducted and a selection has been described in the previous
chapters. It was hypothesized that both scripts differ with regard to
the availability and salience of phonographic and semantic
information First, the starting point of our investigation is outlined.
Then, a short overview is given over the results of the expenments
and discussed with regard to their relevance to processing
differences for the two scripts. Lastly, the insights gamed during the
project will be summarized shortly and an outlook will be given

It has been hypothesized that the two basic types of human writing
systems, that is, phonographic and morphographic scripts, are processed
differently by the reader. Two basic hypotheses about this difference have
been discussed in the introduction. First, it has been suggested, that words
written using morphographic characters are processed similarly to
irregularly spelled words in phonographic scripts. According to the dualroute model of reading (Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins δε Haller, 1993), irregularly
spelled words are read by finding an orthographic match in the mental
lexicon, whereas regularly spelled phonographic words or nonwords can be
read using the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion route. Morphographically
written words, on the other hand, cannot be read over this assembly route
and have to be recognized as a whole before their pronunciation can be
accessed. In the case of Japanese, the morphographic Kanji would be read
using the direct route, whereas the phonographic Kana, which are
orthographically perfectly regular, would be read predominantly over the
assembly route. Second, processing differences have also been assumed
regarding the access of both scripts to semantic information. Since some
morphographic characters can be traced back to pictograms, it has been
assumed that morphographic characters share some aspects of picture
processing, such as a faster access to semantic information and a later
access to phonological information.
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As summarized in the introduction, both hypotheses become clearly
wrong when taken to their extremes. With regard to the dual-route model,
faster reaction times were reported to Kana words in their familiar
orthographic form (e.g., Besner and Hildebrandt, 1987) indicating that the
direct route contributes significantly to the reading of highly frequent Kana
words. Additionally, orthographic consistency seems to play a small but
sigificant role in the case of 2-Kanji compounds (e.g., Fushimi, Ijuin,
Patterson and Tatsumi, 1999) indicating an influence of the assembly route
in the case of Kanji reading. With regard to the processing times for
morphographic characters and pictures in naming and categorization tasks,
morphographic characters seem to have more in common with words than
with pictures (Flaherty, 1994). Evidence from Stroop paradigms, though
often interpreted to indicate a faster or more automatic access to semantic
information for morphographic than for phonographic characters (e.g.,
Besner & Coltheart, 1987, Biederman 8s Tsao, 1979), seems difficult to
replicate (Foltz, Poltrock 8s Potts, 1984) and, due to the dependence of the
results in this paradigm to the relative processing speeds of relevant and
irrelevant stimulus information, difficult to interpret (Schwarz 8s Ischebeck,
2003; Smith and Kirsner, 1982).
It is possible, however, that morphographic and phonographic scripts
eventually differ with regard to the access to phonological and semantic
information, though this difference might be smaller t h a n suggested by the
extreme form of the hypotheses formulated above. In the following, the
experiments undertaken in the course of this project will be summarized and
evaluated with regard to the insight they yield about possible processing
differences between the two scripts.
An overview about the results
The second chapter reports a study comparing digits and number
words in a naming task. Digits are morphographic since they represent their
meaning rather t h a n their phonological value. Number words, on the other
hand, consist of individual letters that carry partial phonological information.
Digits and number words were presented as targets and distractors in a
flanker task. The task of the participants was to name the target and to
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ignore the flanker. As often observed in interference experiments, the
incongruent flankers (i.e. a flanker indicating a different number t h a n the
target) delayed naming more t h a n congruent flankers (congruency effect).
The results of the experiment indicate t h a t n u m b e r word distractors are
more difficult to ignore t h a n digit distractors in this task. In addition, the
numerical distance modulated the congruency effect, b u t this modulation
did not differ for digit-digit and word-word target-distractor pairs. These
results indicate that there is a processing difference between number words
and digits with regard to phonological information. However, they do not
indicate that digits have a faster or more automatic access to semantics t h a n
n u m b e r words, a view corroborated by a n u m b e r of studies comparing digits
and n u m b e r words (see, for a review, Noël, 1991).
In the third chapter the reading of visually familiar and unfamiliar
Kana words is investigated using an fMRI measurement. The two
phonographic J a p a n e s e Kana syllabaries (Hiragana and Katakana) are
orthographically perfectly regular. Therefore, it h a s been proposed that Kana
words are read predominantly using the assembly route of the dual route
model of reading. In this case, orthographic familiarity should not play a
great role. However, reaction times and brain imaging evidence indicates t h a t
visually familiar words are read with more ease than visually unfamiliar
words. Visually unfamiliar words and pseudowords lead, compared to
visually familiar words, to an increased activation of left inferior frontal
regions including Broca's area, which h a s been associated with phonological
encoding in reading. Although these results do not rule the possibility that
orthographic regularity modulates the predominance of the direct route over
the assembly route for readers of different orthographies, the extreme view of
a predominant u s e of the assembly route over the direct route in the case of
highly frequent Kana words can be refuted. Regrettably, no evidence was
found for a visual word form area for these words in the brain imaging
experiment. Reaction times for words were shorter than for pseudowords
and in the fMRI experiment, words elicited stronger activations in the left
and right temporo-parietal region, in the left middle temporal gyrus, and in
the posterior cingulate cortex compared to pseudowords. The results of these
experiments indicate that the processing of J a p a n e s e Kana words and
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pseudowords can be described in the framework of the dual route model,
very similar to other orthographies. The differences between visually familiar
and visually unfamiliar words indicate that the direct route is heavily used
for the reading of highly frequent Kana words. Therefore, the processing of
these Kana words might be similar rather than dissimilar to the processing
of Kanji words for which also a direct access to the lexicon is assumed.
In the fourth chapter, Kana syllable characters are used as distractors
in a series of picture-word interference experiments. This series of
experiments was begun because previously conducted experiments indicated
that the phonological information carried by Kana characters is very salient
compared to Kanji characters. Given that the phonological facilitation effect
in picture-word interference experiments has often been used to test models
of word production the idea presented itself to test these models using a
different language (Japanese). Japanese has many mono-morphematic
multi-syllabic words that makes it ideal to test predictions about the seriality
of the picture naming process. The results reported in this chapter differ
significantly from previous results of picture-word interference experiments
using auditory distractors and mono-syllabic words. In contrast to previous
exeriments, a Kana distractor syllable facilitated picture naming, if it was
identical to one syllable of the picture name, regardless of the syllable's
position within the target word. The facilitating effect of a distractor that
mached a syllable of the target word was also independent of SOA and
context (i.e., one or two syllable distractors). These results shed some doubt
on current models of language production or, alternatively, on the relevance
of data from this paradigm in general with respect to these models. The
experiments reported in chapter 4, however, do not provide evidence with
regard to a difference between morphographic and phonographic script.
Kana and Kanji are directly compared, however, in a picture-word
interference task in chapter 5.
The experiments described in the fifth chapter also make use the
picture-word interference paradigm. As in chapter 4, pictures with a monomorphematic three-syllabic picture name were used as targets. As
distractors three-syllabic 2-Kanji compounds were selected which were
presented either using Kanji characters or in a Kana transcription. The
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phonological faciltiation effect was observed to be greater in the case of the
Kana transcriptions t h a n for distractor words presented in Kanji, an effect
that was especially pronounced when the distractor word had two syllables
in common with the target picture name compared to one. This indicates
that Kana make phonological information indeed faster and more
automatically available than Kanji, even when, a s in the experiments
reported in chapter 5, the transcription of the 2-Kanji compound with Kana
rendered the distractor word visually unfamiliar.
Evaluation
Of course, the evidence reported here is far from being comprehensive,
yet the experiments reported in this study allow to draw at least the
following conclusions. The experiments described in chapter 2 that
investigated the access of both script types to semantics yielded no
difference. Morphographic and phonographic script do not seem to differ
with regard to the manner they access semantic information. On the other
hand, (sublexical or lexical) phonological information seems to be processed
faster and more automatically in the case of phonographic script. This is
suggested by the results of the experiments described in chapters 2 and 5.
In these experiments, the phonological mformation of a phonographic
distractor interacted more strongly with the naming of the target picture.
However, it can not be concluded that phonographically written words are
read predominantly over the assembly route. As the results in chapter 3
indicate, direct access plays a significant role in the reading of visually
highly familiär Kana words, similar to the morphographic Kanji. On the
other hand, it can also not be concluded that both scripts are processed
alike a s long a s they are read using the direct route. It is probable, that
sublexical phonological information is processed over the assembly route
even if the word a s a whole is accessed also directly. Then a different degree
of the availability of phonological information depending on the script type
will modulate the processing of even highly frequent words. In sum, it can be
concluded that, though it is unlikely that both scripts differ with regard to
their access to word meaning, they do differ with regard to their access to
phonological information.
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Conducting these experiments, it became evident that it might be
useful to investigate the relative impact of lexical and sublexical phonological
information. Lexical phonological information becomes available once the
word h a s been recognized in the mental lexicon, and it is possible that it
decays after access, except when the word is accessed again. In the case of
sublexical information, on the other hand, only parts of the word have to be
processed which might access bits of the sound value of the word by
themselves without requiring lexical access. This information might be
available effortlessly and be more salient since it requires no access to the
mental lexicon. If words are presented for an extended period of time, longer
than required to complete lexical access, sublexical information might
influence and maybe dominate subsequent processing, even if a visually
highly frequent phonographic or morphographic word is accessed initially
very quickly in the visual mental lexicon. It is possible that morphographic
script makes phonological information available a s fast a s phonographic
script b u t that this phonological information but then decays. In the case of
phonographic script, on the other hand, phonological information on the
sublexical level continues to be available, even after the phonological
information accessed on recognition h a s decayed. In the studies described
here the words and characters were always presented for a n extended period
of time and unmasked. It is, therefore, possible that the difference between
morphographic and phonographic script with respect to phonological
information is due to later processing stages in reading, due to the sublexical
information carried by the words letters or syllables. To distinguish the
phonological information available on access and thereafter, experiments
have to be conducted that strictly control the presentation time of the
stimuli, or compare the phonological information available from words and
pseudowords. Another potential method to distinguish lexical and sublexical
phonological information is the investigation of processing stages in the case
of irregularly spelled words, which might make a different sound values for
the word available after lexical access.
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Samenvatting
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een inleiding gegeven die de doelstelling van het
project en de ontwikkeling van de daartoe behorende experimenten en ideeën
bespreekt. Het project onderzoekt mogelijke verschillen in cognitieve
informatieverwerking van morfografische en fonografische schriften. De
J a p a n s e taal is uitzonderlijk geschikt voor dit soort onderzoek, omdat de
J a p a n s e orthografie Chinese tekens (morfografische schrift) en twee
syllabische alfabetten (fonografische schrift) omvat. In de ontwikkeling van
het project heeft de focus van het onderzoek zich veranderd. De verschillen
in informatieverwerking in het J a p a n s trad een beetje op de achtergrond ten
gunste van meer algemene vragen in de psycholinguïstiek die met J a p a n s als
onderzoeks-taal waarschijnlijk beter te beantwoorden zijn d a n met andere
talen.
In hoofdstuk 2 word een studie beschreven, waarin
verwerkingsverschillen tussen fonografische en morfografische tekens in
Europese talen, namelijk cijfers en getalwoorden, nader onderzocht werden.
Omdat de uiterlijke vorm van Arabische cijfers geen verwijzing geeft n a a r de
klank van het getalwoord, worden Arabische cijfers in Europese talen
gebruikt op basis van h u n betekenis. Getalwoorden bestaan uit meerdere
letters, welke gedeeltelijke informatie over de klank van het woord aangeven.
De basis voor de eerste studie was het idee dat verwerkingsverschillen
tussen deze twee vormen van representatie duidelijk zouden worden in een
benoemingstaak, aangezien deze taak gevoelig is voor de beschikbaarheid
van fonologische informatie. Verder werd ervoor gekozen de target-stimuli in
een flanker task te presenteren omdat verwerkingsverschillen tussen
woorden en cijfers of tussen woorden en symbolen al eerder werden
beschreven in interferentie-taken. In het eerste experiment met twee groepen
proefpersonen wordt een getalwoord en een cijfer gelijktijdig gepresenteerd.
In een benoemingstaak moeten de proefpersonen ofwel het cijfer benoemen
en het getalwoord negeren (eerste groep proefpersonen), of het getalwoord
benoemen en het cijfer negeren (tweede groep). Reactietijden zijn korter als
het cijfer het zelfde getal aangeeft als het getalwoord, vergeleken met de
situatie dat het cijfer en het getalwoord verschillende getallen aangeven
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(interferentie-effect). Het blijkt dat het interferentie-effect het grootst is bij
het benoemen van het cijfer. In het experiment wordt ook de numerieke
afstand tussen target en distractor gevarieerd. Reactietijden zijn korter voor
een kleine numerieke afstand dan voor een grote. Deze observatie komt
overeen met resultaten van priming studies met getallen. In het tweede
experiment werden alle vier mogelijke combinaties in notaties in een
experiment gerealiseerd. Target en distractor worden door verschillende
kleuren inkt van elkaar gescheiden. Zoals in het eerste experiment wordt een
groter interferentie-effect voor cijfer-targets met getalwoord-distractoren
gevonden, dan voor getalwoord-targets in de aanwezigheid van cijfer
distractoren. Opmerkelijk is dat het interferentie-effect ook groot is in het
geval dat beide stimuli in dezelfde notatie worden gerepresenteerd. Dit wijst
erop dat het interferentie-effect afhankelijk is van de relatieve snelheid
waarmee target en distractor verwerkt worden. De invloed van de numerieke
Elfstand van target en distractor op de benoemingstijd is, gegeven dat
distractor en target in de zelfde notatie worden gerepresenteerd, niet
afhankelijk van de notatie. Dit wijst erop dat getalwoorden en cijfers niet van
elkaar verschillen in de manier waarop h u n betekenisinformatie beschikbaar
komt tijdens h u n verwerking.
De studie beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 rapporteert de resultaten van
twee experimenten die, naast reactietijden, ook hersenactiviteit onderzoeken.
Hersenactiviteit wordt met behulp van een MRI-scanner gemeten. In deze
studie wordt een poging gedaan de locatie van het mentale lexicon in het
brein te bepalen. De twee J a p a n s e Kana syllabesalfabetten zijn fonologisch
equivalent maar worden in het J a p a n s op een heel selectieve manier
gebruikt. Vreemde woorden worden met het Katakana alfabet
gerepresenteerd en oorspronkelijk J a p a n s e woorden, die niet met Chinese
tekens worden geschreven, met het Hiragana alfabet. Als bijvoorbeeld
vreemde woorden met het Hiragana alfabet worden herschreven blijft h u n
klankinformatie bewaard, maar h u n nieuwe visuele vorm wordt door
J a p a n s e sprekers als heel erg onbekend ingeschat. Op basis van het dualeroute model voor het lezen kan een hoog frequent woord in zijn gebruikelijke
orthografïe over de directe route in het visuele woord-vorm-lexicon worden
herkend. Als hetzelfde woord in een ongebruikelijke orthografie wordt
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gerepresenteerd is dit niet mogelijk. De klankinformatie moet worden
samengesteld uit de letters van het woord. In dit geval kan het woord alleen
nog in het auditieve woord-vorm-lexicon herkend worden, omdat het nog de
klank van een echt bestaand woord heeft. De Japanse orthografïe maakt het
dus mogelijk de twee routes van het duale-route model apart van elkaar te
onderzoeken. Deze eigenschap was de aanleiding om de locatie van de twee
routes in het brein met twee fMRI experimenten te onderzoeken. In de
experimenten worden visueel bekende woorden, visueel onbekende woorden
en pseudo-woorden in de twee alfabetten Hiragana en Katakana
gepresenteerd. De taak in het eerste Experiment is een benoemingstaak
zonder articulatie (silent articulation). In het tweede Experiment moet een
fonologisch-lexicale decisietaak gedaan worden waarin beoordeeld moet
worden of een reeks Kana syllabes al of niet klinkt als een echt bestaand
woord. Beide taken vereisen het opzoeken van fonologische informatie. Ze
leiden dan ook tot een soortgelijke hersenactiviteit. Pseudo-woorden en
visueel niet bekende woorden (hun klank moet samengesteld worden)
activeerden de linker inferiore frontale gyrus (BA 44/47) meer dan visueel
bekende woorden. Het is dus vrij aannemelijk dat deze activiteit een deel van
het netwerk weerspiegelt dat de letter-tot-klank transformatie routine van
het duale-route model representeert. Aan de andere kant activeren woorden
(visueel bekend of onbekend) bilaterale temporo-pariëtale regios (BA 39/40),
een regio in de linker medio en inferiore temporale gyrus (BA 20/21), en de
posteriore cingulate gyrus (BA 31), meer dan pseudo-woorden. Deze
hersengebieden kunnen met de verwerking van lexicale informatie of
betekenis informatie in verbinding worden gebracht.
In het vierde hoofdstuk wordt een reeks experimenten gerapporteerd,
die onderzoeken, of de productie van een woord werkelijk één voor één wordt
geplant, van de eerste tot de laatste syllabe. Experimenten waarvan de
resultaten aanleiding tot dit idee gaven, zijn meestal in Germaanse talen
(bijvoorbeeld, Engels, Duits, Nederlands) uitgevoerd. Het is daarom mogelijk,
dat bepaalde resultaten te wijten zijn aan de bijzondere eigenschappen van
deze talen. De woorden in Germaanse talen bestaan bijvoorbeeld meestal uit
één syllabe of, als zij uit twee syllabes bestaan, hebben ze de klemtoon
meestal op de eerste syllabe. Verschillende resultaten in een woord productie
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taak tussen de eerste en tweede syllabe of tussen het begin (onset) van een
syllabe en het einde (offset) k u n n e n d u s verdwijnen als er een andere taal
met andere eigenschappen in een experiment gebruikt wordt. Inheemse,
mono-morphemische woorden in het J a p a n s bestaan in het algemeen uit
meerdere syllabes. Verder heeft J a p a n s een toon-accent, welke de duur en
de klankkwaliteit van een syllabe minder beïnvloedt dan een klemtoon
accent. Verschillen tussen het begin en het einde van een geproduceerd
woord worden in beeld-woord interferentie experimenten gevonden. In een
beeld-woord interferentie experiment heeft de proefpersoon de taak een
plaatje te benoemen en een gelijktijdig gepresenteerd woord (distractor) te
negeren. De tijd voor het benoemen van het beeld is korter, als het
distractor-woord fonologisch gerelateerd is in vergelijk met een fonologisch
ongerelateerd distractor-woord (het fonologisch facilitatie-effect). In eerdere
studies met auditief gepresenteerde distractor-woorden wordt gerapporteerd,
dat het fonologisch facilitatie-effect groter is als de distractor fonologisch is
gerelateerd aan het begin van de beeldnaam vergeleken met een distractor
die is gerelateerd aan het eind van de beeldnaam (het seriële effect). Dit
wordt geïnterpreteerd als een gevolg van de seriële planning van de
beeldnaam in het productieproces. De beeld-woord interferentie taak maakt
het mogelijk, de verschillende stappen van het benoemingsproces te
onderzoeken omdat de tijdelijke afstand tussen distractor-woord en targetbeeld kan worden gevarieerd. In de eerste twee beeld-woord experimenten
beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 wordt een enkele Kana teken (= 1 syllabe) als
distractor visueel gepresenteerd. Alleen plaatjes met een tri-syllabische n a a m
in het J a p a n s worden gebruikt. De distractor-syllabe is ofwel identiek met de
eerste, de tweede, of de derde syllabe van de beeldnaam, of het is niet
gerelateerd aan de beeldnaam. De tijdelijke afstand tussen distractor-syllabe
en target-beeld wordt gevarieerd in tien stappen van —400 m s (de distractor
verschijnt 400 m s eerder dan het beeld) tot +400 m s (de distractor verschijnt
400 m s n a de presentatie van het beeld). Het blijkt dat de positie van de
syllabe geen invloed heeft op de benoemingstijd van het target-beeld. Een
syllabe gerelateerd aan het begin van het woord (bijvoorbeeld, / t a / in het
geval van het target-beeld /ta.ma.go/ ei) leidt niet tot kortere
benoemingstijden dan een syllabe gerelateerd aan het midden (bijvoorbeeld,
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/ m a / ) of het eind van het woord (bijvoorbeeld, / g o / ) . Omdat in eerdere
experimenten hele woorden als distractoren gebruikt werden is het mogelijk
dat de hier gevonden resultaten te wijten zijn aan de afwezigheid van
fonologisch ongerelateerde informatie. In drie verdere experimenten wordt
daarom onderzocht of de aanwezigheid van ongerelateerde fonologische
informatie de resultaten beïnvloedt. In deze experimenten worden dezelfden
plaatjes gebruikt als in de eerste twee experimenten, maar in plaats van een
Kanateken (een syllabe) worden nu twee Kanatekens (twee syllabes) als
distractoren ingezet. De twee syllabes konden allebei identiek zijn a a n de
eerste en tweede syllabe van de target-naam, of ze konden identiek zijn aan
de tweede en derde syllabe van de target-naam (bijvoorbeeld, / t a . m a / of
/ma.go/). Verder kon alleen een van de twee syllabes gerelateerd en de
andere ongerelateerd zijn (bijvoorbeeld, / t a . n i / , / h e . m a / , / m a . y u / of
/shi.go/). Of, beide syllabes waren ongerelateerd a a n de n a a m van het
target-beeld (bijvoorbeeld, / r i . s u / ) . Het blijkt dat het fonologisch facilitatieeffect sterk vermindert naarmate er meer fonologisch ongerelateerde
informatie aanwezig is. Maar ook in deze experimenten wordt geen invloed
van de positie van de syllabe gevonden. Of een gerelateerde syllabe identiek
is met de eerste, tweede of derde syllabe van de target-naam leidt niet tot een
verschil in reactietijden. Het is daarom mogelijk dat de meeste stappen tot
articulatie van een woord niet gedeeltelijk maar in één geheel voorbereid
worden.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt verslag gedaan van twee beeld-woord
interferentie-experimenten waarin de invloed van orthografie op de grootte
van het fonologisch facilitatie-effect onderzocht wordt. Hierbij is de vraag,
welk aandeel van het fonologisch facilitatie-effect te wijten is aan
fonologische informatie op woordniveau vergeleken met fonologische
informatie op subwoord-niveau, van bijzonder belang. Het is mogelijk dat
fonologische informatie van verschillende niveaus ook op verschillende
manier in wisselwerking tred met de productie van de beeldnaam. Dit is van
belang voor modellen van woord productie omdat de interpretatie van het
fonologisch facilitatie-effect in woordproductie-onderzoek meestal geen
rekening houdt met een mogelijke invloed van fonologische informatie op
subwoord-niveau. Fonografische tekens, zoals Kana, stellen direct
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gedeeltelijke fonologische informatie van een woord ter beschikking. Pas
n a d a t het woord in het geheel is herkend, is de fonologische informatie van
morfografische tekens, zoals Kanji, beschikbaar. Kanji noemt men daarom
orthografisch intransparant, en Kana orthografisch transparant. Zoals in
hoofdstuk 4 werden alleen beelden met een tri-syllabische n a a m gekozen
waarbij de hoeveelheid fonologisch gerelateerde en ongerelateerde informatie
gevarieerd werd. Als distractoren werden zeer bekende samengestelde trisyllabische woorden geselecteerd, die met twee Kanji tekens (orthografisch
intransparante conditie) worden geschreven. Deze woorden werden voor de
orthografisch transparante conditie met Kana tekens herschreven. In het
geval van zeer bekende Kanji woorden kan worden aangenomen, dat h u n
fonologische informatie alleen over de directe route van het duale-route
model beschikbaar komt. In het geval van de visueel onbekende Kana
woorden kan worden aangenomen dat de fonologische informatie vooral over
de letter-tot-klank transformatie routine van het duale-route model
beschikbaar komt. Kana en Kanji distractoren maken het d u s mogelijk de
invloed van fonologische informatie op woord- en subwoord-niveau te
onderzoeken. In Experiment 1 heeft een fonologisch gerelateerd distractorwoord de eerste syllabe gemeen met de naam van het target-beeld, in
Experiment 2 de eerste en de tweede syllabe. Het blijkt dat in Experiment 1
geen significant verschil in de grootte van het fonologische facilitatie-effect
tussen Kanji en Kana distractoren optreedt, maar in Experiment 2 het
facilitatie-effect voor Kana veel groter is dan voor Kanji. Hoewel geen
voldoende verklaring voor dit verschil kan worden gegeven, blijkt een
verklaring die alleen op basis van fonologische informatie op woord niveau
gebaseerd is geen alternatief te zijn. De resultaten van de experimenten
wijzen erop dat met taalverwerkingsprocessen rekening moet worden
gehouden als men uit beeld-woord interferentie-experimenten conclusies wil
trekken aangaande woordproductiemodellen.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een samenvatting gegeven van de experimentele
resultaten verzamelt in deze proefschrift. De resultaten worden dan
geëvalueerd ten opzichte van h u n betekenis voor de vraagstelling. Het wordt
geconcludeerd, dat fonografische schrift fonologische informatie vlugger of
meer automatisch toegankelijk maakt dan morfografische schrift, maar dat,
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met betrekking tot de toegang tot semantische informatie, geen verschil
tussen de schriften kon worden gevonden. Het wordt vastgesteld, dat
fonologische informatie op woord- en subwoord niveau verschillende roles
kan spelen voor de twee schriften, maar dat de experimenten beschreven in
deze proefschrift niet voldoende deze twee aspecten van elkaar kunnen
scheiden. Een poging wordt gedaan voor te stellen hoe dit in verdere
experimenten nader kan worden onderzoekt.
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